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Listen to the business end 
of a TS24. 

Four successful studios. 

And one choice of console. 

As you can see, they speak for themselves. 

Robin Black, Black Barn: 'Since we opened we've 

handled everything from instrumental work to Motor- 

head and they've all loved the desk. I wanted a console 

that was extremely versatile and easy to use without 

complications; and the TS24 with a Saturn made a great 

package. The EQ is first class, and the reputation com- 

bined with Mastermix means it sells itself.' 

Brian Masterson, Windmill Lane: 'We've had our 

TS24 three years now. I really do like the sound - it's so 

neutral. But it's the operational design that's best; it 

never gets in the way, the EQ's very comprehensive, 

it's easy to get your sounds, and it's the simplest 

board to bounce tracks down on. The signal flow 

concept and global switching is the way I like to work. 

We've had the Waterboys and U2 in recently and the 

TS24's a great asset when you're handling a wide variety 

of music.' 

Bryn Jones, Sain (Recordiau) CYF: 'We needed a 

desk to keep up with the needs of independent TV post 

production and the T524 is excellent for this. The main 

feature for us is its flexibility; essential for our work 

which includes rock, male voice choirs, folk and TV. 

We've only had two free days since we opened in 

March 1987 and with Mastermix, it's a very well thought - 

out combination.' 

Tony Millier, TVi: 'We had to go to 24 -track to keep 

up, and everything's there on the T524 for very fast 

work. You can re- configure very quickly indeed because 

there's virtually no need for re- patching. I'd say it 

was an informed choice - but after a couple of 

months with it I realised there was even more to it than 

I first expected. A great package.' For more details and a 

brochure on the T524 In Line console, call Steve 

Gunn at Soundcraft. 

Soundcraft 
TS24 

SOUND6IAVTELFCTRONCSLTD.UNfT2.BONEWUfN00DNDUSTiW.RARN.ROMLYJAff.BOREMAAT,9OW.ÆRTSWOS57L-ENGLAND TEL 7T2015o50TUC 211B KRAFT G FU OT237019150.MJCWlFTLSA TEL ON) 893135, SCtiV,L=;F' 1:...: -_- - ì' 5201 
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D &R Dayner Series 
In -Line 

Dayner Series 
Beyond Comparison 

The "NEW" DAYNER In -line module is our in- 

novative approach to the many demands from 

Midi and recording studios for such features as 

dual inputs, dual EQ, and dual inserts per mo- 

dule. We add this module to the popular DAY - 

NER system to further expand your capabili- 

ties. Available for recording and sound reinfor- 

cement is the DAYNER "Split I /O" Module 

and "Tape /Effects Return" Module. Drawing 

shows In -line module. 

Features: 

Up to 160 mix inputs in less than 2.50 mtr 

(81/2 feet) 

Channel insert & monitor insert (patch point) 

Channel /monitor fader reverse 

Split EQ (EQ on ch. & EQ on monitor) 

Stereo in -place solo & mono PFL 

8 aux send busses 

Unique "Floating Subgroup System" 

Digital quality specs 

Welded steel chassis 

D &R USA 

1720.Chip N Dale Dr. 

Arlington, TX 76012 

Phone (817) 548 -1677 

Tlx 910 -250 -3462 

Fax 817 -277 -6066 

WI; 

I 

D &R Electronica b.v. 

Rijnkade 15B, 

1382 GS Weesp, Holland 

Phone (31) 2940 -18014 

Tlx 18503 dr nl 

Fax (31) 2940 -16987 

AUSTRALIA, AUDIO & RECORDING, 2019 Sydney, 36 -38 Daphne St. Botany tel: 61-26669935 

AUSTRIA, KUHNL & WURZER, A -4020 Linz, Waldeggstrasse 68 tel: 43-732668125 BELGIUM, 

A.S.E. pvba 2800 Mechelen, Kon. Astridlaan 216 tel: 3215421152 CANADA, J MAR M4H 1E9 

Ontario, 6 Banian Drive, Toronto tel: 1-4164219080 DENMARK, POWER PLAY MUSIC APS. DK 

2200 Kopenhagen, Norrebrogade 102A tel: 45- 1244048 ENGLAND, contact D &R Holland directly 

FINLAND, SAHKOLIIKKEIDEN OY 01301 Vantaa 30, P.O. Box 88, Sahkometsa tel. 358-908381 

FRANCE, METTLER AUDIO, 75009 Paris, 13.5 Blvd de Clichy tel: 33-148782911 GERMANY, 

SOUND SERVICE 1000 Berlin 15, Fasanenstrasse 45 tel: 49- 308834262 ITALY, PROFESSIONAL 

EQUIPMENT Srl, 20142 Milano, Viale Famagosta 37 tel: 39.2817839139289102411213 NORWAY, 

VEDUM ELEKTRONIKK, N -1381 Heggedal, Aamotveien 2 tel: 47-2798990. SPAIN, BOSE SA 

28027 Madrid, Arisoteles 3 tel: 34- 4050611 SWEDEN, MONTEZUMA RECORDING 10265 Stock- 

holm, Kocksgatan 17 tel: 46- 8436291 SWITSERLAND, ISLER AG 8048 Zurich, Badenerstrasse 

808 -810 tel: 41- 14321444. 
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EDITORIAL 
As we have commented before, changes in the area 
of transducers are subtle. The most subtle 
changes of all are in the area of microphones. I 

would not go so far as to say that this is a 

backward branch of technology but it is fairly true to say that most modern microphones still have a 

direct line of descent from work done many years ago and have reached their current abilities through 

a gradual refinement of established physical principles rather than sheer innovation. Today it is 

possible to call in at almost any pro -audio dealer and purchase -maybe at great cost -a mic that is 

major steps in specification beyond the microphone that you bought 20 years ago but still looks very 

similar internally. 
Yes, new materials and refinements abound in modern mics but as specifications and performance 

increase and we get nearer and nearer to the theoretical maximum performance for this style of 

transducer, what have we to look forward to? 

I believe not many people seem to care very much about future mic developments outside the 

manufacturers. The current top end models are capable of performance that will not let down a fully 

digital signal chain and they are certainly not the weak point in the signal chain at all. Aside from 

gradual improvements it seems from discussions that most manufacturers feel that the future has to 

include some way of getting into digits earlier than is currently possible. At the moment this is rather 

difficult within the physical constraints that we assign to the practical aspects of these devices. 

Additionally there is really a case for a completely fresh approach to the mechanical design of the 

diaphragm capsule arrangement itself: something that will allow faster response to transients and audio 

impulses; not suffer from a maximum SPL limit; have a linear response at frequencies and level of all 

types. Much of this tends to suggest that either fairly revolutionary mechanical arrangement is needed 

or we have to look towards lasers and in that technological direction. At this point most manufacturers 

tend to shrug their shoulders and say it will come but don't hold your breath. 

Meanwhile, back in reality, the average user has very little interest in the distant future of 

microphones and only little more in the near future. Strangely, most look back towards the time when 

mics were warm and glowed in the dark but in terms of performance were very modest by current 

standards. They may have sounded 'good' but they were not 'accurate'. Such mics, therefore, had a role 

as both a transducer and an element of signal processing far beyond the console or outboard processing 

available at the time. 
OK, so what do we have? Perhaps a very unique opportunity -a breathing space to think about the 

future of mics without the immediate commercial pressure. If this is the case then I would like to throw 

an idea into the ring that may even be original. 
Firstly, it is very likely that microphones to come will use some form of laser technology but for the 

forseeable future there are practicalities that prevent mics being made in a size that would work 

effectively in a studio environment. So the first problem is size. But this would not be a problem if the 

bulky components could be housed remotely. So perhaps there could be a central microphone housing 

with laser heads closer to the instrument in question. Secondly, why do the 'microphone' heads have to 

be near the instrument at all? 
Imagine then a central mic system housing the bulky electronics and the mic heads in the form of 

laser scanners that could look directly at very precise parts of musical instruments rather than just a 

more composite sound source. It would be possible to look not just at the instrument but at the room 

itself and with specially placed resonating panels it would be possible to find exactly the type of room 

ambience or delay that you should want purely by guiding the mic laser head direction and focus. 

Think about it -no acoustic spill whatsoever unless there was sympathetic resonance within the scanned 

surface, and an infinitely variable control aspect -as long as there was line of sight of the instrument. 

Perhaps one of the most exciting aspects could be the ability to tie such an arrangement into a central 

studio system. There have been many attempts to integrate aspects of condenser mics into the studio 

system such as remote control of the polarisation voltages and automatically sliding input level 

windows on the mic amps with ref to mic output level, but nothing has really developed out of this so 

far. If the future direction of the studio is the integration of the recording /processing /mixing processes 

then an idea such as this may give the opportunity to fully integrate the microphone system under a 

central processor with the ability to recall and reset mic positions, levels, etc, together with maybe the 

possibilities to dial in the required sound waveform and then the mic laser head under processor control 

would go looking for the nearest sound source to the requested type simply by rapidly scanning the 

instrument and storing a number of samples for comparison. The possibilities are endless. 

Now I don't think that such a system is close -it may be a long way off-but it does seem to represent 
one possible direction of development. 

On a more practical level it would also stop the way that mic booms keep finding their way into 

camera shot. During Woody Allen's Sleeper -shown on UK television a few weeks ago -the mic boom 

crept into top middle screen considerably upsetting those of us of a nervous disposition. But would we 

feel happier being scanned with a laser? 

Coven Schoeps microphone exploded. Photography by Roger Phillips 
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PUBLISON INFER NA L MACHINE 90 
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NEW DIGITAL RECORDING WITH INFERNAL MACHINE 90 
With the internal hard disk board, you can record up to 14 minutes of digital sound. 
You can use it in three ways: 

1- Storage of the sampling memories of the machine, with all their parameters 
2- Direct recording of stereo audio signals 
3- Digital editing 

NEW DIGITAL TAPE UNIT (CASSETTE) 
With the external tape unit, you can store on digital cassettes the contents of the 
internal hard disk. You can have an unlimited bank of sampled or edited sounds. This 
unit is connected via the SCSI interface. 

NEW EXTENDED MEMORY CAPACITY 
On option you can use large memory boards, with 2x83 sec or 1x 166 sec of memory 
capacity (always with 16 bits and 20 kHz frequency response). 

UNIVERSAL DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSOR 
* DELAY, ECHO * MEMORY CAPACITY (16 Bits, 20 kHz Frequency * PITCH CHANGER EVOLUTIVE VIBRATO, Response)- OPTIONS: 

AUTOMATIC ARPEGGIO 2x5.2 seconds 2x20.9 seconds 
* STEREO PARAMETRIC REVERBERATION NEW 2x83 seconds or 1x166 seconds at 20 kHz * MULTI SAMPLING WITH TIME COMPRESSION- * SMPTE INTERFACE (OPTION) FOR AUTOMATIC 

EXPANSION, SOUND REVERSED IN TIME SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE MACHINE WITH 
* MIDI INTERFACE VIDEO OR AUDIO EQUIPMENT, AND FOR 

AUTOMATIC PITCH TRACKING ON TWO 
COMPLETELY SEPARATE CHANNELS. 

UPDATES AND AFTER -SALES: CALL TOLL FREE 
Whatever the age of your INFERNAL MACHINE 90, we can easily and quickly update it with the new 
boards and softwares. You can call us toll free from Europe on: 33 (for France) 1 (for Paris) 43 -60- 84-64. 
For England, we now have an English technician who is living in the London area and who is at your 
disposal for after sales service. 

PUBLISON AUDIO PROFESSIONAL 
18 Avenue de la République - 93170, Bagnolet - France 

Tel: 33 (for France) 1 (for Paris) 43- 60 -84 -64 Fax: (1) 43 60 -80 -31 
America: 6464 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 775, Hollywood, CA 900 28. 

Tel: (213) 460 63 -55. Telex: 3717528 PAI. 
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Save time-phone 

TRADE COUNTER 
Open 8.30am - 5pm (Mon -Fri) 

tint" 
ORDERS: 01-482 1692 ADMIN: 01-485 4908 
16 Stucley Place, Hawley Crescent, Camden Town, London NW1 8NS 

Please send free 56 page catalogue Li 
Please send account application form Li 

NAME . _ 

ADDRESS 
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DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES 
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BY PETER JONES 
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COUNTER MEMORY 
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OPEN /CLOSE 
STOP 

From its very conception, Digital Audio Tape 

has been the subject of hype and controversy. 
Much of the hysteria has stemmed from the 

use in which some consumers may choose to put 
DAT equipment. 

Be that as it may, HHB has always 
believed that digits point the way forward in 
both professional and consumer audio. 

Quality must always be king. 

141124tiytltt'tlf=`JttlilttP 

;;,.ak: 

It is quality that will guarantee a successful 
future of the music business as well as the 
studio industry. 

Forget the hype. Ignore the controversy 
DAT is highly convenient and it works. And it 
can provide professionals everywhere with the 

extra quality they seek. 

Professional format DAT equipment can 

record and playback on 48 KHz or 44.1 KHz. 

HHB HIRE &SALES, 73 -7S SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NW10 6QU. TELEPHONE 
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It's now available at HHB in the shape of the 

Sony PCM 2500. 
The DTC 1000ES is designed primarily as a 

domestic device at a domestic price, but we see 

it as an every -day tool in any professional 
recording environment. 

HHB should know. The company created 
a massive pro -audio role for the EIA] digital 

format. 

Of course, both machines are well supported 
by HHB's legendary expertise and back -up 
service. That's the special reward for those that 
choose Europe's leading pro -audio centre for 
their digital technology. 

You've read the fiction and you've got the 

facts. Now buy the product. There's no turning back. 

SONY /Nib 
al -960 2144, TELEX 923393, FAX 01- 9601160, E -MAIL REF: HHB - ID- DGS13S1 

NR Illo 

'HI'HIb 
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Go downtown and look around. The fancy pants dance where the music 

is cool. And the smoothest, easiest way to perfect a club's sound is Rane's 

innovative MP 24. 

We've loaded this new Stereo Program Mixing Console to the 

gills with features. You're looking at more flexibility and perform- 

ance in this one unit than in any other mixer /preamp made. 

Furthermore, its got the highest level of signal quality: noise and 

distortion are virtually eliminated. 

Here's a partial rundown of why the MP 24 just made the 

competition obsolete. Nine stereo inputs (three phono and six line) 

are accessed through four stereo mixing buses, each with its own 4- position 

selector switch and Alps studio grade 60mm slider. Crossfade is completely 

assignable via another 60mm slider and two selector switches. Then there's 

niúhP 

AS 

RANI 

separate mic and program EQ, mic and program loops, master 

balanced outputs, zone and booth outputs, light trigger output, cue 

system ...whew! And that's not the half of it. 

Those in the know are already saying our MP 24 will be the 

industry standard. But why be modest? We think it'll be the king. 

Rane Corporation, 6510 216th Southwest, 
ANE 

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.206/774 -7309. 

UK Distributor: 

Music Lab Sales, 72 -74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY. Tel 01 -388 5392 Telex 28159 
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After a phenomenally successful 1987, 

Neutrik introduce the following new products for 1988:- 

CONNECTORS The Loud Speaker Connector 
The popular range of modular connectors to be 
replaced by a new series using the `X' format. 

TEST TT402 Transmission Test Set 
INSTRUMENTS for "Stand alone" or integrated audio measuring of 

phase and standard audio measurements. 

Audiograph `Analyzer' 
Laboratory precision and full function in one easy to 
use package. 

" Sole Agent UK ,i Eardley Electronics Ltd. 
Eardley House, 182 -184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, W8 7AS 
Telephone: 01 -221 0606/01 -727 0711 Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01 -727 9556 

MCA / MULTIMIX; a modular audio console with computer control 

MULTICHANNEL 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

O 
MCA 

REMOTE 

ú 

rJ 

MCA 

MULTIMIX 

MS-AUDIOTRON 
LAITILANTIE 10 Telex 125778 msa sf 

00420 HELSINKI FINLAND 

LINE & 

SPEAKER 
MATRIX 

IIII001Tiliìll1111111. 

MULTIMIX audio console 
True modularity to really meet your requirements in 
special applications. 
A family of some 20 different input, routing, fader or 
rotary pot, metering and output modules. 
Special modules for control room and headphone 
monitoring, test signals, talkback, remote control etc. 
Heavy duty steel chassis 
Transformer balanced inputs and outputs. 
Wide range meter modules, 60 dB display. 

MCA processing unit 
Computer controlled routing, matrix mix processing and 
multichannel panning. 
Assignable digital fader and meter to set and control 
matrix crosspoint levels. 
A single floppy disk stores up to 1,000 sound effect cues 
(scenes). 
Controls the tape transport and locator functions of up 
to four tape recorders. 
Pocket terminal for remote control and sound effect 
evaluation in the audience area. 
System operation by a single cue entry push button. 

MCA MULTIMIX 

"Custom design" your console for special applications such as 

theatres, musical productions, planetariums, fiction venues and all 
applications requiring a "non-standard" console with computer control. 
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NEWS 
In brief 

Following the recent inauguration 
of the Bregman Electronic Music 
Studio at Dartmouth College (see 
Studio Sound January 1988), New 
England Digital, who supplied the 
integrated Synclavier system, 
announced that over 50 colleges, 
universities and music schools around 
the world have installed Synclavier 
digital audio systems. The original 
Synclavier, according to marketing 
director Mark Terry, "was a 
computer -based teaching tool for 
music theory, ear training and 
composition, and while it today 
moves in the worlds of hit records, 
movies and television production, it 
has never lost its academic roots ". 

The Distinguished Engineers' 
Audio Federation (DEAF) presented 

to Mr John Davies, on behalf of the 
Laycock Partially Hearing Unit, a 
cheque for £13,000, which will be 
used to buy a vidi- speech computer, 
helpful in showing a profoundly deaf 
child 'sound pictures' to enable him 
or her to form basic words correctly. 

Le Studio Andre Perry, who 
recorded Juno Award winners Kim 
Mitchel, Luba and Glass Tiger, were 
also busy elsewhere. The Groupe 
Andre Perry Inc was formed, to 
help take into account the company's 
activities in video, both in Canada 
and the States. They acquired 
Positive Video's two post -production 
facilities in the San Francisco Bay 
area, as well as building a major 
Washington DC facility. 

Forthcoming 
January 27th to 28th Syn -Aud -Con, 
Anaheim, California, USA. 
February 17th to 18th Syn -Aud- 
Con, Seattle, Washington, USA. 
March 1st to 4th AES 84th 
Convention. Palais des Congrés, 
Paris, France. 
March 9th to 10th Syn -Aud -Con, 
Orlando, Florida, USA. 
March 9th to 13th Frankfurt Musik 
Messe '88, Frankfurt, West Germany. 
March 17th to 19th Master 
Loudspeaker Designer's Workshop, 
Atlanta, Georgia, USA. 
March 21st to 24th 7th 
International Conference on Video, 
Audio and Data Recording, 
University of York, UK. 
March 22nd to 24th Digital Audio 
Signal Processing, The Institute of 
Sound and Vibration Research, 
Southampton University, UK. 
March 22nd to 26th 28th USITT 
(United States Institute for Theatre 
Technology) Annual Conference and 
Stage Expo '88, Disneyland Hotel, 
Anaheim, California, USA. 
April 5th to 8th Acoustics '88, 
University of Cambridge, UK. 
April 8th to 12th NAB, Las Vegas, 
USA. 

12 Studio Sound, February 1988 

events 
April 25th to 28th Audio Visual '88, 
Wembley Exhibition Centre, UK. 
May 18th to 20th ShowTech Berlin 
'88, Berlin Exhibition 
Grounds/International Congress 
Centre, Berlin, West Germany. 
June 22nd to 24th APRS 88, 
Olympia 2, London, UK. 

September 20th to 22nd Digital 
Processing of Signals in 
Communications, Institution of 
Electronic and Radio Engineers, 
Loughborough University of 
Technology, UK. 
September 23rd to 27th 
International Broadcasting 
Convention '88, Metropole Conference 
and Exhibition Centre, Brighton, UK. 
September 30th to October 9th 
BBC Radio Show, Earls Court, 
London, UK. 

1989 
April 28th to May 2nd NAB, Las 
Vegas, USA. 
June 17th to 23rd ITS, Montreux, 
Switzerland. 

1990 
March 30th to April 3rd NAB, 
Atlanta, USA. 

Contracts 
SSL have announced orders for the 

new G Series Master Studio System. 
In the UK, the Virgin Group have 
confirmed a £750,000 contract for the 
delivery of three systems to the 
refurbished Olympic Studios. In Los 
Angeles, A &M and Suma Music 
Group have each ordered a system, 
while in South East Asia, sales 
include those to Sound Inn, Vincent 
and Aoi Studios in Tokyo, and a 
Korean contract with Jigu Records in 
Seoul. Elsewhere, Presence Studios of 
New Haven, Connecticut, have 
upgraded to the G Series from an 
SL4000E, while Power Play in Long 
Island, NY, have added a 56 -input 
SL4000E with Total Recall and 
automation. 

The first Amek APC1000 to be 
installed in the States has gone to 
Greene Street Studios in New York 
City, an 80 -input version with 
dynamics, recall, reset and GML 
automation. Sunset Sound Studios in 
LA have also placed an order for the 
desk, as have Jive Studios in Tokyo, 
who've opted for a 64 -input version 
with GML. 

The first UK recording studio to 
purchase the Otani MTR20 Yz in 
2 -track mastering machine from 
Stirling ITA is Sam Therapy. 
Stirling ITA also announced sales of 
a DDA DCM 232 in -line console to 
Woodbine Street Studios in 

Leamington Spa, an AMS AudioFile 
to Phil Wainman's Utopia Studios, 
and the first dedicated 32 -track Otani 
MX80 in Britain to Audio FX. 

British pro -audio hire company 
Hilton Sound have announced the 
sale of their PDASH 'format buster' 
interface and PDATCH patchbay to 
New York's Power Station studio 
complex. The Power Station have two 
Sony 3324s and a pair of Otani DTR 
900s. 

Sandy Brown Associates have 
announced a number of recent 
contracts, including the specification 
of a totally equipped full -range sound 
system for Croydon's 1700 -seat 
Fairfield Hall, the refurbishment and 
expansion of the TVam facilities in 
London's Camden Town (originally 
designed by SBA), and their 
appointment as acoustic consultants 
by Air TV for the new MTV Europe 
facility, also in Camden. 

Following orders for 10 series 8000 
in Sweden, Soundcraft have 
announced six further sales in 
Norway. Meanwhile, in New Zealand, 
the Broadcasting Corporation 
recently commissioned Soundcraft to 
develop a newsroom editing desk 
based on the 200B, as part of a long 
term re- equipment programme. The 
order is expected to total more than 
30 desks. 

Address changes 
HM Electronics Inc have moved 

to a 40,000 ft' facility in the newly 
developed Sorrento Mesa area of San 
Diego, which is aimed at increasing 
their engineering and manufacturing 
departments. The full address is: 
6675 Mesa Ridge Road, San Diego, 
CA 92121, USA. Tel: (619) 535-6060. 

Jay Cee Music Ltd and Barge 
Records of Rainhill, Merseyside, 

UK, have a new telephone number: 
051 -493 1166. 

London -based Cable Technology, 
UK distributors for Klotz cable, are 
moving to larger premises in 
Northamptonshire. The full address 
is: Unit 9, Enterprise Court, Park 
Farm, Wellingborough, Northants, 
UK. Tel: 0933 674800. 

TC HQ in UK 
TC Electronic of Denmark have 
announced the opening of their UK 
sales office, which will handle all 
sales, servicing and dealer support 
under the direction of Phil 
Beaumont, UK sales manager. TC 
UK also offer full back -up, 
promotions and product training at 

the facility, and are able to handle 
all queries concerning their 
equipment and applications, plus 
carrying a full stock of all relevant 
literature and videos. 

TC UK, 24 Church Street, 
Oswestry SY11 2SP, UK. Tel: 0691 
658550. 

Sticky fingers 
HW International of London issued 
the following statement in November. 

"Persons unknown, not prepared to 
wait until the end of November when 
stock of the Luxman KD117 DAT 
player arrives, broke into our 
premises last week and stole the 
prototype along with a considerable 
quantity of other Luxman units. So, 

if you notice the only Luxman DAT 
player in the country changing hands 
for a fistful of notes in your local pub 
or, indeed, any other new Luxman 
units, get in touch with HW 
International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, 
London N7 8EQ, UK. Tel: 01 -607 
2717." 
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LEXICON 
AND 

STIRLING 
THE EFFECT 

is 
SENSATIONAL 

Since Lexicon designed the first ever 

digital reverb algorithms, they've continued 

to offer updatable, software -based effects 

that are the most sophisticated of their kind. 

Now, Lexicon's expertise, combined 

with Stirling support and service, adds up to 

a powerful combination. 

At the peak of digital effects tech- 

nology, the 48OL provides a stunning array 

of spatial /time domain effects that will 

change your idea of what digital processing 

can do. 

Voicing is manipulated from the unique 

LARC controller and the presets include halls, 

rooms, plates, natural environments, effects 

and sampling. Dynamic MIDI adds an in- 

credible dimension to the 'static' program 

effect. 

The PCM -7O's presets include stereo 

reverb, chorus, echo, multiband delay, 

panning and resonant chords. There are 50 

user registers, and the exciting performance 

potential of Dynamic MIDI. 

And thanks to 'open architecture' soft- 

ware and Stirling ITA's after -sales service 

any Lexicon product can be kept ahead of 

the field in future. 

Contact us today for more details. 

41 480L DIGITAL EFFECTS SYSTEM True 18 

Bit converter, 48/44.1KHz sampling 20Hz-20KHz 

bandwidth Digital output, Sony 1610 -1630 compatible 

Parallel or Cascade processor operation Dynamic 

MIDI control of up to 10 parameters simultaneously 

Expandable hardware & software LARC controller 

allows real time velocity changes. 

PCM -70 DIGITAL EFFECTS PROCESSOR 

43 Preset registers including stereo reverb, chorus, echo, 

multiband delay, panning and resonant chords User - 

assignable Dynamic MIDI Easy to use Program Matrix 

and Parameter Matrix. 

III Stirling:: 
G 1 Canfield Place, London NW6 38T. Telephone 01-625 4515 

Fax. 01-372 6370.11x. 946240 CWEASY G Ref No.19014280 
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NEWS 
Time for a change at 
Yamaha 
The Nippon Gakki Company Ltd of 
Hamamatsu City, Japan (Yamaha to 
most people) officially changed their 
name to the Yamaha Corporation 
while celebrating their 100th 
anniversary in 1987. While the name 
change itself is purely cosmetic, it 
signifies the beginning of a major 
consolidation of corporate identity 
and effort to push Yamaha 
`confidently into the 21st century'. 

Yamaha Corporation, worth some 
US$2.7 billion and employing more 

than 15,000 worldwide in the US, 
Europe and Pacific Basin, is ranked 
among the world's largest industrial 
organisations. Along with the wide 
range of musical equipment and 
leisure goods they produce, the 
company also sponsors several music 
popularisation activities under the 
auspices of the Yamaha Music 
Foundation. In the US, the Yamaha 
Corporation of American (YCA) is the 
holding company for six Yamaha 
subsidiaries. 

People 
Michael Stickler, deputy head of 

the BBC TV Planning and 
Installation Department, has been 
elected a Fellow of the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television 
Engineers (SMPTE) in recognition of 
his work with remote control and 
digital video interface standards. 

New York's Transcom Digital 
Studios have appointed Elisabeth 
Lawrence director of sales and client 
services. Lawrence has previously 
worked for Home Box Office, NBC's 
Saturday Night Live and CBS, 
picking up three Emmy Awards 
along the way. 

QSC Audio of Costa Mesa, 
California, have announced two 
appointments. Gregory B McVeigh 
has been promoted to director of 
marketing, while Peter T Kalman 
has been appointed national sales 
manager. 

WaveFrame Corp of Boulder, 
Colorado, have announced the 
appointments of Courtney Spencer to 
vice -president of sales, and Joe Kelly 
to their board of directors. 

Sandy Brown Associates have 
made a number of appointments. Ian 
Knowles has joined from Marconi's 
acoustics laboratories, and Nigel 
Renwick, a specialist in the 
technique of sound intensity vector 
measurement, has joined from GEC. 

The IFPI have appointed Patrick 

Macartney as the new press and 
information officer, taking over from 
Dave Laing who, after three years in 
the post, has moved to become 
features editor of Music Week 

magazine. 
dbx have appointed John E 

Stiernberg as national sales manager 
for dbx professional products. 
Stiernberg had been pro division 
national manager for Bose 
Corporation since 1981. 

Panasonic UK Ltd have 
announced the appointment of John 
Dixon as manager of the Electronic 
Musical Instrument Division of 
Technics/Panasonic UK. 

Syco have appointed Pete 
Wandless as UK sales manager, with 
responsibility for studio, post - 
production and broadcast markets. 
Wandless was formerly UK and 
European sales manager for SSL. 

Pro Audio Recording of Maryland 
have appointed Mark Greenhouse as 
studio manager. Coming from Track 
Recorders, he will handle bookings, 
project planning, correspondence and 
promotions. 

Mitsubishi have appointed Martin 
Wallace to their service and support 
team, where he will be responsible 
for servicing and maintaining both 
digital recorders and consoles. 
Wallace comes from Neve where he 
worked as an engineer. 

The Next Stage... 
PREAMP/ COMPRESSOR GATE DISTORTIO 

GAIN AUTO' SEMI' 
BOOST CLN CLN 

ROCKMAN 
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Bigger APRS 88 
The APRS have announced that their 
1988 exhibition to be held at the 
Olympia 2 exhibition centre June 
22nd to 24th in London will 
incorporate additional floor space on 

level two. APRS 87, which used the 
ground floor and level one, was the 
first held at Olympia, and by most 
accounts was a notable success. 

Literature 
Universal Instrument Services 

of Leicester have released the 10th 
edition of their test and measurement 
catalogue. The 76 pages contain over 
400 instruments (over 30 of which 
are new) plus a wide range of useful 
accessories from some 40 suppliers. 
Also included are details of 
Universal's repair company and 
calibration labs, along with their 
ability to supply BSC certificates 
with new instruments. Free copies 

Agencies 
Otani (UK) have appointed KGM 

Studio Specialists of Wakefield to 
handle sales and service of their tape 
machines in the north of England. 
18-42 Charlotte Street, Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire WF1 1UH. Tel: 0924 
371766. 

Selfmade Productions of London 

The association also announced a 
new feature for exhibitors -different 
rates for each floor -and that the 
average increase in site cost has been 
held to 5.6% over 1987, which, claim 
the APRS, "is still notably cost - 
effective in comparison with other 
major international exhibitions ". 

are available on UK tel: 0533 750123. 
Focal Press, a division of 

Butterworth & Co publishers, have 
announced their most recent list of 

media and audiovisual titles aimed 
directly at professionals. The 16 titles 
range from The Use of Microphones 
to The Art of Digital Audio. Further 
details are available from: Focal 
Press, Borough Green, Sevenoaks, 
Kent TN15 8PH, UK. Tel: 0732 

884567. 

have announced they are now 

handling ATC's range of SCM studio 
monitors along with Cadac's RME 
100 rackmounted equalisation. 
Selfmade Productions, 1 Horseshoe 
Close, Oxgate Lane, Staples Corner, 
London NW2 7JJ. Tel: 01 -208 1712. 

Audio Kinetics 
interfaces 

Audio Kinetics have announced a 

number of new interfaces for the 
Q.Lock synchroniser system including 
options suitable for the Sony 
APR5000, Digitec /Schlumberger 
F500, Tascam A TR80, Otani BTR5, 
Mitsubishi X-86, Otani MX80, 
Telefunken M20 and Fostex E15. 

Audio Kinetics have also released a 

number of new master cables and 
slave interfaces for the Pacer chase 
synchroniser. Cables are suitable for 

the Akai MG14D, Mitsubishi X -850 
and X -86, Otani DTR900 and BTR5, 
Revox PR99, Sony APR5000 and 

Corrections 
In the Loudspeaker feature in 

November, we listed Tannoy's fax 

number as their telephone number. 
The phone number should have read 
0494 450606. 

Under the Cetec entry we gave 
HHB Hire & Sales' old address. HHB 
are at 73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London 
NW10 6QU. Tel: 01 -960 2144. 

5850, Tascam A TR80 and Telefunken 
M20. Pacer and timecode only 
masters include Akai MG1214D, 
Sony BVU800 and BVW10 /40. 

There are new slave interfaces for 

Akai MG14D and MG1214, 
Mitsubishi X -850 and X -86, Otani 

DTR900 and BTR5, Revox PR99, 

Tascam ATR80 and Telefunken M20. 

Audio Kinetics Ltd, 
Borehamwood, Herts, UK. Tel: 

01.953 8118. 
USA: Audio Kinetics Inc, 

Middletown, NJ. Tel: (201) 671 -8668. 

Under Power Amplifiers, Elliott 
Brothers were listed as UK 
distributor for HH Electronics, when 
it should have been Michael Stevens 
& Partners. Elliott Brothers 
distribute HIT in the UK. 

In our December article on Trickey 
Studios, the phone number should 
have read: 0392 77205. 

or studio you play, take your guitar and the Rockman SustainorT" 200. 

Rockman products from Scholz Research & Development have always meant uncompromising 
quality and innovation. The Rockman SustainorT" 200 is no exception. It upgrades all four Rockman 
sounds with studio quality specs and footswitch capability. The SustainorT" zoo's extensive signal 
shaping and tone modifying circuitry deliver optimal flexibility for truly customized sound. 

Found only on the Rockman SustainorT" 200, the amazing AUTO CLEAN"' enables you to go 
from powerful distortion to clean, bright sound without losing output volume or tone as you turn 
down the guitar volume. 

Other SustainorT" 200 features include: individual channel volumes, two effects loops, 
adjustable compression. and noise gate. 

All this adds up to today's most sophisticated guitar processor. One you won't want to be 
without on stage or in the studio. 

Ì FILTERS OUTPUT 

FREO TREB BOOST 

For more information write: 

Scholz R &D, Inc. 
Department S 

1560 Trapelo Road 
Waltham, MA 02154 

BYPASS 

- DIST 

-EDGE- 

- CLN 

CLN2 ON 
PHASE 

NOTCHERTM 

POWER 

©1985 SRD 

TAl1VORTM 
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THE COMPETITION 
HATES OUR GUTS. 

It takes a lot 
of guts to corn - 
pare yourself to 
some of the 
biggest names in 
professional 
audio. 

Of course, 
when you offer 
the quality and 
features found 
inside the Audio 
Logic SC31 
Graphic Equalizer, 
it's easy to display more than a little extra 
intestinal fortitude. 

The SC31 is a powerful signal processing 
tool designed for professional use. It fea- 
tures 31 -1 /s octave centered bands of equali- 
zation with selectable 6 dB or 12 dB of boost 
and cut. But that's just for starters. 

Take a look at the chart: It shows how 
the SC31 stacks up against the competi- . L 
tion in the specs most important to audio AUDIO LOGIC engineers and sound contractors. ®I9á7 DOD Electronics Co po al ton 

Maximum output. Dynamic Range. 
*All specifications taken from manufacturer's published literature. 

6 Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth Hens SG6 2HR 
Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800 Telex: 826967 

Audio Logic SC31 RANE GE 30 JBL/Urei 5547A Ktark-TeknikDN300 

Noise Less than -90dBm Less than -90dBm Less than -90dBm Less than -90 dBm 
Maximum Output +27dBm +24dBm +22dBm +22dBm 
Dynamic Range +117dBm +114dBm +112dBm +112dBm 

Frequency 18 Hzto30kHz 10 Hz to 40 kHz 20 Hz to 20 kHz 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
Response +1 -0.5 dB +0/ -3 dB +1 / -2 dB +/ -0.5 dB 
Number of Bands 31 30 30 30 
THD Lessthan.005% Less than .01% Less than .5% Less than .01% 
plus noise @ +22dBm @I kHz @ +4dBm @ +22dBm @ +4 @1 kHz 
Suggested 
Retail Price £390.00 £498.00 £705.00 £595.00 
Excluding VAT 

Frequency re- 
sponse. Number 
of bands. Total 
Harmonic Distor- 
tion plus noise. In 
every category, 
the SC31 comes 
out even or on top. 

In every cate- 
gory, that is, ex- 
cept price. Because 
the SC31 gives 
you all that capa- 
bility, plus 

incomparable sound quality, for consider- 
ably less than any other professional 
graphic equalizer. And that's what galls the 
competition most of all. 

For a hands -on demonstration of the 
SC31, visit your professional audio dealer. 
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NEWS 
Circuit Design 
Technology signal 
processors 
CDT have introduced two different 
signal processors for gain reduction, 
the CGM -2 Champ and MC -8 

Multicomp. 
The CGM -2 Champ is a stereo unit 

providing compression, limiting, 
gating and exansion using Dynex 

circuitry. It can be used as a sterpo 
unit or as two independent processors 
and features balanced TRS inputs 
and outputs with side chain access 
and key inputs to the expander. 
Other features include true stereo 
summing and Class A VCAs, and 
2 -pole RMS to DC conversion 
throughout. 

The Dynex circuitry puts the 
attenuation or accentuation of 

transients under user control and 
allows the dynamics of percussive 
material to be varied, thus modifying 
the dynamic range for a wide variety 
of sounds. 

Specifications for the CGM -2 

Champ include a frequency response 
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz ±1 dB, THD of 

0.027 at 1 kHz, 0 dBm, output noise 
of -88 dBm over full bandwidth and 
maximum input /output levels of 
+24 dBm. Threshold range for the 
compressor is -40 to +20 dBm and 
-20 to infinity for the gate, attack 
rates are programme- dependent, 
release rates are programme - 
dependent for the compressor and 
1 ms (fast) or 500 ms (slow) for the 
gate, gate attenuation is up to 90 dB 

and the Dynex features an expansion 
ratio of 0.5:1 to 6:1 and a release of 

50 ms to 1 s. 

The MC-8 Multicomp provides eight 
independent channels of 

compressor/limiter /noise gates in a 
1 U package and features what CDT 
call a Crest Function and Automute. 

The Crest Function control varies 

CDT's 
product 
display 
at AES 

the attack and release characteristics 
of the compressor circuit on 

transients while leaving the RMS 
content unaffected, in order to create 
what CDT call `very punchy, tight 
and percussive sounds'. 

The Automute function is an 
automatic muting with programme - 
dependent attack and release rates 
for up to 100 dB of attenuation. 

Specifications overall are as for the 
CGM -2 with the Crest Rate quoted as 
1.2:1 to 8:1 with the compressor 
threshold variable from -40 to 

+20 dBm. 
Also new from CDT is a 16/16 

rackmount mixing console intended 
for sound reinforcement, OB trucks, 
submixing, small studios, etc, and 
several consoles can be cascaded 
when more channels are required. 
The mixer provides most of the 
facilities found on larger consoles 
such as four auxiliary sends, 16 -track 
monitoring, sweep equalisation, etc. 
Circuit Design Technology, 26801 

Richmond Road, Bedford Heights, 
OH 44146, USA. Tel: (216) 292 -0491. 

Akai Professional products 
Several new items of interest in lU 
rackmount formats have been 
introduced. First the PEQ6 is a MIDI 
programmable equaliser providing 
7 -band equalisation for each of six 
channels. The unit has 32 memory 
banks and bank program change via 
MIDI is possible. The equaliser 
section provides ±12 dB in 1 dB steps 
at 63 Hz, 160 Hz, 400 Hz, 1 Khz, 
2.5 kHz, 6.3 kHz and 16 kHz. 
Performance quoted is 20 Hz to 
20 kHz flat ±1 dB; 0.015% or less 
distortion at 0 dBm out; S/N of 
- 95 dB (IHF A) and crosstalk at 
-70 dB (1 kHz at 0 dBm input). 
Specifications are: input impedance 
47 lot with nominal input level of 
0 dBm and maximum of +20 dBm; 
output impedance 600 0 with 
nominal output level of 0 dBm; 
optimum load impedance 10 El or 
greater. 

The MB76 is a MIDI -programmable 

combined mixer /patchbay with seven 
inputs and six outputs. The unit 
provides 12 -step trim -level controls 
for each input, which can be 
programmed and stored, together 
with the routing to each output, into 
the 32 memory banks. Technical 
specifications are similar to the 
PEQ6. 

The ME3OPII MIDI -programmable 
patchbay is a more sophisticated 
version of the ME3OP 4 -in/8 -out MIDI 
patchbay. As well as providing 32 

patch configurations, the Il version is 

equipped with a footswitch bank 
up /down function, LED indicators for 

the output channels and a MIDI - 
merge function for combining two 
MIDI signals into one control signal, 
eg playing a synthesiser module from 
a sequencer and keyboard. 

Akai has also introduced a number 
of upgrades and options for its range 
of samplers. 

The S9V4.0 31/2 in floppy disk 
upgrade for the S -900 also expands 
the memory x 3. Owners of the 
S9V2.0 disks may have these 
upgraded free of charge. There is also 

an SCSI interface for the S -900 
which allows it to be used in 

conjunction with Apple Macintosh 
computers and compatible 20 Mbyte 
hard disk drive. MD -540 is a new 
40 Mbyte hard disk drive. 

For the S -700 /X -7000 samplers 
there is a new SXM -007 ROM 
memory option which allows for the 
expansion of up to 16 samples, 10 of 
which are held in static RAM 
(SRAM) on power -off. The unit also 
enables crossfade looping. 

UK: Akai Professional, Musical 
Instruments Division, Hounslow, 
Middx. Tel: 01 -897 1508. 

USA: Akai Professional Products, 
Fort Worth, TX. Tel: (817) 336 -5114. 

JBL 
Control 
Five 
JBL has launched the low cost 
Control Five-big brother to the 
Control One -with power capacity of 
175 W with a quoted frequency 
response which goes flat from 75 Hz 

to 20 kHz (±3 dB) with usable output 
down to 50 Hz, generating 114 dB 
SPL (1 ml per speaker; 92 dB 
(2.3 V/1 m) sensitivity, 4 

incorporating a 25 mm 
titanium HF driver and 165 mm LF 
driver. 

Applications include moderate 
sound reinforcement setups, audio 
and video studio use, exhibition and 
background and information systems. 
JBL International, Northridge, 
CA, USA. Tel: (818) 893 -8411. 
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, 
Slough, Berks, UK. Tel: 0753 76911. 
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NEWS 
Symetrix SX200 series 
The SX200 series is a half -rack low 
cost series of signal processors from 
Symetrix. All units feature high 
headroom balanced inputs, low noise, 
wide dynamic range, low distortion, 
studio quality circuitry and low 
impedance high current balanced and 
unbalanced output line drivers. They 
may all be used standalone or 

rackmounted. 
The series initially comprises 

SX202 dual microphone preamplifier, 
SX204 headphone amplifier and 
SX201 parametric EQ /preamp. 
Symetrix, Seattle, WA, USA. Tel: 
(206) 282 -2555. 
UK: Sound Technology plc, 
Letchworth, Herts. Tel: 0462 480000. 

Kenwood DA -3531 CD 
encoder 
Kenwood's DA -3531 CD encoder is a 
reference signal generator conforming 
to CD standards for use in evaluation 
testing of CD players. Direct 
connection to CD players gives 
symmetrically variable functions. The 
unit will also provide output from the 
laser pickup as well as pickup 
simulation for all player signal 
patterns including DC bias addition, 
radial and focus error and pickup 
simulation format. 

There are nine test patterns in the 
range 20 Hz to 20 kHz for audio 
frequency band characteristics, 
emphasis functions, crosstalk 
between left and right channels and 
intermodulation distortion. Other 
facilities include 16 subcodes, eight 
error patterns, internal and external 
clocks. 
UK: Thurlby Electronics Ltd, New 
Road, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs 
PE17 4BG, UK. Tel: 0480 63570. 

As might be expected, the first 
software packages for the DMP7 
digital mixer are now appearing and 
these include Q -Sheet by DigiDesign 
and DMP7 PRO by Digital Music 
Services. 

Q -Sheet runs on a Macintosh 
computer (512K minimum) and uses 
the newly agreed MIDI Timecode 
standard to lock all MIDI -compatible 
equipment within the system to 
SMPTE timecode in order to 
completely automate audio mixdowns 
or generate video soundtracks. 

The program is built around a user- 
defined cue list of MIDI events -such 
as a fader movement, processor 
setting, note on/off command, etc - 
and a string of MIDI events can be 
treated to perform as a single 
function when simultaneous 
commands are required. A sequence 
created using Macintosh software can 
also be treated as a single event and 
fired off in sync to timecode. 

Once a cue list has been 
programmed, Q -Sheet makes the 
computer a complete MIDI 
automation centre with a graphics 
display of the cue list or a realtime 
representation of the DMP7 control 
surface. 

Q -Sheet is also intended for the 
creation of soundtracks when locked 
to a VTR. Cue lists of sound effects 
etc, can be created using the editing 
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Software packages for 
Yamaha DMP7 

capabilities of the program and a 
keyboard mapping function stores the 
name of sound effects and location on 
the keyboard for easy identification 
by Q- Sheet. The programme can then 
trigger sounds, automate external 
processors and execute a 2 -track mix 
from the final cue list. 

Q -Sheet features advanced one -step 
editing capabilities for easy overall 
control and controllers can be drawn 
on the computer screen with a single 
mouse stroke and assigned any MIDI 
controller number for visual 
feedback. 

Other features include full printing 
and offset capabilities, all SMPTE 
frame rates and 16/35 mm film, 
internal clock option, multiple cue 
lists, event backtimer, infinite tracks, 
multiple event repeat with 
randomisation and undo capabilities. 
Requirements for the program in 
addition to the computer are a 
SMPTE/MIDI timecode converter and 
MIDI interface. 

DMP7 PRO is designed to bring out 
the full potential of the DMP7 and 
incorporates extensive graphics and 
tools to make mixing and automation 

easy and efficient as well as adding 
some important functions not found 
on the DMP7 itself. 

The computer screen provides a full 
graphic display of the mixer as it 
would appear in conventional form, ie 

no control assignment panel, thus 
allowing instant access to all 
parameters with a mouse. It is 

possible to change several parameters 
simultaneously by using a 'hand' icon 
to touch the controls required and 
then these can be manipulated as a 

group. This latter function is very 
important as it allows different 
control changes to be put under a 
single group control, eg channels 
panning while others are changing 
EQ and auxiliary send levels are 
being modified simultaneously. 
Groups once set up can be stored to 
disk in one of eight memories. 

The graphics also allow parameters 
to be displayed numerically and 
editing windows allow a 'zoom' 
facility for detailed editing such as 
EQ changes. 

The DMP7 stores snapshot settings 
of console status at any one time 
called 'scenes' and the DMP7 PRO 

includes a powerful librarian feature 
for the renaming, editing and 
shuffling of scenes, which can then 
be stored to disk and recalled as 
required. A special mix -compare 
mode allows different mixes to be 
displayed by only showing 
parameters that have been changed 
between the two versions. 

In automation mode DMP7 PRO 
works very closely with MIDI 
sequencers for final mixdown and the 
graphics display shows the realtime 
'movements' of the console front 
panel. Should adjustments need to be 
made, a control can be easily 
accessed with a mouse and edited 
accordingly. 

Other features of the program 
include templates for saving screen 
layouts, cut and paste editing to copy 
settings from one channel to another, 
screen printouts, 'smart' ratio -based 
or linear grouping of all parameters 
and overall level dimming. 
Requirements are a Macintosh 
computer with 1 Mbyte of memory 
and a MIDI interface. 
DigiDesign, 1360 Willow Road, 
Suite 101, Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
USA. Tel: (415) 327 -8811. 
Digital Music Services, 23010 Lake 
Forest Drive, Suite D334, Laguna 
Hills, CA 92653, USA. Tel: (714) 
951 -1159. 
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24 TRACKS -24 HOURS A DAY 
TASCAM PROVES THE WAY TO WORK 

TASCAM PROFESSIONAL ATR -80 -24 
2 -inch Recorder /Reproducer 

For years TASCAM multitrack recorder/ 
reproducers have been the backbone of 
private and many processional studios 
running up to 16 tracks. Superb sound, 
smooth operation and extraordinary 
dependability have made them a stand- 
ard in the field. Now TASCAM takes on 
a new dimension will: the ATR- 80 -24, 
24-track Recorder /Reproducer. Years of 
accumulated experience and the latest 
technology have come together to create 
a 24 -track machine that gives you what 
you need to compete. 

If you're going 24- track, now is the 
time to go TASCAM. 

TASCAM 
TEAC UK LTD, 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA. Tel: 0923 225235. Telex: 915417. Fax: 0923 36290 
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NEWS 
Analog Digital 
Synergy in -line 
Synergy One is a new digital in -line 
mixing console with the first 
production unit due for installation 
in a `major New York post -production 
facility early next year'. It has been 
designed for use as a 4- channel CD 
mastering console and for recording 
or broadcast applications requiring 
up to 64 channels. As yet the console 
does not have mic preamplifiers and 
is only suitable for line level use. 

To provide instant systems 
familiarity the console has been 
designed around the in -line concept, 
thus bypassing the `learning curve' of 
assignable consoles. The ADS uses 
40 bit internal processing in order to 
meet present and future formats and 
can accept sampling rates from 32 to 
50 kHz. Other features include 
optional electronic grouping, 
timecode -based function automation 
with complete data recall and console 
reset. 

console 
Comprising the main frame and a 

converter rack, all signals in the 
console are digital with the exception 
of the monitor section. The overall 

appearance of the mixer is 
uncluttered and provides a clear 
operating surface with Mylar- covered 
panels and back -lit status indicators. 
The console and meter panel can also 
be adjusted for optimum operating 
convenience. 

Features include: channel strip - 
high and low pass filters, each 
switchable to 11 corner frequencies 
together with in /out switch and 
selection of 12 or 18 db /octave slopes; 
4 -band parametric equaliser with the 
low and high bands switchable to 10 

centre frequencies and with peak or 
shelf characteristics and 12 or 
18 dB /octave slopes, the two mid 
bands feature 15 switched centre 
frequencies and slope selection of 6, 

12 or 18 dB /octave, all four bands 
have ±18 dB boost or cut; the fader 
module houses a true 16 bit 100 mm 
channel fader for 65,536 level steps 
(compared to 256 for an 8 bit digital 
fader), Mute -Solo -Phase Reverse 
switches, High -Low -Unity Gain 
indicators and Group -Group Select 
switches (consoles with grouping or 
automation option), the channel 

status display has a 10- segment 
bargraph indicator displaying the last 
10 dB of headroom remaining for the 
channel, an overload indicator for 
signal overflow, a Group Display 
indicates group assignments and 
selected masters; the console features 
two stereo auxiliary sends, each with 
level and pan controls together with 
on/off and pre /post switches, a 16 bit 
channel pan control and PCL and 
ACL ( pre -channel listen /after -channel 
listen) switches; a final switch bar 
selects EQ on /off, 15/50 µs 
de- emphasis (independent of the 
equaliser) and a 1 Hz offset filter to 
eliminate possible DC -offset `clicks' 
occurring during editing due to A/D 
converter drift. 

The Master module contains the 
master reset controls for the status 
displays as well as the controls for 
the meter panel scales and Peak 
Hold indicators -a status display 
similar to that of the channel strip 
(and for group faders) is also 
included. 

The monitor module is the only 
analogue part of the console and 
selects signals from the following 
sources: digital stereo mix out and 
two stereo sends, four stereo 
analogue signals (eg tape machines). 
Speaker control consists of Mono, 
Left Mute, Right Mute and Dim 
switches and a 100 mm P &G stereo 
fader. 

Each channel and output is 
equipped with 100 -segment bargraphs 
with two scales and illuminated level 
and position markers. Peak memory 
recall is also provided. The standaard 
scale is from infinity to +10 dB (clip 
point) with the +20 dB extended 
scale being from infinity to -10 dB. 
Analog Digital Synergy Inc, 
120 SW 21 Terrace, C 104, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL 33312, USA. Tel: 
(305) 791.1501. 

Valley International Leveller and 
Automute 
The Leveller is an audio level 
controller. Proprietary linear 
integration detection enables the unit 
to comprehend optimum output 
loudness for each note, syllable or 
accent. Once input level and output 
gain are selected 'levelling' action 
may be increased or decreased as 
desired. Attack and release times are 
programme- selected and are 
optimised by Automated Program 
Dependency circuitry as the 
programme content changes. The 
manufacturers claim that this 
circuitry also prevents the 
introduction of dynamic distortion. 

The Leveller is available in 
2- channel 19 in rackmounting or 
single- channel Valley 800 series 
rackmounting units. 

Autogate is a new 2- channel 
frequency selective noise 
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gate /expander. Features include auto 
slope and program variable release 
shape circuitries which allow it to be 
used on acoustic piano, guitars, 
drums and strings to remove leakage; 
high and low pass filter; dynamic 

filter and trigger generator circuitry. 
Valley International Inc, 
Nashville, TN, USA. Tel: (615) 
383 -4737. 
UK: Stirling ITA, London, Tel: 
01 -625 4515. 

JL Cooper 
Mix Mate 
JL Cooper Electronics have 
announced a low cost 8 -track 
fader /mute automation package, the 
Mix Mate. The package comprises 
SMPTE or FSK reader /striper, dbx 
VCAs, fader and mute controls, 
memory and control smarts 
(providing sync and MIDI clocks and 
song position pointer). Mix Mate can 
also run as a slave to software 
packages such as the DigiDesign Q- 

Sheet. Options include the provision 
of graphics display, expanded 
memory and disk storage via Atari 
ST PC. 
JL Cooper Electronics, West Los 
Angeles, CA, USA. Tel: (213) 
473-8771. 
UK: Evenlode Soundworks, The 
Studio, Church Street, Stonesfield, 
Oxford 0X7 2PS. Tel: 099 389 228. 
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The Sony APR 5000 series offers a far wider 
range of capabilities than many people realise. 

For example, time code synchronization 
comes as standard with the top of the range 
APR 5003. 

The 2 -track APR 5002 gives you five choices 
of heads. 1/4 inch NAB, DIN or mono along with 
a new wide profile amorphous head version too. 

Naturally, there's half inch stereo for the 
ultimate in analogue mastering. 

These heads are also modular to provide the 
added advantage of fast format conversion. 

And with Sony, supreme sound quality is 
taken as read, whatever model you choose. 

Contact your nearest Sony dealer. They'll give 
you facts worth recording. 
HHB Hire & Sales 
73/75 Scrubs Lane 
London. NW10 60U 
Tel: 01 960 2144 
Tlx: 923393 

Future Film Developments ASC 
114 Wardour Street 4A King Street 
London. W1A3DG Mortimer 
Tel: 01 437 1892 Reading. RG7 3RS 
Tlx: 21624 Aloffd. G. Tel: 0734 333100 

SONY 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO. 

Marketing Services, Sony Broadcast Ltd., Betgrave House 
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA.TeI: (0256) 55011 
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VIDEO 
BULK TAPE 

ERASER 
FOR BROADCASTERS 
PRODUCTION HOUSES 
INSTITUTIONS 

4 

For all types of Cassettes, 
Cartridges, U- Matics, VHS, 

Beta and Metal 
new concept 

sAnix® 
THE PROFESSIONAL RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY LIMITED 

21 SUMMERSTOWN 
LONDON SW17 OBQ 

Telephone: 01 -946 8774 
Telex: 8954667 VBSTLX G Ref PRE 
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SONEX kills 
Tom Hannaford, Dinrh.,H 
Productions, Mania, GA 

background noise beautifully. 
SONEX is a special acoustic foam that absorbs noise four 
times better than acoustic tile or carpeting. It makes you 
sound like a pro - inexpensively - because your voice comes 
across clear, clean, and intelligible. Use SONEX for video, 
remote conferencing, voice -overs, radio communications, 
audio production, or anywhere else you need to sound 
crystal clear. Kill background noise beautifully - and save 
the true sound - with SONEX. Send for all the facts. 

SONEX is manufactured by Illbruck 
and distributed exclusively to the pro 
sound market by Alpha Audio. 

Alpha 
Audio. 
2049 West Broad Street Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358 -3852 

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry 

PHASE METER 
Balanced XLR inputs, 
bar or dot 21 segment 
display. Compact and 
240V powered £235 

WALL PANEL 
SYSTEM 
Four sizes of easily 
installed components for 
custom designed panel 
layouts. P.O.A. 

OPTO- SWITCHER 
Switches up to 6 amps 
of mains via IEC 

connectors, from low 
voltage input (for 
red /green lights etc) £55 

ASK FOR DETAILS 
TOTALSYSTEMS 

Weller Eggar House 

High Street, Hartley Wintney, Hants RG27 8NY 
Tel: 0251 26 4757 

Telex: 58893 FLETELG 

Fax: 0252 -620729 
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Some quotes to make you 
think hard (disc). 

"We've just completed our first 
film for Cannon Films completely 

on AudioFile without reverting to mag 
stock in post production. We can't see 
anybody wanting to work the old way once 
they've worked on AudioFile." 

Vic & Linda Radulich, 
Digital Post, Los Angeles. 

) "When we took delivery of our 
fool AudioFile, we got it out of the 
box, powered it up, and did a project 
with it, it really is that simple." 

John Wiggins, 
HBO Productions, New York City 

n "Client response to disk based ) recording and editing has been 
nothing short of phenomenal. They 
have realised the AudioFile's time 
saving during their first session, and 
for them saving time means saving 
money. What this means to the Chicago 
Recording Company is that the 
AudioFile has helped the busiest room 
in town to get even busier." 

Hank Newberger, & Tim Butler 
Chicago Recording Company, Chicago 

"On our latest film, 'Lords of 
Magic', we recorded all of our 

production sound digitally. The 
AudioFile is used to handle the dialogue 
and music editing and will be used as a 
playback source in the final mix." 

David Marsh, 
Marsh Films, Los Angeles. 

"Over the years we've built up a 
very comprehensive digital audio 

effects library and we're now building 
two complete new rooms, each equipped 
with an AudioFile to get the very best 
results when laying audio to picture." 

Wylie Stateman & Lon Bender, 
Soundelux, Los Angeles. 

"We own a lot of AMS 
equipment, and all of us at the 

Hit Factory are very excited about the 
addition of AudioFile to the Studio. 
Right now, our clients are eagerly 
awaiting the arrival of our first system." 

Eddy Germano 
Hit Factory, New York City 

"Commercial production forms 
the bulk of our business. The 

AudioFile has proven to be easy to use 
and now makes it possible for us to 
realise our goal of digital audio from 
start to finish." 

Jay Scott, 
Producers Color Service, Detroit. 

"The AudioFile has eliminated 
the need for our analog 24 -track 

in post work. Recording and editing 
entirely in the digital domain makes 
possible first generation audio for our 
final video mix. This has allowed us to 
maintain our leading edge as one of the 
top audio for video facilities in the 
world." 

n 
John Binder, 

Editel, Chicago. 

"You can build a house with a 
roc, hand saw or a power saw; 
AudioFile gives you the advantage of 
using a power saw - it's so fast it can 
actually make a repetitive chore fun!" 

Ken Hahn, 
Sync Sound, New York City 

CIUDIOFILE 
The hard disc digital editor 

Demonstration systems can be booked from: 
Los Angeles Harris Sound Inc. (213) 469 3500 
New York Studio Consultants Inc. (212) 586 
7376 Chicago Douglas Ordon & Co Inc. (312) 
440 0500 Seattle Calrec by AMS (206) 633 -1956 

Toronto Manta Electronics Group (416) 868 0513 

The Q,,,,, Auved for Expos Achinnmenl fo Edendex{ Lid 1984/85.nd 
AMI Induunes plc 1986 In Iule 1985 Extended Ud became AMS bdusnn pie. 

Rest of the World AMS Industries plc, England 
Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63t08 AMS-G 
Fax: (0282) 39542 
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Colette series with interchangeable capsules for a 
variety of applications. 

Get the Iron Out ! 
Since more than 10 years, 

Schoeps has got the transformer out of the microphone. - Contact - 
AUS 

A 
B 

CDN 

DK 
SF 
F 

HK 

IL 

J 

NL 

N 

p 
E 

S 

CH 

GB 
USA 

Rebel Audio Pty, Ltd., 286 Great North Road, Five Dock, N.S.W., Tel.: (02) 7136866 
Studer Revox Wien Ges. m. b. H., Ludwiggasse 4, 1180 Wien, Tel.: (02 22) 4733 09 

Heynen N.V.,Bedrijtsstraat 2, 3500 Hasselt, Tel.: 011 -210006 
Elnova Ltd., 4190 Rue Seré, St- Laurent, Québec H4T 1A6, Tel.: (514) 341 -6933 
PSS, 38 Aaboulevarden, 2200 Copenhagen N, Tel.: 451 -3900 37 
Lounamaa Electronics Oy, Uimarinpolku 27 A, 00330 Helsinki 33, Tel.: 90- 488566 
ELNO S. A., 18 -20, rue du Val Notre -Dame, 95100 Argenteuil, Tel.: (1) 39.82.29.73 
Audio Consultants Co., Ltd., 58 Pak Tai Street, Tokwawan, Kowloon, Hong Kong B. C. C., Tel.: 3 -71252 51 

TDS - Tecniche del Suono S. r. I., Piazza Crivellone, 5, 20148 Milano, Tel.: 46.96.105 

Kolinor Ltd., 18 Ha'arbá a Street, Tel -Aviv, Tel.: 03 - 26 32 98 

Imai 8 Company Ltd., 1 -6 Tomihisacho, Shinjuku Tokyo, Tel. (03) 357 -0401 

Heynen B.V., P.O. Box 10, 6590 AA Gennep, Tel.: 08851 -96111 

Siv. Ing. Benum A /S, Boks 145 Vinderen, 0319 Oslo 3, Tel.: (02) 14 54 60 

G. E. R. Av. Estados Unidos da America, 51 -5 °, Dto. 1700 Lisboa, Tel.: 88 40 21 

Singleton Productions, Via Augusta, 59 Desp. 804 - Edif. Mercurio, Barcelona -6, Tel.: 2 37 7060 
NATAB Akustik AB, P 0. Box 6016, 55006 Jánkoping, Tel.: 036 -14 24 80 

PAJAC - Jacques Zeller, Morges 12,1111 Echichens, Tel.: 021 - 72 24 21 

Scenic Sounds Equipment Marketing Ltd., 10 William Road, London NW 1, Tel.: 01- 387 1 262 
Posthorn Recordings, 142 West - 26th Street, 10th Floor, New York City, N.Y. 10001, Tel.: (212) 242 -3737 

Schalltechnik Dr. -Ing. Schoeps GmbH, 
Postbox 410970 D -7500 Karlsruhe, Telex 7826902, Tel. (0721) 42016/42011 

VdR- 
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MUSIC 

NEWS 
New instruments 
due for worldwide 
distribution by 
Yamaha are 
previewed by Mark 
Jenkins 

TX16W Sampler: Yamaha's long- awaited TX16W 
rack -mounted sampler offers 16 -note multitimbral 
playback, 12 -bit sampling, memory expandable 
from 1.5 Mbyte to 6 Mbyte and a stereo sampling 
mode. Its operating system is loaded from disk 
(this takes about two minutes) and at launch 
there were 13 disks of instrumental sounds 
already prepared; six are supplied with the 
instrument. 
DX7 Centennial: Manufactured in a limited 
edition of 300 to celebrate Yamaha's 1987 

Centenary, the DX7 Centennial is basically a 

modified DX7MK11FD, including that model's 
31/2 in floppy disk drive. The Centennial model has 
the advantage of a 61/4- octave keyboard rather 
than the usual 5- octave version. The bodywork is 

finished in chrome with gold patch buttons, 
sliders and performance wheels. 
DX11: The DX11 is a new synthesiser resembling 
a TX81Z synth module with a 5- octave keyboard. 
Known as the V2 in Japan, the DX11 is a 

4- operator, 8 -note multitimbral, budget FM 

synthesiser with `quick edit' features to alter 
overall brightness and envelope speed. 
RX120: The RX120 is a preset -pattern budget 
drum machine using technology established on 
the RX21 and RX17. The unit has 40 preset 
rhythms including Rock, ChaCha, Rhumba, 
Rock 'n' Roll, Shuffle and Bossa Nova; it's 
possible to combine these patterns into complete 
songs. 
WX7 Wind Controller: The WX7 has a 

saxophone -like design and gives monophonic MIDI 

output for the control of any MIDI -equipped 
synthesiser or sampler. The rear of the controller 
has octave switch rollers and there are two 
distinct control modes for different mouth /tongue 
styles. Power is supplied from a battery pack that 
also features the MIDI output. Two MIDI 

channels can be accessed alternately and this 
makes it possible to hold a note or chord on one 
instrument and solo over it on another instrument 
set to a different MIDI channel. A set of sounds 
for the TX81 W synthesiser has been released with 
the WX7 in mind. 
TXIP Piano Module: The TX1P is a lU 19 in 
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rack- mounting module using AWM (Advanced 
Wave Memory( sampling to reproduce the sounds 
of grand and upright pianos, electric piano. 
harpsichord and vibes. The unit is 16 -note 
polyphonic, has chorus, transpose, transposed 
delay and single -finger chord facilities, and is 
internally similar to the sound generating section 
of the latest Yamaha PF60 -85 MIDI pianos. 
RX7 Drum Machine: The RX7 fits between the 
RX5 and RX17 in the Yamaha range; it has only 
stereo outputs but offers a huge range o` 100 
onboard sounds with the ability to load more 
sounds from cartridge. Reverse, delay and 
polyphonic playback of many sounds is posible 
and the factory demo piece includes vocal 
passages using some of the half -dozen vcice 
samples, tuned percussion passages and some very 
heavy drum sounds. 
Other new products: Other new products 
include the DEQ -7 programmable equaliser. which 
offers graphic, parametric, tone, bandpass and 

dynamic equalisation options, and footpedal- 
controlled filter facilities for the DX synths; a 
new stereo mixer series including the MC802, 
MC1202 and MC1602, which feature 3 -band EQ, 
three auxiliary sends and an XLR talkback mic 
socket: the MV422 'multi -source rackmount 
mixer for the disco market; the 2040 power amp 
which fits four channels of 20 W or two channels 
of 40 W into two units for surround- sound. AV or 
dual monitoring applications; a new powered 
mixer range including the E.M1400, 1600 and 
1800 models giving 150 W channel into 4 ß and 
four. six or eight inputs; and a new foot 
controller, the MFC -05. a very simple patch 
selection device for any MIDI unit. 
UK: Yamaha- Kemble Music (UK) Ltd. Mount 
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1JE. Tel: 
0908 71771. 
USA: Yamaha International Corp, PO Box 6600. 
Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: (7141 522-9105.E 
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Recently a few dealers have complained about ow second. hand 
and ex demo list - It seems they are losing too many customers 
Being the largest single supplier of 8 and 16 -track equipment 
in Britain we've decided we can afford to give away a few 
secrets' 
We simply tell customers that if any new equipment . 

purchase breaks down in the first two months. we wort ' 

it We wiN replace it! RESULT - Yet another customer :. 
knows that Thatched Cottage can be relied on, and .r 

secondhand list full of the latest gear. factory repaired in mint 
condition, and with full guarantee 
SIMPLE, We didn't become the biggest without being the best ' 

Some of our secondhand & ex- demonstration stock 

BEL BDE 3200. 32 sec, 99 window super sampler. 
as new, silly price E999 

Sony PCM 501 digital mastering (new) (495 
BOKSE US8 Universal synchroniser E 199 
Fostex E16 wiremote - Mint E3.550 
Slapback scintillator (exciter) (new) E 125 
Yamaha 31 band graphic eq. 12 only) E160 ..,I. ti 
Symetnx quad expander gates [325 
Drawmer DS221 compressor /limiter E275 
AHB Keymix computer mix down system 

(fits any desk - routing & muting 1671 E750 
24 channels Bel Noise Reduction E 1 .000 
Electrospace time Matrix Multitap Delay.. E699 
Yamaha NS10's E160 
Drawmer DS201 Gates [245 
Tascam 38 [1,299 
Symetrix 511 Noise Reduction [350 
MXR 31 Band Graphic C150 
Aphex Dominator [875 
Digitech 1900 delay 2 seconds full bandwidth E165 
Seck 18/8/2 E1.100 
Tascam 3340S mint E500 
Yamaha RX5 [699 
Art pitchtransposer Inc. display E399 
Drawmer multitracker E260 
Sony PCM 701 [750 
Linn LNI [500 
Midiverb 2 [299 
Tascam 48 mint E1.599 
Korg DRV 3000 multiprocessor 120k bandwidth' [599 
Roland 050 [950 
Neumann U87 ex demo 12 available) [750 
Amcron D150 power amp [200 
Sony PCM 701 E699 
Oberheim DPX1 Sample Player [650 

Plus loads more - give us a ring! 
All prices exclude VAT 

SPECIAL OFFER SONY BOAT SONY MACHINES ..[1.075 PLUS VAT 

Amazing Nomad SMC 1.0 SMPTE reader generator I 

only E299 +VAT 

Just some of the new products we stock 
Akai 5900. S700. X7000 and the brand new 24.track 

Yamaha - RX5, DX7II. TX812. SPX9011 
plus 

ASO series II desks. TASCAM, Fostex E16. Tannoy and loads 
more 

From Fostex to Neumann. Tascam to Yamaha. we are main 
dealers for all the latest high quality products, most of it on 
permanent demonstration in our three 24 -track studios. 

IF you have any audio requirements, give us a ring 

Aexeman - at last a No Noise Studio Quality Guitar 
Processor with chorus. filters. ADT, overdrive. compression 
and gate. Money back if not satisfied E260 +VAT 

BASSMAN AT LAST AN INCREDIBLY LOW NOISE 
STUDIO BASE PROCESSOR WITH COMPRESSOR. 
OCTAVER CHORUS. FLANGING. ACTIVE CROSSOVER 
ETC.... E399 PLUS VAT 

YAMAHA D M P 7 

Most people mflop JUOul me ie,olot unary ,,e 4 Yamaha Total Recall Mixer 
Some dealers may even give you a quick demo. 

At Thatched Cottage we believe mat three DMP 7s linked together will 
represent the ultimate in affordable automated mtxdown Because of this 
we have installed three in our IMunro analysed) 24 track demonstration 
studio and we are inviting any studio to bring along a 16 or 24 track master 
and mix down a track at our expense We will provide an engineer. world 
class outboard plus coffee for as long as it takes' 

If you feel that 14 track total recall for under [9.000 will help bang 
business into your studio why not contact Dave Simpson and arrange a 

demonstration /accommodation available' 

Special offer computer package. Atari 1040 Steinberg 
Pro 24 and Nomad SMPTE MIDI reader generator 
E799 + VAT 

EXPORT FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE a MAIL ORDER 

Thatched 
Cottage Audio 

Z 
Telephone 

Cambridge 10223) 207979 (3 lines) 

Thatched Cottage Audio, 
North Road, Wendy, Nr. Royston, Herts. 
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MICROPHONES 
A list of manufacturers who have 
introduced new microphones during the 
twelve months since January 1987 

AKG 
C522: twin -cardioid stereo condenser ENG mic 
with built -in rechargeable batteries. 
C414B -ULS: updated, low -noise version. Also TL 

transformerless available. 
C1000: 'Professional' quality condenser for vocals. 

D300 range: all now available in matte black, 
non -reflective finish. 
D1200: re- introduction of popular vocal mic. 

AKG Akustiche u Kino -Gerate GmbH, 
Brunhildengasse 1, Wien A -1150, Austria. 
Tel: (222) 956517. 
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 
Vienna Court, Catteshall 
Wharf, Catteshall Lane, 
Godalming GU7 1JG. 
Tel: 04868 25702. 
USA: AKG 
Acoustics Inc, 77 

Befleck Street, 
Stamford, CT 
06902. Tel: (203) 
348 -2121. 

Audio 
Technica 

UK: Audilec Distribution Ltd, 6 Hornsby Square, 
Southfields Industrial Park, Laindon West, Essex 

SSI5 6SD. Tel: 0268 419198/9. 
USA: Audio -Technica US Inc, 1221 Commerce 
Drive, Stow, OH 44224. Tel: (216) 686 -2600. 
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Beyer Dynamic 
M58: long- handled dynamic omni ENG. 
MCE 81: hypercardioid condenser for vocals, with 

multistage pop filter. 
MPC 60: cardioid boundary. 
MCE 10: electret condenser hypercardioid tie clip, 

weighing 7 g, battery powered with option for 

wireless :ransmitting or phantom power supply. 

Beyer Dynamic Electrotechnische Fabrik, 
Theresienstrasse 8, Postfach 1320, Heilbronn, 
D -7100, West Germany. Tel: (71) 316170. 
UK: Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd, Unit 14, Cliffe 

Industrial Estate, Lewes BN8 6JL. Tel: 0273 

479411. 
USA: Beyer Dynamic (USA) Inc, 5-50 Burns 
Avenue, Hicksville. NY 11801. Tel: (516) 

935-8000. 

Bruel & Kjaer 
4011: Prepolarised cardioid condenser. 
UA 0777: microphone nose cone, previously 
available only on matched stereo pairs. 
Bruel & Kjaer AIS, Naerum, DK -2850, 

Denmark. Tel: (2) 800500. 
UK: Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd, Harrow Weald 
Lodge, 92 Uxbridge Road, Harrow HA3 6BZ. Tel: 

01-954 2366. 
USA: Bruel & Kjaer Instruments Inc, 185 Forest 
Street, Marlborough, MA 01752. Tel: (617) 

481-7000. 

C-Tape 
MIDI APT: this is the working title of a product 
expected to be launched at the Frankfurt Musik 
Messe in March '88, an update on the Acoustic 

Percussion Trigger. 
Features include 
eight mic channels 
with C -ducer pickup 
mixed down to stereo 
output, and 

triggering for 

both analogue 
and MIDI 
instruments. 

MIDI outputs are 
controlled from the 

front panel, enabling the 
user to access any note 

or sound from another MIDI 
instrument from any of the 

eight drums. Ten program 
modes can be set to change 

triggering patterns. The unit is 

19 in rackmountable, with 
triggering and audio muting achievable 
from a footswitch. 

UK: Audio Marketing Group, Unit 19, 

Holder Road, Aldershot, Hants GU12 4RH. 
Te:: 0252 319171. 
USA: C -T Audio Marketing Inc, South Tech 
Industrial Plaza, 3050 SW 14 Place, Suite 3, 

ç) Boynton Beach, FL 33435. Tel: (305) 738 -0622. 

AT40 series: 
includes set of 

three studio 
condenser 
microphones with 
replaceable capsules: 
4049 is omni, 4051 is 
cardioid and 4053 is 

hypercardioid. Also new is 

the 4031 unidirectional cardioid 
capacitor mic with fixed charge, 
permanently polarised capacitor. 
Two shotgun mics in the 40 series 
are the 4071 externally polarised 
capacitor lobar, and the 4073 
externally polarised capacitor with 
a narrow directional polar pattern. 
Audio-Technica Corp, 2206 Naruse, Machida, 
Tokyo 194, Japan. Tel: 0427 295111. 
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S Crown /Amcron 
CM hand-held series: comprising the CM-300 
differential- type electret cardioid condenser ('the 
world's first Differoid') the CM -200 cardioid 
electret condenser, and the CM -100 electret 
condenser omni. 
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CONDENSER 
MICROPHONES 

NEUMANN 
A complete line of studio condenser microphones 
Omni - cardioid - hypercardioid miniature microphones 
Short and long shot guns 
Stereo shot gun (acoustic zoom) 
Remote controlled and locally switchable stereo microphones 
Conventional and transformerless multipurpose studio microphones 

NEUMANN also manufactures 

Conventional studio mixing consoles and digitally controlled 
automated studio mixing consoles as well as DMM disk cutting 
equipment for analog disks and DMM -CD mastering equipment 
for CD's. 

Exporter: Z Audio Export Georg Neumann &Co. GmbH 
Badstraße 14 . PO Box 1180 
D 7100 Heilbronn 
Telephone (07131) 8 22 75 
Telex 728 558 
Telefax (07131) 68 790 

Distributers: 
Argentina: (312) 9968/(311) 2574 Austria: (222) 242578 Australia: (02) 9751211 Brazil: (542) 5534 Canada: (416) 6652660 
Danmárk: (02) 648522 UK: (01) 9530091. France: (1) 45302123. Italy: (02) 25390121 Japan: (03) 9506266. Netherlands: (020) 5105911 
Spain: (1) 2210187 Sweden: (8) 7340750 Switzerland: (01) 3913939 Turkey: (41) 262919 USA NY: (212)/7653410 
USA CA: (818) 7852211 Taiwan: (2) 3214454 -6 
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Crown International Inc, 1718 West 
Mishawaka Road, Elkart, IN 46517, USA. Tel: 
(219) 294 -8000. 
UK: Shuttlesound, Unit 15, Osiers Estate, Osiers 
Road, London SW18 lEJ. Tel: 01- 8710966. 
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, 73.75 Scrubbs Lane, 
London NW1 6QU. Tel: 01 -960 2144. 

Electro - Voice 
N/D dynamic series: based on N/DYM 
technology, with short, powerful neodymium -based 
alloy magnet with large voice -coil /diaphragm: 
N/D757: supercardioid; N/D457: hydercardioid; 
N/D357: supercardioid; N/D257: cardioid; N /D408: 

supercardioid instrument mic with improved pivot 

Ramsa 
WM- D55E /WM- D65E/WM / -D70E: unidirectional 
dynamics, the first two with locking on/off switch. 
WM- P40/WM -P50: unidirectional condensers with 
facility for battery or phantom power. 
UK: Panasonic UK Ltd, 300 -318 Bath Road, 
Slough, Bucks SL1 6JB. Tel: 0753 34522. 
USA: Panasonic Professional Division, Matsushita 
Electric Corporation of America, 1 Panasonic 
Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. N: (201) 348-7000. 

Sennheiser 
MKE 4032: cable -bound version of 4032 radio mic. 

4032U studio and 4032U -3 stage vocal versions. 

MICROPHONES 
yoke; N /D308: same as above but cardioid. 
Electro-Voice Inc, 600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, 
MI 49107, USA. Tel: (616) 695.6831. 
UK: Shuttlesound Ltd, Unit 15, Osiers Estate, 
Osiers Road, London SW18 lEJ. Tel: 01 -871 0966. 

Fostex 
M2ORP: MIS stereo with `printed ribbon' 
elements (no need for phantom powering), 
including XLR adaptor giving connector for left, 
right and mid signal. 
UK: Harman (Audio) UK, Mill Street, Slough, 
Berks. Tel: 0753 76911. 
USA: Fostex Corporation of America, 15431 

Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel: (213) 
921-1112. 

Ramsa's WM-P5OE 

G SERIES STUDIO COMPUTER 
28 Studio Sound, February 1988 
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MKE 48: headworn vocal mic. 

Sennheiser Electronic AG, Wedemark, D -3002, 
West Germany. Tel: (5130) 5830. 
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, 
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Gerrards Cross, 
Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel: 0753 888447. 
USA: Sennheiser Electronic Corp, 48 West 38th 
Street, New York, NY 10018. Tel: (212) 994 -9440. 

Shure 
SM84: electret lavalier condenser with 
supercardioid pickup. 
Prologue 2L: based on 8L and 10L models, it's 
fitted with a push -to -talk switch, attached cable, 

The Prologue 2L from Shure 

and screw- threaded for direct mounting to a 

gooseneck. 
SM15: small, light, headworn condenser with 
lightweight pocket -sized amp, phantom or 9 V 

battery- powered. 
Shure Brothers Inc, 222 Hartrey Avenue, 
Evanston, IL 60202, USA. Tel: (312) 866 -2200. 
UK: H W International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, 
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717. 

Sony 
ECM -672: short rifle electret condenser. 
ECM -979: hand -held stereo electret condenser. 
ECM- 23FII: hand -held mono electret condenser. 
UK: Sony Broadcast (UK) Ltd, Belgrave House, 
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA. Tel: 
0256 55011. 
USA: Sony Corporation of America, Professional 
Audio Division, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, 
NJ 07656. 

Yamaha 
MZ106S: switchable dynamic undirectional for 
vocals. 
MZ203Be: top -of- the -line directional dynamic with 
beryllium diaphragm. 
MZ204: unidirectional dynamic for drums. 
MZ205Be: similar to above with beryllium 
diaphragm. 
UK: Yamaha -Kemble Music (UK) Ltd, Mount 
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1JE. Tel: 
0908 71771. 
USA: Yamaha International Corp, PO Box 6600, 
Beuna Park, CA 90620. Tel: (714) 522-9105. 

. . . IN THE FAST LANE 

On the road to success, decisions have to be 

taken - fast. Demanding tasks must be performed - 
precisely. 

Today's music business demands high 

performance and instant 
reaction from producers, 

engineers and the systems 

they use. Nothing less 

than excellence will do, 

whether you are in 

familiar surroundings - 
or in a studio you have 

never seen before. 

The new SSL G Series Studio Computer takes 

audio mixing systems into the fast lane. High -speed 

processors and vast memory provide the ideal vehicle 

for a new generation of SSL software - firmly based 

on systems which have already set the standard. Large 

and complex mixes are handled effortlessly, on and 

off -line. Individual faders can be instantly updated in 

rollback. A staggering 20 megabytes of audio mixing 

information - equivalent to 80 floppy disks - can be 

stored on just one SSL G Series disk, taking up less 

space and weighing less than 
a reel of quarter inch. And all 

this data can be loaded, 

processed, edited and copied 

faster than ever before. 

Life in the fast lane will 

be sweeter than you think. 

Solid State logic 
Oxford Pa ris New Yo rk L os Angeles 

Begbroke, Oxford, England 0X5 1RU (08675) 4353 

1 rue Michael Faraday, 78180 Montigny le Bretonneux, France (1) 34 60 46 66 

101 Park Avenue, Suite 2506 New York, NY 10178 (212) 315 -1111 

6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463 -4444 
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STUDIO WORLD 
NEW & SECOND USER 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALES 

L7 `7111IM C!1 
- - _ aUpa aasa 

JUST IMAGINE your desk with TOTAL 
mixdown automation. TOTAL computer 
automation of faders, mutes, solos and 
equalisation, in addition to retaining all 
your desk's facilities. Imagine it takes 
10 minutes to install. 

NOW STOP IMAGINING AND CALL STUDIO WORLD 
FOR A DEMONSTRATION IN YOUR OWN STUDIO' 

WHERE SERVICE COUNTS 
Call (0727) 58977 

153a Victoria Street, St Albans 

DATA PROTECTOR 
Rated at l0A 250V 

mains distribution panels 

VERTICAL - HORIZONTAL NOW WITH 

UP TO 20 SOCKETS BRITISH 
AMERICAN 

FRENCH 

GERMAN 
AND 

6A CEE22 /IEC 
SOCKETS 

OISON 

Attentuation of up to 80dB is provided 

[ ill ` -: 
for 19" rack mounting 

[motttotttutt 
DATA BOXES AND PANELS 
PANELS WITH CLEAN EARTH SOCKETS 
ELCB PROTECTED SOCKET OUTLETS 
110V -240V IOmA -30mÁ 

M FOR WALL MOUNTING, 
SLOPING TRUNKING 
FOR BENCHES 

* SPECIALS 
TO ORDER 

11 

4FT -6FT LONG 30 Amp INTERNAL WIRING 

OVER 300 TYPES FROM STOCK! 

OLSON Electronics Ltd 
UNIT 3, FOUNTAYNE HOUSE, 
FOUNTAYNE ROAD, LONDON N15 4QL 
TEL: 01 -885 -2884 TELEX: 296797 
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TASCAM 
PERFORMANCE, PRACTICALITY AND PRECISION, HALLMARKS OF THE NEW IS \SCAMS. QUALITY 

ENGINEERED WITHOUT COMPROMISE, TO GIVE SPARKLING AUDIO PERFORMANCE AND SILKY SMOOTH 

TAPE HANDLING. BUILT TO COPE WITH THE TOUGH AND DEMANDING LIFE THAT LEADS TO SUCCESS. 

THE ATR -80 2 TRACK AND ATR -80 24 TRACK ARE DESIGNED FOR 24 HOUR A DAY OPERATION. THEY HAVE THE 

FEATURES YOU NEED TO 'FAKE THE STRAIN OUT OF PRODUCTION; SYNCHRONISER INTERFACES, CENTRE. TRACK 

TIME -CODE ,RS232CONTROI. AND MORE. SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED 

UNIT 2, 12 WILLIAM ROAD, LONDON NWI 3EN. TELEPHONE: 01 -387 1262 TELEX: 27939 SCENIC G 
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Symetrix 

Finally. 
A single -ended 

2- channel 
noise reduction 

system that's both 
effective and affordable. 

Introducing the new Symetrix 511A Noise Reduction System. A quietly pow- 
erful way to clean up hiss, hash, hum, rumble and RF artifacts. In recording or 
broadcast studios. In video post. In duplication and mastering. In electronic music 
production. 

The 511A employs both dynamic high frequency filtering and a new down- 
ward expansion circuit for astonishingly effective noise reduction without audible 
signal degradation. Plus a front -end 18dB /octave low frequency filter that elimi- 
nates sub -audible grunge. 

You get full control of downward expansion threshold, release time and ratio 
(up to 6:1!) as well as dynamic filter threshold. Use both channels independently or 
link them for stereo. 

Call or write your local distributor today for a detailed brochure on the 511A. 

And then stop getting hissed off so often. 

Symetrix 
Signal processing at its best 

In the UK: 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY plc 
6 Letchworth Business Centre 
Avenue One, Letchworth 
Neils SG6 2HR 
Telephone: 0462 480000 
Fax: 0462 -480800 
Telex: 826967 Wilson G 

International Representation: 
E 8 E INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

PO Box 1313 

Laguna Beach, CA 92653. USA 
Telephone (714) 494 -0231 
Telex 182291 EASTMAN LGNH 

OUT OF THE FUTUR 

The P uantec QRSIXL is a freely programmable digital signal processor with infinite flexibility and 
totally uncompromised technology, allowing audio signal processing of the highest quality. In stand 
alone form the 90 factory stored ROM presets include the famous QUANTEC "ORS" room 

simulation programmes in addition to flanging, chorus, sampling, delay, digital filters and other special effects. With 
the external PC control all available parameters may be adjusted and stored in user memories. QUANTEC is 
dedicated to continuous development of new application programmes all of which will be available at no cost to the 
QRSIXL customer. At last a real time digital effect processor which will not go out of date. 

11 0753 884319 to arrange for a demonstration. YOU OWE IT TO YOUR EARS AND YOUR IMAGINATION. 
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g.t.c. Limited 
Malby House 
5 Fulmer Drive 
Gerrords Cross 
Bucks. SL9 7HH 
Tel: 0753 884319 
Fox: 0753 889133 
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4 BAND SEMI- PARAMETRIC EQ. 

LOW PASS/HIGH PASS FILTERS 

8 AUXILIARY BUSSES PRE -POST SWITCHED 

LOGIC SWITCHED ROUTING WITH RESET 

PENNY AND GILES FADERS 

4 MONITOR GROUPS 
FULLY INTEGRATED 19 RACft PATCHBAY 

GROUP -MUTE FACILITY 

INTEGRAL FLOOR STAND 

IT'S A HARD ACT 
To FOLLOW! 
FOR FACILITIES, PERFORMANCE, 
AND TRUE VALUE FOR MONEY. 

For a line -up of recording features that will give you the 
professional reproduction you demand, the Seca Series 
console really steals the show - at a price your budget will 
allow. 

For perfect harmony, modular design by Aces ensures 
you of easy expansion. 

For back -up, Aces are right up front with advice, delivery, 
installation and a full two year guarantee. 

Get in on the act with the Seca Series console - there's 
nothing like a live performance! 

Call (0743) 66671 and ask for our new Seca spec. sheet. 
Or write to us now 

SECA 
24 Buss INLINE RECORDING CONSOLE FY.- 

5011Ild 
Professionals 
Aces (UK) Limited, Featherbed Lane, Shrewsbury, Shropshire 5Y1 4NJ 
Tel (0743) 66671 Telex 35188 ACES G 
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GML 
AUTOMATION 

SYSTEM 
The GML automation system at Air 
London is the first to be installed in a 
European studio. Patrick Stapley went to 
try it out 

My introduction to GML 
automation took me to 
Studio 3 at Air London 
where the system has 

been installed in a 48- channel Neve V series 
console, making it the first Massenburg to be seen 
in a European studio. I must admit that having 
heard a lot about the sophistication and cost of 
the system I was surprised by its appearance. I 

suppose I expected to see a hi -tech control panel 
with multicoloured readouts and recessed video 
monitors. Instead there was a standard IBM 3163 
computer terminal and monitor sitting on the 

tape operator's desk, plus a small, rather 
insignificant set of controls in the centre of the 
console called the Master Panel. However, the 
faders looked more impressive with well 
positioned mute and select buttons plus a sensible 
arrangement of status LEDs. 

Although somewhat uninspired by the system's 
looks, I was pleasantly surprised by its mechanics. 
The feel of the faders is excellent; one is totally 
unaware of any motor resistance or stiffness 
associated with moving faders, and the speed is 
very impressive with a top to bottom time of 

Y20 s which is so fast that I missed one group of 
moves by blinking! Each fader has a 10 bit 
resolution dividing it into 1024 segments 
producing 0.1 dB accuracy. Because of this large 
segmentation the fader not only becomes 
extremely precise but also behaves well at slow 
speeds giving a smooth, non-jerky response. 

The computer itself is very powerful, being 
made up of two Motorola MC 68000 processors, a 
40 Mbyte hard disk (which is capable of storing 
approximately six month's work), and 1 Mbyte of 
RAM. There is also a floppy disk drive which is 
used for backing up data from the hard disk and 
for converting SSL and Necam discs into GML 
format. The computer is in fact so powerful that 
at present only 20% of its capability is being 
used, allowing a lot of room for expansion in the 
future. One area where this would be useful is in 
transport control. There is no control over tape 
machines and one relies on whatever remote or 
autolocator is at hand; consequently, the 
operation of the system falls into three areas: 
terminal, master panel and autolocator. This 
makes for rather fragmented working and I would 
prefer to have seen all the controls built into one 

George Mussenburg demonstrates GAIL automation to George Martin at Air- London's Studio Three 
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Digital recording techniques call for 
high quality microphones and audio 

processors. 
We supply the microphones. 

Get more information from your dealer or directly from 

AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINO -GERÄTE GESELLSCHAFT M B.H. Srunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Vienna /AUSTRIA Tel. (222) 9565 17-0, Tx: 131839 akgac a, Fax: (222) 9234 58 

AKG 
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GML 
AUTOMATION 

SYSTEM 
centralised area. 

The first step is to log into the system by 
entering your name and personal password, if you 
have been allocated one. The password procedure 
is a bit like typing in your number at an 
automatic cash till and is done invisibly. Once 
logged in correctly, the Wait Tape message will 
appear informing you that the SMPTE interface 
requires initialising and this is simply done by 
running the tape so the computer can learn the 
frame rate, tape speed and the tape tach 
relationship constant, which will tell the 
computer where the tape is in the absence of 
SMPTE. 

The next step is to create client and song 
directories, where the names of the artist, the 
song and all the mixes will be listed. The 
directory structure is very comprehensive keeping 
all engineers, their clients and associated work 
separate from one another. There is a strict 
heirarchical arrangement to the directories with 
the engineer at the top in his home directory, 
which is created when logging in. Only from here 
can the client directory be established and only by 
being in the client directory can a song directory 
be made to store mixes. All directories must be 
named and a maximum of 14 characters may be 
used with the exception of certain punctuation 
marks and spaces. When typing into the system 
all user entries will appear in lower case with the 
computer responding in upper case; this makes for 
an easy distinction between man and machine. 

Initial Preset 
The computer contains eight time registers which 
are used to hold useful timecode positions that the 
engineer will want to recall. A timecode value is 
entered by typing it in from the terminal, 
`Grabbing' it with the tape running or by treating 
the operation like an edit and rocking the tape to 
find the exact point. They can be used in 
command lines instead of typing out timecode and 
are abbreviated tl to t8, but it must be 
remembered that they are not locatable. Where 
they can be useful is in the Preset function. 

A Preset is a static store of all or selected faders 
and/or mutes which can be set to the mix at a 
pre -programmed time using a time rigister. When 
a Preset is defined, it immediately alters the 
current mix data without having to run the tape. 
Before automated mixing can begin, an Initial 

Table 1 

Main 
1 Fader Read +Switch Read 
2 Fader Read +Switch Read 
3 Fader Read +Switch Read 
4 Fader Read +Switch Read 
5 Fader Read +Switch Read 
6 Fader Read +Switch Read 
7 Fader Read +Switch Read 

Alternate 
Fader Read and Write +Switch Read and Write 
Fader Read, Switch Read and Write 
Fader Read, Switch Write 
Fader Read and Write, Switch Read 
Fader Write, Switch Read 
Fader Read and Write, Switch Read and Write, Absolute offset 
Fader Read and Write, Switch Read and Write, Relative offset 
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Preset must be made. The Initial Preset is the 
computer's reference point before the start of the 
mix and it contains a value for all the faders and 
mutes before any changes have occurred. When a 
pass has been made, the computer will reset to 
these original values and all subsequent changes 
will be proportionate to them. If an Initial Preset 
was missing the faders and mutes would retain 
their last configuration (probably the end of the 
mix) and adjust proportionately to that giving a 
false playback. The reason an Initial Preset is 
necessary is that the computer does not record the 
starting point of a move, only the settling point. 
The correct positioning of the Initial Preset is 
very important; the recommended arrangement is 
that it should be placed 5 s after the start of the 
timecode with a 20 s gap before the music. The 
autolocator should then be programmed to start 
after the Preset; if it were to start before there is 
the danger of erasing some of the Preset 
information and consequently destroying the 
balance of the mix. I find this a little worrying in 
so much as autolocators running from tach can 
slip and so too can humans. I would have thought 
some kind of write protect system could have been 
arranged to guard against accidents. 

Read and Write 
The computer's memory is divided into two equal 
halves -readlist and writelist. The system works 
by playing back all the data on the readlist while 
at the same time copying it with any additional 
changes to the writelist. As soon as the tape stops 
the readlist is erased and replaced by the 
writelist. However, if one is unhappy with the 
present pass one can erase it by pressing the 
Abort button on the master panel, but this must 
be done before the tape stops. This took a little 
getting used to, and I felt that rather than 
automatically updating and losing the readlist, it 
would have been better to see this decision left to 
the user, or at least some provision made for 
retrieving the readlist. I believe this is an area 
that GML are looking at for the future. 

Standard 
Configurations 

To aid the user in mixing, seven read/write 
arrangements for faders and switches have been 
incorporated into function keys 4 to 10 on the 
terminal. They are called the Standard 
Configurations and are divided into Main and 
Alternate arrangements. (See Table 1.) 

You will notice that all the Main settings are 
for read only on both faders and mutes; this is 
basically a safety feature allowing quick access to 
a playback only mode. To call up a standard 
configuration the appropriate function key is 
pressed which will set the desk into the Main 
configuration lighting up the two green LEDs on 
each channel representing switch and fader read 
status. If the Alternative button on the master 
panel is then pressed it becomes possible to toggle 
between Main and Alternate settings either by 
using the individual select buttons on each 
channel or by pressing the All button on the 
master panel. So, for example, if I want to update 
certain fader moves, but leave the mutes as they 
are, I would select standard configuration No 4, 

press Alternative and then decide whether to 
select only the faders I'll be working on or to put 
the whole desk into this status. The advantage of 
selecting individual faders is that it keeps the 
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other faders safe from inadvertent moves. While 

on the other hand if you suddenly have a flash of 

inspiration on an unselected fader, it won't be 

remembered. Anyway, whichever method you 
choose, the red fader Write LEDs will light up on 
selected faders. There are a total of six status 
LEDs in three colours and as one becomes more 
familiar with the system the various combinations 
fall into recognisable patterns. 

A quick word now on the Absolute and Relative 
Offset modes as all the other configurations are 
self explanatory. In Absolute Offset the fader will 

imediately return to its previous setting as soon 

as one's finger is removed. Normally speaking, 
this is done at the computer's fastest speed (1 

frame). If a smoother transition is required, the 
speed or Vector Length can be altered to a 

maximum of 63 frames. With Relative Offset, the 
fader does not return to the original setting but 
remains in its new position following existing 
moves relative to that position. 

Whatever configuration is used it must be de- 

selected when finished with and this is especially 
important where configurations containing write 
only commands have been selected. Any of the 
configurations can be accessed at any time, even 
with the tape running, and there is also the 
provision for making personalised configurations 
which can be stored in place of the standard ones. 

Grouping 
The group master faders are situated in the 
centre of the desk and the Air system has six of 

them. On the master panel is the Group Select 
button which is used to assign and display groups. 
With this button lit a group master fader is 

chosen, set to around 0 dB, and its select button 
pressed. Keeping this button pressed, the select 
buttons on the faders that are to be grouped are 
pressed (if you are working single-handed this can 
be a bit of a stretch). The faders are now tied to 

the group master and will follow its moves 
retaining their internal balance. A point to be 
aware of is that the computer is only 
remembering moves on the group master fader 
and it is the group master that controls the 
others. If the group is de- selected, the master 
would play back moves but the other faders would 
not follow. Groups can be displayed by simply 
pressing the select button on the group master 
which will light up all the selected LEDs on the 
assigned faders. Similarly, if an individual fader 
in the group is selected, the group master will 
light up. Group masters also control muting. 

Saving mixes 
As the mix is tailored it is a good idea to save 
mixes to the hard disk as reference points and for 

safety reasons. In addition to the mix name, 
mixes can be given a 1 -line descriptive header to 

distinguish them from each other, but what I 

found particularly confusing was that mixes are 
listed alphabetically rather than chronologically 
and I ended up numbering mixes rather than 
naming them. 

The actual process of saving and loading mixes 
is performed extremely quickly by the computer 
with an average mix taking 2 s to load. Apart 
from fader, mute and header data the mix also 
contains information on groups, standard and 
personalised configurations, the eight time 
registers and the time and date the mix was 
saved. At the end of the session it is 

recommended to `back up' or copy the day's work 

THESE INNOVATIVE CONDENSERS 
COMBINE SOUND PURITY WITH 

RUGGED DEPENDABILITY 

They will not 
deteriorate 
with age! 

FROM THIS 
SMALL: 

WE MADE OUR 
FIRST ONE 
53 YEARS AGO 
Our model D40 was 
quite an innovation in 
1933 - but it's light - 
years behind our cur- 
rent line of electret 
condensers. They're as 
rugged and resistant to 
humidify and sun as 
our legendary dynam- 
ics - and their per- 
formance does not 
deteriorate with age. 
They handle high SPL 
superbly! 

SM98 

Our remarkable SM98 
was an instant success 
because it delivers big 
microphone perfor- 
mance even though it's 
less than 32mm long. Our 
SM83 lavalier is even 
smaller - yet it features 
a tailored response that 
overcomes chest 
resonances. 

TO THIS 
BIG: 

SPECIALIZED 
FUNCTIONS: 

Our SM82 line level 
microphone has a 
balanced line 
level output 
which drives 
telephone lines 
or other line 
level inputs 
directly - 
without remote 
amplifiers, and 
using 
unshielded 
cable. 

SM82 

SM89 

This is the first "forgiving" 
shotgun. Its smooth off - 
axis response minimizes 
off -axis coloration shiff, 
and its extraordinarily 

light weight keeps it 
steady on the boom or in 
the hand. 

SM91 

Truly inconspicuous 
"boundary effect" 
surface microphone. 
Unintimidating 
appearance. Half - 
cardioid polar pattern 
is excellent for isolating 
performers without 
barriers. 

SHURE CONDENSER MICROPHONES 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60602 -3696 U.S.A. 

Telex 4330191 / Fax (312) 866 -2279 
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GML 
AUTOMATION 

SYSTEM 
across to a floppy disk, which can then be kept 
safely with the tape. 

Mix Editor 
The Mix Editor program contains a 
comprehensive set of processing operations giving 
overall or selective control of channels and 
functions. There are nine operations available 
which are displayed in a main menu. 
Merge: A segment from one mix can be joined to 
another, using all or selected channels and 
incorporating all or selected functions. 
Splice: A segment of the current mix may be 
moved and copied to another part of the mix; 
channels and functions are selectable. 
Copy: The data on one channel may be copied to 
another channel either for the entire mix or 
between two specified points. 
Swap: All data is swapped between two selected 
channels. 
Clear: Data between two specified points on 
selected channels is erased. Functions are 
selectable. 
Trim: Faders can be trimmed up or down between 
two specified points. 
Extract: This is the inverse of the Clear 
Operation. Data from selected channels is 
retained while all other channel information is 
erased. Functions are selectable. 
Mix Shift: All data for the entire mix is shifted 
forwards or backwards. 
Chan Shift: Same as above but for selected 
channels and functions. 

All these examples will change the current mix 
in memory, so it is important to save it for 
reference. Three of the operations- Merge, Splice 
and Channel Shift -will automatically save the 
resultant mix to the hard disk if required. 

When the two mixes are joined together the 
Merge operation works like an edit and any level 
mismatches between the two sides will bump. 
Sometimes this is the desired effect, but there is 
no provision made for a crossfade where the 
faders would slowly start matching a few seconds 
prior to the edit and be matched a few seconds 
after it. It is possible to utilise a slow vector time 
but this will only happen at the edit point. 

Using the Preset and Trim functions, one can 
create a mix without touching the faders, and I 
was told of an instance recently where an entire 
album was mixed, excluding lead vocals, using 
this technique. Apparently, George Massenburg 
favours this method of mixing. 

Snapshots, Solo 
& Help 
A snapshot is a still picture of the faders and 
mutes at a given moment in time. Snapshots are 
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created by using the Snapshot Take button on the 
master panel. With this, individual channels can 
be selected with their select buttons or every 
channel can be taken with the All button. To set 
a snapshot back to the desk, the Snapshot Recall 
button is pressed, followed by either individual 
select buttons or the All button. Whichever 
method is used, the channels will reset 
themselves immediately to the snapshot. 

Snapshots can be stored in the mix list where 
they are named and, if required, given headers. 
They are distinguished from mixes by SN after 
their name (MX for mixes). 

If the Solo button on the master panel is lit, the 
select buttons on each channel will act as a solo. 
All unselected channels will mute, producing an 
in -place solo, and by using the MA (Mask) 
command, effect returns can be programmed to 
remain unmuted, giving an in -place solo with 
effect. All solo activity is ignored by the computer 
with no mute information being stored. 

The Help key is a very useful function. If at any 
time one is having difficulty executing a 
command or can't remember the correct syntax, a 
press on this key will bring the computer to the 
rescue, producing the relevant instructions for the 
procedure at hand. This is far more satisfactory 
than having to reach for the manual, which never 
inspires great confidence in one's clients! 

Conclusion 
The speed and resolution of the faders and the 
speed at which the computer carries out 
operations are all extremely impressive. The 
standard configurations are well thought out and 
the provision to write personalised configurations 
is useful. I don't like the way the system is split 
into three operational areas, and it would be 
much neater and more ergonomic to have one 
central control panel. I would like to see the 
computer control transport and offer locatable cue 
points. I think the system takes longer to become 
familiar with than others, mainly due to the lack 
of dedicated keys which consequently results in 
the operator having to remember a lot of 
abbreviations and syntax; however, this is made 
easier by the on -board Help program. 

My overall impression of the GML was of an 
enormously powerful computer that had been 
programmed to perform the job of automated 
mixing, rather than a complete system that had 
been engineered and designed from scratch and 
evolved into a cohesive working unit. When one 
remembers that the GML organisation is very 
small (19 people), and that the system was 
developed largely to meet George Massenburg's 
way of working, I think this becomes clearer. 
However, there is much talk of future 
developments and that -allied with the keen 
interest being shown in the system -should mean 
exciting times ahead for GML.0 
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I NSTALL ATURBOSOUND SYSTEM 
AND WE'LL GUARANTEE 
YOU A WIDER AUDIENCE. 

If your venue's sound system is restricting your options, 
rest assured you're in good company. 

Thousands of 'house systems' have been installed over the 
years. But few are capable of doing justice to today's breadth 
of material. 

So if attracting a wider audience is your objective, we 
suggest you join the enlightened venues that are changing to 

Turbosound. 
Because among conventional house systems, ours comes 

like a bolt from the blue. 
A combination oflow distortion, tightly controlled dispersion 

and high efficiency means it's as dyhamic at disco as it is confident 
with conferences. 

Unique Turbosound loading principles help convey the 
clarity and vocal performance of a top quality hi -fi system. 

With the controlled power to project right into your venue's 
farthest corners. Directing front -row sound quality to every seat 
in the house. The benefits don't end there though. 

Our 'natural technology' enclosures (almost every 
component of which we design and build ourselves) require no 

0..II 

L9 
(_t 18 

'black box' electronics, no external trickery, to produce their 
optimum performance. 

So as well as being straightforward to operate, their inherent 
reliability means faultless operation year after year. 

As you're probably beginning to appreciate, this is no 

ordinary sound system. 
Installations from the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville to 

Blackpool Winter Gardens, from the Sydney Entertainment Centre 
to the Portsmouth Guildhall, testify to that. 

To give your ears a chance to judge for themselves, call one 
of the official distributors listed or our Head Office, to arrange a 

personal demonstration and details of our comprehensive 
installation service. 

We guarantee you'll reach a wider audience than you'd ever 
thought possible. 

QTurbosound 
ONCE HEARD NEVER FORGOTTEN 

TURBOSOUND LTD., 202 -208 NEW NORTH RD., LONDON N 178E TEL: (CIO 226 0009. TLX:2656/2. 

FAX (01) 3544940.IM C:TURBO -UK. TURBOSOUND INC.,611 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10012. 

TEL: (21a 4609940.TLX: 230199. FAX: (212) 4609947IMC: TURBO -US. 

In C%EdgeTech COMMIT) 

LONDON NEW ONKTOKYO 
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Sain, pronounced 'sign', means 
simply sound, says the Sain 
(Recordiau) Cyfs catalogue. 
About 90% of the studio's output 

is in Welsh. "I think it's true to say that we're the only full - 
time professional record producing company specialising in 
Welsh records," says managing director Dafydd Iwan. 

One of the company's claims to fame is that it discovered boy 
soprano Aled Jones, issuing his first single and two albums 
before he was whisked away to a major record company. Sain 
also records almost every leading Welsh male choir and this 
attracts worldwide sales. The company operates a couple of 
24-track studios and a mobile recording unit. 

Sain has its roots in the mid '60s when singers Dafydd Iwan 
and Huw Jones wanted to improve the quality of their 
recordings: "Our records at that time were made in a fairly 
rough- and -ready way with the established companies in Wales. 
A simple mic, straight down," Iwan recalls. "With the 
developments in the recording world generally, we were aware 
of the need for more sophisticated recording. I don't think the 
other companies appreciated the need for that because pop was 
very new, especially in Welsh, and we eventually decided that 
the way to do it was to do it ourselves." 

So Sain was founded in the capital, Cardiff, in 1969 and began 
using studios in London. In 1970 Rockfield studios opened at 
Monmouth about 30 miles (50 km) from Cardiff and many of 
Sain's early records were done there, often with session players 
like Pick Withers and Dave Edmunds. 

At first it was mostly solo artists, including Dafydd and Huw, 
performing folk music and protest songs: pro -Welsh nation and 
language, anti -nuclear and the establishment in general. "That 
it is done in Welsh is part of the message." (The Eiiglïsh always 
find it hard to accept that people who can speak English still 
prefer to speak their own language.) In 1971 Sain moved from 
the city in the south to the countryside close to the coast in the 
north -west, with Caernarfon, the nearest town, about 3 miles 
(5 km) to the north. Many Welsh- speakers live in North Wales 
so Welsh is an everyday language here. 

As Sain grew it made sense for the company to have its own 
facility so an 8 -track studio was set up in a converted cow shed 
in 1975 with a custom -built desk by Rosser Electronics of 

STUDIO SAIN 
Along with much Welsh language 
recording, Sain's work includes 
everything from choirs and poetry 
to folk music and heavy rock. Tim 
Leigh Smith investigates 
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Swansea. Welsh rock and folk-rock bands were flourishing and 
for the next five years this studio turned out a stream of 

records, mainly singles and EPs. Gradually the range of 

material expanded to take in the spoken word and traditional 
and classical music with instruments such as the Celtic harp. In 
1980 came the big step: a 24 -track studio, purpose -built with 
financial help from the Welsh Development Agency on a loan 
and share deal. 

There is no motorway and no direct rail link to the main 
business centre at Cardiff 120 miles (200 km) away on the other 
side of the Welsh mountains, yet the studio has managed to 
keep busy. "I think a lot of people get the impression that we're 
far from anywhere," says Dafydd Iwan, "But of course it 
depends where you start from, and being a producer of mainly 
Welsh records we're really in the centre of what is a very good 

sales area for us." 
The rural setting also has definite advantages for a recording 

studio: "We've got plenty of room -no problems with parking, no 

problems with expansion -and plenty of quiet -very little 
passing traffic, the odd aeroplane is the only problem. And 
obviously many people who come here appreciate the fact that 
we're near the sea and near the mountains." 

The studio was built alongside the record company offices, 
which are housed in what was once a military hospital. One 
room still has four beds so people can grab a bit of sleep on all - 
night sessions. More long term accommodation can be provided 
by arrangement with an hotel in Caernarfon or in winter 
months there are holiday chalets vacant nearby. Naturally the 
studio has kitchen and canteen facilities as well as vending 
machines. 

An unforeseen advantage of the location appeared in the early 
1980s with the development of the fourth television channel in 
Wales, Sianel Pedwar Cymru (S4C- Channel Four Wales), which 
carries most Channel 4 programmes plus 22 hours a week of 
programmes in Welsh produced by BBC Wales, HTV Wales (the 
regional ITV station) and independent producers. Several 
production companies also set up in the Caernarfon area. 

About 259k of the Sain studio's work is now pre -recording and 
post -production for television, both for local productions and for 
BBC and HTV from Cardiff. The rest is record company 
material covering the full range from poetry reading and 
traditional folk music through light orchestral to massive male 
voice choirs and heavy rock bands. At busy times some record 
company sessions go out to other 24 -track studios in Wales. 

An increasing workload meant that post -production was 
keeping other sessions out of the studio. The solution was to 
equip a second control room to handle mixdowns, overdubs and 
VAPP, complete with digital editing. Design for this was carried 
out in- house, supervised by studio manager Bryn Jones who 
joined Sain as the company's first engineer in its original 
8 -track studio 13 years ago. He has since added the role of part - 
time producer and aims to combine a bit of engineering and a 
bit of production with the full -time job of management. He is 

also in charge of maintenance, and now studio design. 

Studio One 
The studio area is a comfortable size, 30x40 ft (9x12 m), holding 
up to 40 musicians. Design and construction were by Elliott 
Brothers. At the far end (live end) is an untreated stone wall 
built in traditional style by local craftsmen. This wall is convex 
with the centre almost 2 m thick. For full live acoustic the 
carpet at this end of the studio can be lifted to reveal a 

magnificent floor of local slate. 
There is the familiar range of microphones from AKG, Beyer, 

Calrec, Neumann and Schoeps. A collection of instruments is 

available free of charge: Yamaha grand, Hammond organ, 
Ovation acoustic guitar, Yamaha bass guitar, Simmons 
electronic drum kit, Akai S900 sampler, Akai AX73 and 
Yamaha CE20 synths. 

The control room is 25x25 ft (7.6 m) with a 28- channel Cadac 
fed via a full set of Dolbys to a Sony/MCI 24 -track recorder and a 

couple of Sony/MCI 2 -track machines. A Sony Fl- format 
2- channel digital recorder is also part of the complement. 
Outboard gear includes UREI limiters, Rebis noise gates, Ibanez 
delay line, AKG BX20 mechanical reverb, EMT 162 plate, Ursa 
Major StarGate, Yamaha SPX90 and REV7. Monitoring is on 
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Power Station selects t.c.electronic. 
Installs 61(2290 w 

L/ I love the sound, the ease of opera- 
tion, and the complete control over all 

parameters. With the three modulation 
parameters, speed, depth and waveform 
on the front panel, and the special key func- 
tions to access software T.C. allows fine tun- 
ing of parameters that are predetermined 
in other units. 

The combination of dynamic delay and pan 
modulation allow quite a variety of effects within 
a single processing device. TC. was very smart 
about this. The 2290 does at lot more, and is more 
affordable than any other unit we've used. I I 
Engineer Don Rodenbach 
Power Station N.Y.C. 

I mostly use the sampling... flying in vocal 
parts is easy and great. I can fly in a whole 

chorus and verse. Error -free, no glitches, easier 
and more accurate editing of samples, and stor- 
ing of edited samples in pre -sets are great 
features.? , 

Engineer Rob Eaton 
Power Station N.Y.C. 

A demonstration 
model of the new TC 
2290 was sent to 
Power Station by 
Martin Audio. The 
first engineer to use 
the 2290 was Don Rodenbach, 
who was so pleased with the sound, and features 
of the 2290, as well as the clarity of the 32 sec. samples," that he 
bought one for his own rack. His unit then started making the rounds 
of various sessions at Power Station. Today there are six TC 2290 units 
at Power Station and no waiting. Each unit has 32 second capability 
for sampling (and delay), can be looked in perfect synch with a second 
2290 for stereo sampling (The new stereo link update). and has Sam- 
pling 2 software, along with "Fast Trigger," update. 

Sampling 2 Features 
1) Multi- layering of samples. Up to 16 samples on top of each other 

with no degradation of signal, into the same pre -set. 
2) Fancy Dancing -samples triggering samples any order. or number, 

as many times as desired. 
3) 32 sec. delay possibility. 
4)Crossfade -After the first sample is triggered, a second sample can 

be triggered, and the first sample will continue to play simultane- 
ously. 

5) Note counter for pitchshift of samples. 
6)1 millisecond sample looping and sound on sound possible. 

TC 2290 DYNAMIC DIGITAL DELAY + EFFECTS CONTROL P ?OCESSOR 

Less is More 
The TC 2290 
offers 2 bits 
more resolu- 

tion, at a quar- 
ter the price of 

any truly competi- 
tive unit. T.C.'s 18 bit 
resolution, 1 MegaHz 
sampling rate, and 20- 
20KHz bandwidth 

(rolling off a 33KHz even out to 32 seconds) make the TC 2290 a remar- 
kable unit for sampling, multi -effect delays, and panning programs. 
Send for literature. 

kc. electronic 
Denmark: Grimhoejvej 3, Di( 8220 B rabra nd, Phone: (45) 6 26 2800 
U.K.: 24 Church St., Oswestry, Shropshire, SY 112 SP. Phone: 0691 658 550 
U.S.A.: 120 County Road, Tenafly, N.J. 07670, Phone: (201) 568 -1820 

WEST GERMANY: 08157/7677. DENMARK: 06262800. GREAT BRITAIN: 0691 658 550. SWEDEN (031)134950. 
NORWAY: (033) 26798. HOLLAND. BELGIUM, LUXEMBURG: 003110-4588166. AUSTRIA: 0498157, 7677. 
ITALY: (J2) 5084,1. FRANCE: (91) 498728: SPAIN: 91- 4426426. USA: (201)568-1820. CANADA. (416) 727-1951. 
JAPAN: (03) 329 -8051. AUSTRALIA: (03)241 2244. FINLAND: 90-592055. GREECE: 01- 368541. 
SWITZERLAND: 073/226616. 
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Tannoy Buckinghams bi -amped with HH V500 MOSFET amps. 
Check monitors are Visonik Davids with Auratones available 
but currently out of favour. 

Studio Two 
The second studio has been in operation as a mixdown suite 
since March 1987 and has subsequently acquired an 8x 18 ft 
(2.4x5.4 m) overdub booth for voice or single instrument. The 
20x 17 ft (6x5 m) control room has a 36- channel Soundcraft 
TS24 desk with full Audio Kinetics MasterMix automation ( "A 
very nice facility," says Bryn Jones). Computers and tape 
machines are tucked away in an adjacent machine room. 
Recording equipment includes a Sony/MCI 24-track and two 
Studer A810 2-tracks with centre -track timecode, all with 
Dolbys, and a PCM -701 with HHB CLUE logging and editing 
system that has proved very useful. 

In the outboard section are 10 limiters, six noise gates, and 
effects including AMS rmx.16 reverb, Aphex Aural Exciter, 
Ibanez DMD2000, Roland DEP5, Yamaha SPX90 and REV7. 
"We're looking forward to trying the new REVS, the full 
bandwidth version of the REV7." Q.Lock 3.10 is available to 
synchronise pictures from a U -matic VT machine. Video 
playback can also be provided to control room and overdub booth 
from VHS or Betamax. Bryn Jones designed and set up the 
main monitoring, tri -amped with 3 -way active crossover, using 
standard components. Check monitors are Yamaha NS10M with 
Visonik David and Auratone available if required. 

The design is quite different from the main studio. "Because of 
the range of work we cover it has to be very flexible," says Bryn 
Jones. "One minute we're doing a TV job to picture and the 
next minute we could be doing a mixdown on a symphony 
orchestra." There are even windows so the outside world is 
visible. "We all find that it's a great asset to be able to see the 
light of day, and it does make a difference to the feel of the 
room -it makes it more like an ordinary living room. I think 
we've been mixing stuff for too long in rooms which were 
virtually `acoustic chambers'. Obviously you have to keep sound 
out but we went for as natural an environment as possible 
rather than a heavily treated environment. 

STUDIO SAIN 

Machine room adjacent to Studio Two 
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"One reason for that was I wanted a monitoring environment 
that was completely different from the monitoring environment 
where the stuff was originally recorded. Studio One is an 
`Eastlake' environment because that's what we wanted at the 
time, it's designed for power and not particularly for definition 
and dynamic range, whereas the other studio we've designed for 

definition and dynamic range rather than power; it's much more 
analytical. We master almost everything on Fl so we're trying 
to use the limiters less and less, going more for the dynamic 
range." 

Even TV sound is getting the digital benefit now that Barcud, 
the local video facility, has an AMS AudioFile in its dubbing 
suite. "They just dump our Fl into the AudioFile and then they 
can work with that." In theory the Fl and a VT machine should 
both run at exactly the right speed. In practice there is 
occasional slippage but this is easily sorted out by editing and 
slipping sections into sync on AudioFile. 

Location recording 
Most of the leading Welsh male choirs who were formerly with 
major record companies in London are now recorded by Sain, 
often in performance a Eisteddfodau and suchlike festivals, 
going straight to stereo on -site using a portable PCM -Fl system 
with a 12- channel Soundcraft 200B. ( "I like Soundcraft desks 
because they're so quiet," confides Bryn Jones.) Digital 
recordings of choirs inspired Sain's first CD release featuring 
the best 20 male choir tracks, including several performed by 
1,000 voices at the Royal Albert Hall in London. 

CD is the latest stage in a move away from singles and EPs 
which were popular in the 1970s to albums on disc or, 
increasingly, cassette which are the big sellers in the 1980s. 
Records tend to be cut by the likes of Harry Moss at Abbey 
Road and processed and pressed by PR Records of Wimbledon. 
Cassettes are handled by Grampian Records of Wick in Scotland 
( "The only people who send us back a cassette which sounds 
similar to the master that we sent them," says Bryn Jones). 
Packaging is completed by locally produced artwork to a high 
standard. 

Like any other record company, Sain is hoping for wider 
markets for its products, within reason: "I know a few small 
companies who've had a big seller and it knocks them for six. 
They have to drop everything and concentrate on that one 
thing," Iwan recalls. With a potential audience of half a million 
Welsh- speakers in Wales the company is looking for ways to 
improve sales to the rest of the world. A growing interest in 
Celtic music in Britain and America is helping sales of Welsh 
folk music but for many people the language appears to be a 
barrier. 

Iwan: "I think we've lagged behind Scotland and Ireland in 
the projection of our folk singing. There are a large number of 
excellent songs recorded in Welsh over the last 15 years or 
more, which are not known outside the Welsh audience. One 
thing we're thinking of doing is trying to get these sung in 
English because some of them are very good and we haven't 
really tried to sell them outside. I'm sure we've got a lot of 
songs that deserve a wider audience and that's something we're 
working on." 

Sain does hire in an orchestra for some recordings, the most 
dramatic example being The Gates of Greenham, a two -hour 
musical work by Tony Biggin telling the story of the Women's 
Peace Camp set up outside the Cruise missile base at Greenham 
Common in 1981, which is still there today. The work was 
recorded in London at CTS Studios with the London 
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Quaker Festival Chorus, four 
soloists and two narrators. 

"But primarily we're still the company which specialises in 
Welsh language material and the music produced in Wales, and 
that probably gives us a wider range than most other 
companies." 

It is interesting to note that a cassette of songs in traditional 
style sung by Plethyn, a close harmony trio from Mid -Wales, 
captivated everyone who heard it. "The voice of Linda Healy, 
the group's lead singer, is arguably the outstanding voice of 
contemporary Welsh folk singing," says the Sain catalogue. 
Sain Recordiau Ltd, Canolfan Sain, Llandwrog, 
Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL54 5TG, UK. Tel: 0286 831 111. 
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1 UnDTq ca 
A British company dedicated to the 
design and manufacture of one of the 
broadest ranges of mixing consoles 
in the World. We offer ten individual 
models in over fifty versions to suit 
your specific requirements. 

The choice is yours. 

Applications: 

Options: 

16 'flack Recording: 

Broadcasting Production: 

Video Post. Production. 

Stereo inputs: 

Patchba). 

' 
Soundtracs plc. 91 El%ell Road, Surbiton, Surrey. 

KT6 6A11, England Telephone: 01. 399 3392 

Telex 8951073 /STRACS/G Fax: 01.399 6821 

U.K.: Studio Equipment Distribution (0582) 452495 

4:3 
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MY HEART 
leaps when I 

behold a headline 
as promising as 
that which stared 
out at me the 
other day from 
The Times. 'The 
anti -sound of 
silence', it read, 
and went on to 
give details of a 
device developed 
by British 
scientists to 'stop 
background noise 
drowning 
conversation in 
telephone boxes'. 
Apparently this 
'active noise 
cancellation' 
operates by means of a small microphone in the 
telephone, which identifies the background noise, 
and a micro -circuit produces an exact mirror 
image of its waveform, thus cancelling the 
undesirable noise. So the newspaper said, anyway. 

In pensive mood, I pondered on the possibilities, 
while attending glumly to the sounds of passing 
trains, with their burdens of nuclear waste, bound 
for uncertain destinations. At the time, I was 
actually in the control room of a West London 
studio, waiting for the clatter to subside so we 

could continue recording a story by D H Lawrence. 
But my thoughts were really elsewhere: if only 

this magical device described in the newspaper 
could be made to work, and remove all those 
undesirable intrusions. Why, such a miracle, 
encountered earlier, could have transformed the 
whole pattern of my life! But 'where is it now, the 
glory and the dream ?' In this Wordsworthian 
humour, my mind went back over the years, to 
the days of the swinging '60s, when I was in 
charge of the British Council's Recorded Sound 
Section, located at the top of a London building. 

In an earlier time than mine, this same 
building, Albion House, had housed the infamous 
Dr Crippen. There, in a cosy little studio, was 
gathered a collection of what would now be 

WE INTERRUPT 
THIS 

PROGRAMME... 
Traffic, toilets and underground trains are all 
things to be avoided when choosing studios to 

record the spoken word, according to 
Peter Orr 

regarded as veritable antiques: a Vortexion WVB, 

converted to full -track operation at 15 in /s (a 

quarter of a century later, I am still using it for 
occasional editing), two series -4 Ferrographs, and 
a number of STC microphones, all sturdy objects 
(remember the 4021, 4033, 4038 ?). 

At the beginning of my career there, I made the 
startling discovery that the main waterpipes were 
concealed within a casing in the corner of my 

'studio'. Later, workmen brought in bales of glass - 
wool to serve as insulation but, of course, little 
improvement was achieved. We even began to 
consider placing notices throughout the building: 
'Please do not flush toilet when recording is in 
progress'. 

There was, it must be admitted, a certain 
eccentric charm hovering over those far -off days, 
and many of the poetry recordings which 
originated there in the '60s and '70s (recordings 
by Robert Graves, Stevie Smith, Ted Hughes, 
C Day Lewis, Sylvia Plath and many others), later 
made their way on to commercially- issued long - 
playing records, and a substantial number survive 
in the catalogue today. But we knew we were up 
against it, even then. It was distinctly 
disconcerting to receive an apparently serious 
request from overseas, asking for copies of tapes 

'recorded at 71/2 

miles an hour, 
please'. 

Then, when the 
time came to 
move to a new 
building where 
we were promised 
a studio to our 
specifications, it 
really did seem 
that my luck had 
changed. Eagerly, 
I examined the 
plans submitted 
by the architect: 
yes, every 
requirement had 
been met. But 
just as I was 
passing the 
drawings back 

my eye fell on something immediately adjacent to 
my dream studio. 'Motor Room', ran the legend. 

"Er, what is that ?" I ventured nervously. 
"Oh," said my almost -benefactor breezily, 

"that's where the lift motor is going to be." 
"Does it have to be right there ?" I demanded. 
"Ah, yes, definitely. Can't go anywhere else." 
"Well, could you move the studio somewhere 

else ?" 
A stony stare met this question. "Not a chance. 

Plans are firm now. Can't alter things at this 
stage. Don't really see you'll have any problems." 

Well, the studio was never built, and after a few 

tedious years during which we attempted 
unsuccessfully to make spoken word recordings in 
a supposedly soundproof enclosure, rather like a 

large telephone box, the time came for the British 
Council and me to part company. I don't think 
they ever understood the cause of my 
dissatisfaction. 

Indeed, almost a decade later, I am still 
surprised to realise how very few people are 
willing or able to recognise the special problems 
presented by speech recording, and to 
acknowledge the fact that it is so appallingly 
vulnerable to every thud, creak or whistle, to the 
sound of rain on the roof, nesting starlings in the 
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IT DOESN'T MAKE A BAD STUDIO GOOD. 
IT MAKES A GOOD STUDIO BRILLIANT. 

Otari's new DTR 900 digital multitrack 
recorder isn't the first digital recorder on the 
market. 

But it's undoubtedly one of the most 
advanced. 

For a start, it includes Otari's legendary 
pinch -rollerless transport. 

It combines outstanding sonic perform- 
ance with utter practicality for the operator. 

And best of all, it's ready to work with 
complete reliability, 365 days a year, from the 
first day it's installed in your studio. 

If that sounds like a machine your studio 
could use, we'd be delighted to send you a 

fuller description of it, in our literature. 
Alternatively, we'll be happy to arrange a 
complete demonstration. 

But first, we'd like to warn you that the 
DTR 900 sells for a fairly serious sum of 
money. And no recording machine - even 
one as advanced as ours - will make an 
average studio better than it is. 

But all we can say is that if your people 
have the skills, the DTR 900 will make them 
shine as never before. 

THE OTARI DM 900. 
DIGITAL FOR PROFESSIONALS. 

Otani Electric (UK) Limited 
22 Church Street, Slough, SLl IPI Berkshire. 

Telephone: (0753) 822381. Telefax: (0753) 823707 
Telex: 849453 OTARI G 

Otani Corporation, Otani Electric Co Ltd, Otani Singapore Pte Ltd, Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH, 
2 Davis Drive, 4 -29 -18 Minami -Ogikubo, 625 Aljunied Road, Rudolf Diesel Strasse 12, 

Belmont, California 94002 Suginami -ku 07 -05 Aljunied Ind, D -4005 Meerbusch 2 

Telephone: (415) 592 -8311 Tokyo 167 Complex Singapore 1438 West Germany 
Telefax: (415) 591 -3377 Telephone: (03) 333-9631 Telephone: 743 -7711 Telephone: 010 49/2159/50 -861, -862 or -863 
Telex: 910-376-4890 OTARICORP BLMT Telefax: (03) 331-5802 Telefax: (743) 6430 Telefax: 010492I59 1778 

Telex: J26604 OTRDENKI Telex: RS36935OTARI Telex: 8531638 OTEL D 
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eaves, or 
underground 
trains (yes, once 
and once only I 

did do a 
production in 
Kingsway Hall), 
to aircraft, and to 
all the various 
sounds of this 
planet of ours. 

Following 
correspondence in 

Studio Sound, I have been taken severely to 

task by the proprietors of several studios, who 
seem to have formed the impression that I am 
really expecting too much. One blunt 
correspondent in Leeds levelled the following 
accusation at me: "Have you ever stopped to 
consider," he writes, "that you might exert a 
malevolent influence on recording equipment ?" 
Perhaps he has a point there, but I must leave 
that verdict to the mercies of time. For here (as 
they used to say on The Goon Show) is where the 
story really begins. 

It concerns a series of memorably painful 
sessions which, in line of duty, I was called upon 
to endure recently. In fact, things were so bad 
that after the first day's sessions, the man from 
the studio telephoned me at home, overflowing 
with desperate apologies, and saying plaintively: 
"I don't want you writing about this in Studio 
Sound!" Well, sorry old chum, but such disturbing 
events as those I am about to relate do demand a 
faithful chronicler, in order that they may serve 
as a stern warning to others. So here is an 
honest, unvarnished account of the rigours to 
which I was submitted earlier this year. The 
location is `somewhere in the north of England'. 

To begin with, I had misgivings. True, I had . 

recorded in that part of the world before, 
sometimes with a Uher in somebody's living -room, 
and the results had not been utterly discouraging. 
But then I remembered a studio in the centre of 
town, located directly under a works canteen, 
which situation rendered recording quite 
impossible at the morning coffee hour, at 
lunchtime and afternoon tea -break At least they 

WE INTERRUPT 
THIS 

PROGRAMME... 
had the good grace not to submit a bill after a 

series of very frustrating sessions! But this time, I 

was bound for a proper studio, where I had 
worked eight years previously with no greater 
problem than very occasional breakthrough of 

taxi transmissions. I set out, quite confident that 
all would go smoothly. 

Men were digging up the road outside when I 

arrived hours ahead of the start of my sessions 
with one of Britain's most famous stars of film, 

television and theatre, the road -menders had 
beaten me to the site by some weeks, perhaps 
even months, and were firmly established in those 
little temporary habitations (comfort stations, 
perhaps ?) which have become so familiar a part of 

our urban landscape. There was no sign that they 
were going to move on in a hurry; indeed, they 
had set up one of those ingenious arrangements of 

traffic lights designed to ensure that there is no 

movement at all from any direction for long 
periods. Already, I noted, a line of heavy trucks 
was forming. When they all start off in first gear, 
I thought to myself, there's going to be quite a 

din. 
Although beset by a few minor misgivings, I 

entertained no serious doubts at this juncture that 
the soundproofing of the studio would be more 
than adequate to deal with this unexpected 
activity on the doorstep. And it was good to be 

working in the north again. I am not prepared to 

be more precise than that about the location, 
though curious readers will find one or two clues 
in the course of the narrative that follows. There 
was an Indian restaurant over the road, and a 

solid -looking pub a little further away, with a 

name which was 
something similar 
to The Coach 
and Horses; in 
the course of 
these adventures, 
I was to 
investigate the 
qualities of both 
establishments. 
But first, for my 
peace of mind, I 

needed to take a 
look at the studio. It seemed much the same as I 

had remembered it, the dust almost undisturbed, 
in fact, by the intervening years. Assurances were 
given that all the equipment was in working 
order, and so I ambled contentedly across the road 
for a Madras meat and rice. That was to be my 

happiest hour for some days. 
The distinguished artist arrived promptly, and 

without unnecessary preliminaries we launched 
ourselves on the first of four scheduled sessions, 
in the course of which the intention was to 
produce a final master of around three hours' 
playing time. He was very familiar with the 
work, having appeared in a film version of the 
same, and proved, in any case, to be a naturally 
fluent reader. On this occasion, we were running 
an analogue master at 71/2 in/s, which meant 
fewer breaks for reloading. Everything seemed set 
fair, though I did begin to wonder nervously 
about the roadworks outside. 

Readers of Studio Sound may recall from 
previous issues, accounts of disasters which have 
overtaken me in the past. All of them combined 
pale into nothingness beside what transpired on 

this occasion. In the first place, the siting of 

temporary traffic lights hard by the front door 
meant that the traffic, which seemed to consist 
largely of heavy lorries, buses and high -powered 
motorcycles, was at its noisiest just as it passed 
the studio. And then the taxis...well, affluence 
must have come to that part of the world since 

last I was there, because on the evidence of the 
transmissions which broke through on the 
monitors with such alarming frequency, the 
carriage trade seems to have multiplied tenfold. I 

Sound effects can be carried a bit far. . . 
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30 band 'h octave graphic equaliser - Frequency 
response ±0.5dß (20Hz - 20kHz), Distortion 
( +4dBm1 <0.01% at 1kHz, Equivalent input noise 
<- 90dBm, Auto -bypass failsafe, Low and High 
pass variable filters, Balanced XLB input and 
output. 

Also available for etereo applications DN360 Dual 
Channel 30 band 'A octave graphic equaliser. 

GRAPHIC EQUALISER 
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Dual channel B band parametric equaliser - 
Frequency response ±0.5dß (20Hz - 20kHz I, 
Distortion ( +4dBm)<0.01% at 1kHz, Equivalent 
input noise <- 90dBm, 100% Frequency overlap 
for each filter + variable bandwidth, Bypass, XLII 
inputs and outputs. 

Also available DN405 Single Channel 5 band 
parametric equaliser. 

PARAMETRIC EQUALISER 
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Real time audio spectrum analyser - 30 band 
h octave + overall level, LED display, Pink noise 
source, Mic/line XLII Input, ATI measuring 
microphone, X -Y plotter output, Add -on reverber- 
ation analyser available. N60 

SPECTRUM ANALYSER 
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One input -three outputs digital delay line - 
Frequency response ±1dB 120Hz- 20kHz l, 
Distortion<0.01% at 1kHz, Dynamic range >90dB, 
Minimum increment 20 micro sec, Delay range 0- 
1.311 sec, Digital conversion 16 Bit Linear, XLII 
terminated input and outputs. 

Also available DN773 Stereo 10 sec. digital delay 
line. 

71 
DIGITAL DELAY LINE 
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Digital reverberation system- Bandwidth Ireverb 
mode) 20Hz- 12kHz, Distortion <0.03% at 1kHz, 
Dynamic range 85dB, Digital conversion 16 Bit 
Linear, Arithmetic processor 32 Bit, Stereo 
processing, Balanced XLII input and outputs, 7 
parameter control, 28 programme library, 50 user 
memories, Midi interface, Updatable programming, 
Remote control. 
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11kr1dhvlde distributors Australia: Syntec International, Sydney 
lei: 1012 406 47110 Austria: Audio Sales, henna 
Sal: 1012276 26123 Belgium /turembuurg: Spans European Music, 
Brussels Tel: 1012 569 1823 aromi!: Savana Ce.nunicaroes, Ilk, De 

Productions, lél- Aviv751: 1013 854003 Italy: Audio Link, Parma tel: 
101521 598723/4 Japan: Hibine Eketro Sound. lbkso lbl: 
1013442 41W Korea: Stung Nak. Seoul lbl: (012 2 67 9097 /8.11alania: 
Wny Enterprise. Kuala Lumpur lbl: 1013 7825758 Ww !.malend: 

Why the 
world's 
leading 
sound 
system 
designers 
confidently 
specify 
Klark=relmik 
They rely on 

Klark-Ièknik's proven ability 
to consistently manufacture 
products which meet or 
exceed the most stringent 
system specifications 

MI Engineering integrity that 
guarantees the most durable 
and outstanding product 
quality in the industry 

Janeiro lei: 10211 274 5009 Canada: Umnimedia I nrporati,n, 
Montreal Sel: 514 636 9971 Canary leks: Picholi, las Palmas 
let 372531/372734 Caribbean: Audiofm Systems, Jamaica 
lai: 926 25692771 Denmark: S C Sourd, Copenhagen 
lab 1012 998877 Finland: Noes Dy, Helsinki 1b1:1910520311 Hance 
Reglscene, Paris 151: 1 43 965050 Germany !Heat): Espolee. 
London Englard'bl: 1011 405 9665 Germany /East & East Europe): 
Denislykr Ltd., GI Missenden, England Tel, 10124066262 Greece: 
Bon Studio, Athens 1bl: 1011 36 33572 Holland: Thins Eur'apean 
Music, Breda 151: 10176 812872 Hong Kong /Peoples Rep of China: 
Studer Res a lIbr East'. Hong Kong 151: .5 412050 Israel: More 

General l:,nntuni,'alkns, NPlliry{un tel: a 881 111, W»vy: ld 
Rommel, Deb íe1:1012 114 085 5ingapore /Indonesia: Studer He,w 
Audio. Singapore tel: 250 7222 South Africa: Prosonnld 
Johannesburg Tb1: 10111 337 6556 Spain: Aspros.. Barcelona 
1013 340 2554/04 Sweden: Inlersonic, Stockholm LEI:1018 744 5850 
and Sal 8.1ón Elekironiks, Goteborg Tel: 31 803620 Switzerland: 
Dr WA Gunther, Zollikon- Zurich'a1: 1011 391 3939 7aiwan: Unfair, 
Taipei TED: 2 321 44.54 united Kingdom: Klark-leknik Plc, 
Kidderndnater 7e1: 101562 741515 LISA: 'lark- leknik Electronics 
Inc., l8rmingdale N.Y.721: 516 249 3660 

Klark- Teknik's renowned 
"reliability control" - 
assuring dependable system 
performance 

The sonic excellence of 
Klark- Tbknik audio 
engineering 

Consistent ability to satisfy 
supply schedules 

IN Unparalleled international 
technical support 

IKAM Ulff1114 H 
The first name with sound system designers 

Kiark- lbkrdk we 
'Dark Industrial Park, halter Nash Road, Kidderminster, 
1Wreeotershire DY117HJ, England. 
lb1: 105621 741515121ex:339821 KWnKG fax No:105621745371 

Klerlc- 7bknik BlecaoNes Inc. 
30B Bane Plaza North, Ibrmingdale, N.Y. 11735, USA. 
Tel: 15161249.3660 Hu No: 1510 1 4 20 -18 63 
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came to form a 
positive dislike 
for the lady 
despatcher, whose 
high -pitched, 
metallic voice 
persistently 
invaded our 
recording. 

It is hard to 
believe that one 
could continue to 
work under such 
distractions, but carry on we did, with an 
interruption compelling a retake roughly every 
20 seconds. The studio engineer, an agreeable 
young man with wife and family, was openly 
embarrassed, and spent most of the first session 
apologising. The artist, after an initial outburst 

WE INTERRUPT 
THIS 

PROGRAMME.. 
dismay and disbelief that anyone could even 
contemplate recording the spoken word in such a 
place, heroically settled down to what was clearly 
going to be a very uncomfortable task. Inwardly, I 
suspect, he gave vent to doubts about the sanity 

of of the producer who had lured him there. 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

TUBE TECH 
ppY.X1E1AM 
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PE-1A 
PROGRAM EQUALIZER 

Both of these excellent Tube -Tech units are modern reproductions of classic valve technology, 
offering an unparalleled warmth and natural quality to your recordings, without maintenance or 
reliability problems. 

PE-1A Equalizer -The Tube -Tech valve equalizer has been built to emulate the 'PULTEC' 

equalizer of the 1950's and 60's. The PE-1A not only looks like its classic predecessor it also 
gives the same superb quality of sound (like PULTEC, Tube -Tech even wind their own chokes!) 

ME-1A Mid -Equalizer -also available 

CL-1A Compressor- Like the PE -1A, the CL-1A Compressor has been built to accurately 
reproduce the sound of a classic from the 1950's and 60's, The Fairchild'. Now the Tube -Tech 

CL -1A offers the same superb dynamic range control, and maintains the natural warmth and feel 
for which its classic forerunner was so revered. 

Please contact us for further details or a demonstration. 

CL -1A COMPRESSOR 

OW' 
L 
AUDIO SALES 

29 GUILDFORD STREET, LUTON, 
BEDS LUI 2NQ 

TELEPHONE: 0582 450066 
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After the first 
session, the 
studio owner 
suggested I move 
30 miles away, 
where a friend of 
his had a much 
quieter place. I 

pointed out that 
this would not be 
possible as we 
were well into 
recording, and 

matching the acoustic would be a problem. In 
any case, my distinguished artist had good 
reasons for not wanting to stray far from the 
town centre, since he was appearing each evening 
at a theatre there. So we soldiered on in the stop - 
start- stop -start mode, hour after hour, with no 

respite from taxis, buses and lorries. It still 
amazes me that we were able to keep going. 

Sunday morning came round at last, the final 
day of the gruelling ordeal. Taking no chances, I 

arrived very early, just as rain was beginning to 
fall. Someone at the studio who claimed to have 
eaten there recommended a pub just down the 
road for Sunday lunch. "Very good value for 
money," he insisted. But my prudence meant that 
there was time to kill, and meanwhile the rain 
was coming down more heavily. Everywhere 
looked grey -I was beginning to feel grey myself. 
In the immediate vicinity, the choice lay between 
a Pentecostal and a Roman Catholic Church; I 

escaped from the rain into the arms of the 
Catholics. When I turned from spiritual to more 
mundane refreshment, lunch turned out to be 
rather what I had feared. Roast and two veg, but 
the beef (I think it was beef) had been cooked 
beyond recognition until it resembled pieces of 
leather, which were then covered with a brown 
glutinous substance intended to represent gravy; 
and what had been done to the cabbage, boiled 
into total submission, should, in my opinion, be 
classified as an indictable offence. 

Another thing I discovered that day: despite 
what one hears to the contrary, there are some 
parts of Britain that enjoy a very frequent bus 
service on Sundays. This was one of those places. 

And so the dreary routine was renewed, and the 
hours went by. The afternoon wore on, and the 
light outside began to fade fast. We were very 
close to the finishing line now. One more 
paragraph, and it would all be over. "The river of 
life..." began the reader, only to be answered by 
a roar from outside. "And the street of buses," he 
added sardonically, departing from the prepared 
script. 

Undoubtedly, he was the real hero of the whole 
business, and it is with genuine gratitude and 
admiration that I salute his sheer professionalism 
and indefatigable determination. Had he walked 
out of the very first session (a producer's 
recurring nightmare), no vestige of blame would 
have attached itself to him. But together we saw 
it through, and although the laboriously 
handcrafted master contains over a thousand joins 
(a veritable nightmare of editing), the result is-a 
remarkably polished and impressive reading 
which gives not the slightest hint of the 
difficulties encountered in its making. 

There is a cruel twist in the tail of this story; 
one final irony. Very shortly after the duplicate 
masters were received in the USA, the company 
who had commissioned the recording went out of 
business! Perhaps some day, somewhere, someone 
will be able to hear the results of our efforts. I 

hope so. Meanwhile, my search for the ideal 
studio continues. All advice gratefully received. 
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT THE 
REASON WHY OUR CONSOLES 

OUT -PERFORM ALL THE OTHERS 
IN THEIR CLASS 

Every serious console manufacturer 
in the world uses a hard bussing 
system to create the audio signal 
paths. A Printed Circuit 
Motherboard that interfaces with the 
modules via gold plated edge 
connectors. Every console 
manufacturer knows that this is the 
only way to ensure that noise levels 
and cross -talk figures are kept to a 

minimum. 

Why then, do TAC's competitors 
use ribbon cables, when they know 
that they are inferior? The answer is 

simple. It's because ribbon cables 
are cheap. They allow the 
manufacturers to use cheap alloy 
chassis that fail to provide the 
structural integrity that would enable 
a motherboard to be used. If the 
console can twist from end to end, 
it is impossible to use a 

motherboard because the strain 
placed upon the connections to the 
modules is intolerable and the 
console breaks down. 
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We approach audio engineering as seriously as you 
approach your music. So we would like to suggest 
that the next time you consider a console, you talk 
to the manufacturer that does the job properly, yet 
still manages to produce consoles that cost no more 
than those offered by their competitors. 

l,'rlllllllr7rTrT1TmnÏi1fi1ïMïii0,',AM 

SOUND ENGINEERING 
Sales and Factory: In the USA: 
TOTAL AUDIO CONCEPTS AMEK CONSOLES INC. 
Unit 1 7, Bar Lane Industrial Park, 10815 Burbank Blvd, 
Bar Lane, Basford, North Hollywood, CA 91601. 
Nottingham NG6 OHU. Tel: 818 -508 9788. 
Tel: 0602 -783306. Telex: 662526 AMEK USA. 
Telex: 37329 AMEKNT G. Fax: 818 -508 8619. 
Fax: 0602 -785112. E. Mail: AMEK -US. 
E. Mail: DGS 1947. 

THE SCORPION - IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN 
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ARTHEA STUDIOS 
Terry Nelson visits a studio 
nestling in the foothills of the 
French Alps 

Arthea studio is situated in a 

large country house on the 
outskirts of Grasse, in the south 
of France. Grasse is 

internationally known as one of the perfume capitals of the 
world and overlooks Cannes from the foothills of the Maritime 
Alps. 

The Arthea story began in 1967 when a group of French 
musicians joined forces to open up new areas of musical 
exploration. Calling the exercise `Sound Gestation', their aim 
was to experiment with musical influences from all over the 
world. The group was originally called the Horde Catalytique 
pour la Fin and embarked on a series of concerts, broadcasts 
and records combined with musical instrument research until 
1973. Two members, Goa Alloro and Franky Bourlier, decided to 
continue with the Sound Gestation concept and the design and 
manufacture of new instruments. Arthea (Association for the 
Representation of Technical and Artistic Expressions) was 
formed in 1975. 

In 1979 Grasse's town council put an old country house, Le 
Prado, at the group's disposal. Further grants from the cultural 
department of the French government and the regional 
committee of Marseilles enabled the purchase and installation of 
specialised machinery for the construction of instruments and 
accessories. 

In 1983 sound engineer /technician Patrick Jauneaud joined 
Arthea, paving the way for the building of a professional 
recording facility. Jauneaud's varied background encompasses 
studio and maintenance engineering both in France and abroad 
(USA, England, Africa, Jamaica) doing everything from radio 
commercials to classical music. He also has experience as a live 
sound engineer which stands him in good stead for Arthea's 
stage performances when, as sound engineer, he becomes a 
member of the group. 

While being an experimental unit is very interesting from an 
artistic and technical point of view, it inevitably tends to suffer 
from lack of funds. Patrick explains: "When I joined the 
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association one of my immediate concerns was to build the 
studio to professional standards and this was going to need a 
certain amount of financing. We could get the basic shell of the 
studio ready ourselves but the actual treatment still posed a 
problem until Superbear Studios came to the rescue." 

Patrick was formerly maintenance house engineer of 
Superbear. "The owner was in the process of winding up the 
studio and all the audio equipment had already been sold. 
However, the Eastlake acoustics were still in place and I was 
asked if I knew anybody who would be prepared to demolish 
them so that the house could be restored to its former 
occupation of a restaurant. The long and the short of the story 
was that we were up there almost the next day with a lorry 
taking the acoustics to pieces as carefully as possible in order to 
rebuild them here in Grasse! It was just as well we moved fast, 
too, as the house was burned down the day after the last load, 
during in the forest fires that always ravage the south of France 
in the summer." 

The studio is installed on the top floor of the house at Grasse. 
By sheer coincidence the control room dimensions matched 
almost inch for inch those of Superbear. 

"This was a real stroke of luck as it meant minimal 
adjustment was required in order to rebuild the control room. 
The main difference was in height but this proved to be no real 
problem. However, I can tell you that those Hidley rooms were 
really built to last! We thought taking it to pieces would be easy 
but we did lose some material when we had to resort to saws 
and sledgehammers -and the volcanic rock is not exactly what 
you would call light!" 

Though the acoustic treatment was coming in virtually free of 
charge, it entailed a lot of work. Could Arthea have done 
anything simpler? 

"First of all, the opportunity was too good to miss -it would 
have been a terrible waste. Secondly, the acoustics at Superbear 
were very good and provided a good reference so it would mean 
having that same reference here in Grasse. 

"I must say that I am very pleased with the results. The 
monitoring is different, we have UREI 815s which are mounted 
in such a way as to be isolated away from the monitor bridge, 
but I feel we have maintained the basic character of the room." 

The acoustics feature a hardwood front area with trapping in 
the rear half of the room together with some wooden panelling. 
The monitor bridge features some very fancy marquetry work 
that blends in very well in addition to almost hiding the 
monitors! An added advantage is that there is lots of sunlight 
due to the room having windows and the outside world is 

suitably isolated when these are closed. The view goes straight 
down to the Baie des Anges and the surrounding coastline. 

The equipment is mounted together in a central frame. 
"Everything has been made to be transportable. We use the 

same equipment for the concerts and the studio in order to keep 
continuity. It also enables us to do location recording." 

The console is a DDA D series with 28 input channels and 
eight groups. "The quality is very good and using the direct 
channel outputs for multitrack is perfectly satisfactory." There 
are supplementary modules for 24 -track monitoring and the 
studio plans to expand the number of channels "as soon as 
requirements and finances permit!" The DDA has also been 
made `more studio' by having had an Eela 809 phase correlation 
meter fitted. 

Recording centres around a `highly modified' MCI JH24 with 
transformerless electronics complete with a JH45 Autolock for 
audio and A/V sync. 

"We got the JH24 secondhand at a good price and as I know 
the machine well I have been able to tune it up to quite a high 
level performance. The MCI is really a good basic machine and 
if you look after it, it gives very good results. The modification 
to transformerless operation has turned out very well and 
running the machine at high speed without noise reduction 
makes for a very good sound." 

Digital mastering is the order of the day at Arthea with two 
Sony FIU -Matic systems, a Betamax SLFI and a Technics 
SV -P100 PCM recorder using VHS cassettes. "The latter is a 
good machine though the one we have is NTSC so it is only 
good for in -house use. A lot of our work is straight to stereo and 
that means that we have a top quality master recorder. We 
worked out that it would be virtually the same to buy Fl PCM 
as to get a top-of-the-line analogue recorder so digital seemed 
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Which console was chosen by 
London's top film scoring studio? 

W.ÈN: 
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CTS STUDIO 1 - LONDON 

"It's versatile, flexible, totally transparent, 
extremely quiet and has superb musical 
EQ with generous headroom. 
I think I can say I like it!" 

Adrian Kerridge - 
Director Lansdowne /CTS. 

"The V Series Console with Necam 96 
makes my job even more of a pleasure - the 
results speak for themselves. Its the finest 
console I have ever worked with." 

Dick Lewzey - Director & Chief Recording 
engineer, CTS Studios. 

V SERIES + NECAM 96 

When only the best is good enough. 

A Siemens Company 

NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, CAMBRIDGE HOUSE, MELBOURN, ROYSTON, HERTS SG8 6AU, ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE: ROYSTON (0763) 60776. TELEX: 81381. CABLES: NEVE CAMBRIDGE. FACSIMILE: (0763) 61886 
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the obvious choice. We are certainly very pleased with the 
results." There is also a Revox A77 recorder. 

Effects consist of two Bel BD80 digital delay /samplers with 
16 s of memory each, Lexicon PCM50 and Roland SRV2000 
digital reverbs, Drawmer 221 and 201 dual compressors and 
gates, and various equalisers, including Ashly SC -66A 4 -band 
parametrics. 

Monitoring (as previously mentioned) is on UREI 815s driven 
by a Bose 1800 series amplifier with NS -10s and Auratones for 
nearfield listening. 

Electronic instruments in the control room include a Yamaha 
DX -7, a Linn Drum and Atari 1040 computer with Hybrid Arts 
MIDI software. The latter provides up to 60 tracks and 60,000 
notes together with synchronisation to SMPTE, MIDI and non - 
MIDI. A Genpatch function is also included which acts as a 
MIDI patching system. 

The studio is accessed from a corridor (which also serves the 
control room) and looks out towards the sea. The drum booth 
from Superbear has been installed in a corner near the control 
room and the rest of the room is finished with carpet and traps 
for wall and ceiling. The windows have been angled out into the 
room in order to reflect the sound up into the ceiling trapping 
and cut down on resonances. The overall sound is best described 
as being precise with a very short reverberation time. The 
hardwood of the drum booth provides a live area for recording 
when required. 

In addition to the upstairs studio one of the ground floor 
rooms is also used as a recording room tie -lined to the control 
room. The second room provides more space as well as a 'non - 
studio' atmosphere, conducive to creativity. 

"This way the musicians can just get on with playing without 
having people peering through at them from the control room or 

ARTHEA STUDIOS 
feeling the pressure of being in the studio. As soon as things 
sound as if they are starting to get interesting I can start 
recording without them being aware of it." 

To facilitate their research, Arthea have the rare luxury of a 
large anechoic chamber which has been built on the top floor 
near the control room and studio area. The chamber is reached 
by a short entrance tunnel and the size would keep many a 
loudspeaker manufacturer happy. 

"The room gets used for all sorts of things, from testing 
pickup systems for acoustic instruments to speakers, etc. We 
found that it was necessary to install an emergency signal 
system in case anyone got accidently locked in -half an hour in 
here and you're likely to be carried out screaming or in a coma! 
However, we have had some people doing what I can only 
describe as 'controlled experiments' by coming in here with an 
instrument and being recorded when they are in a state of total 
isolation. For these cases we always install a video camera in 
order to keep an eye on things." 

Arthea is far more than just a recording studio and it is in the 
other aspects of Le Prado that much of the real interest lies. 

"It is clear that compared with many of today's studios we are 
fairly basic as regards equipment- though we can do a very good 

job! What we do have that is different is a vast library of sounds 
that has been accumulated over the years since the original 
group in 1967. The thing that is different is that all the sounds 
have been generated acoustically fie: no synthesisers) and offer a 
unique palette of sounds to work with. 

The library is now all stored on digital cassettes for easy 
retrieval and offers a formidable workbase for those who are 
looking for something completely different. 

While many musicians and studios are producing sounds by 

pushing buttons Arthea are taking a different approach, 
building acoustic sources of different sounds (without turning 
their backs on electronics, of course) and it is this that makes 
them unique. 

The instruments they manufacture are the result of close 
studies of existing instruments from around the world, 
traditional and non -traditional building materials and research 
into the resonant and vibratory characteristics of different 
methods of construction, strings and bridges. The range of 
instruments evolved includes wind, strings and a whole family 
of percussion instruments. 

For instance there is an Iranian -style bass flute made from 
brass. Its length of 3 m makes its lowest note A/53 Hz. The 
scale is non -tempered with 16 notes /octave. The Bass Tar is a 
metallic instrument that bears some resemblance to the early 
'pogo stick' electric basses. It has a range of over seven octaves 
and employs six melodic strings played either pizzicato or with a 
bow and a series of sympathetic strings. 

In the percussion range two interesting examples are the 
tampura, an outsize 'flute of pan' which provides tuned 
percussion with a variety of sounds and a new development of 
the drum, consisting of a flat soundboard with different shapes 
cut out and covered with drum skins. Though the `drum' does 
provide some interesting sounds acoustically, it is fitted with 
special transducers for use with amplification. 

"A special part of our research here into instruments is the 
design and manufacture of transducers, pickups and systems for 
the proper amplification of acoustic instruments, be they our 
own or standard instruments such as the guitar, saxophone, 
drums, etc. The difficulty is building units that are unobtrusive 
and do not marr the instrument, can provide true reproduction 
of the vibrations without colouration and can be used with high - 
power amplification without feedback problems; we are making 
very real progress in this area." 

The influence of rack -oriented electric instruments has 
resulted in an ongoing series of electric stringed instruments 
using a combination of pickups and transducers, melodic and 
sympathetic strings, pedal- actuated string tension changing, etc. 
Latest in the series is the altar which uses a bamboo body and 
is fretted in a similar manner to the sitar, thus allowing 
changes in scaling. 

Their aim is to offer the international musical community a 
different approach with a unique library of sounds, played either 
by members of Arthea or visiting musicians and leaded into 
sampling machines. With the modern appetite for 'new sounds' 
Arthea should be successful. However, the unusual atmosphere 
combined with the sunshine and scenery of la France Provencale 
mean there is more to Arthea than just sounds. 
Arthea, Le Prado, 55 route Napoleon, 06130 Grasse, 
France. Tel: 93 36 51 04. 

Bass tarr in the drum booth 
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A selection of traditional and original instruments 
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A TIME OF CHANGE 

THE M500 DYNAMICS PROCESSOR ... UNNERVING CAPABILITY 
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Auto levellinL Auto Fade, 
De- Essing, Compression, Expansion, 
Limiting, Auto -Pan, Filter -Pan and 
probably the most comprehensive 
Noise -Gate in the world ... . 

simultaneously 

.1e4 
DRAWMER DISTRIBUTION LTD 

CHARLOTTE STREET BUSINESS CENTRE 
CHARLOTTE STREET 
WAKEFIELD WEST YORKSHIRE 
WFI IUH ENGLAND 

Telephone: 0924471669 Telex: 5S6649MI 

I] 

I SSL 4000e 48 frame 4B fitted with VU meters and new pre amp and E/O 
system with "C" series computer with Total Recall. 9 section patchbay on 
the left. producer desk on the right. three years old. available 
immediately. in superb order 

2 SSL 4000e 48 frame 48 fitted with Total Recall. V/U meters Patchbay on the 
left. no producer. desk extra centre section. in very good condition 

3 Neve 'V' Range 48 frame 36 fitted with Necam 2 automation system in 
good condition available 4 weeks Also fitted with 310 0-Lock system 

4 56 input 48 fitted Soundcraft T5 24 with Mastermix IB months old. patch to 
the right Superb order 

5 MCI 556D 56 fitted with JH50 automation. in good order Also fitted with 
spectre view 

6 Soundcraft TS 24 40 frame 32 fitted. 3 years old, usual E/0 section 
patchbay to the right stand and cover In lull working order 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
I Sony 3324 with 3310 autolocator. 12 months old 

2 Mitsubishi X850 3.4 months old ex demo 
3 Sony MEP 3036 36 fitted with hard disk automation. 12 months old in mint 

condition 
4 Sony PCM 1630 with Sony DMR 4000 in good order 

SECONDHAND SYNTHS 
I Fanlight series 3 system. 6 months old. 16 voices. full memory and current 

library in superb order 
2 Fanlight series 3 system. 12 months. 80 meg memory with streaming tape 

library. lull library 
3 Synclavier 32 voices. 2 winchester drives I sampling monophonic. no 

MIDI. offers around 
4 PPG system wave version waveterm 'W. 16 Bit pages. two revision discs 

all PPG discs. Version 3 Aproms 

SECONDHAND MACHINES 
I Otan MTR90 Mk2 24 track. 4000 hrs. 3 years old 

2 Studer A800 Mk3 autolocator and remote. 2 years 
3 Studer A1300 Mk3 autolocator no remote. 2 years 
4 Otan MTR 90 Mk I autolocator and remote. 5 years 

1127,000.00 

L120,000.00 

£85.000.00 

L50,000.00 

L50,000.00 

120,000.00 

L58,000.00 
P 0 

L50,000.00 
L29,000.00 

L45,000.00 

L40,000.00 

L35,000.00 

L9,995 00 

L18.500 00 
129,500.00 
L27.500.00 
L12,000.00 

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT... 
NOTICE 

We also act for studios as selling agents. let us handle the hassle of getting rid of unwanted 
items. it does not matter where you are in the world. why not drop us a line listing your 
equipment or ring us on the numbers below for the best rates We assure von of our best 
attention and service plus the utmost confidentiality at all times 

5 Otan MTR 12's" with Dolby HX Pro'." heads 
6 Soundcraft 762 Mk2 with 9 memory auto. 4 years 
7 Ampex ATR 102 with ' i and i.." heads and guides 
8 Fostex El6 16 track recorder as new still boxed 
9 Studer A807 '." mastering machine (new) Stand 

SECONDHAND EFFECTS 
Audio Kinetics 0-Lock 310 3a 2 A80 Sony 5850 
Dolby SP 24 rack system complete. 2 years old 
Dolby MI6 rack 24 track system 
Lexicon 480 L digital reverb. ex demo 
Lexicon PCM 70 (new) 
AMS RMX 16 digital reverb. 12 months 
Urei 813A monitors 2 years old 
IBL 4430 monitors. 18 months in mint condition 
JBL 4410 monitors (new) 
Formula sound Graphic E/O 31 band 
Nemesis 04d parametric E/O 
Yamaha SPX 90 Mk I (secondhand) 
Drawmer DL 201 noise gate (secondhand) 
Drawmer M500 multrelfects (new) 
Klark Teknik DN 27 graphic EuO (new) 
Mark Teknik DN780 digital delay (new) 
Westlake audio nearfield monitors (secondhand) 
Aphex Aural exciter Type 'B (secondhand) 
MXR Flanger /Doubler (secondhand) 
DBX 132 Comp /Itm (secondhand) 
Neumann U47 tubes. in nice condition (two off) 
Neumann U87i s /hand with suspension mounts (two items) 
Neumann U471 (secondhand) 
Fostex 4030 synchronizer 
Fostex 4010 code generator 
Foster 4035 control unit 
Yamaha NSIOm monitors 
Yamaha SPX 90 Mk2 

C5.500 00 
[7,500.00 
L4,500.00 
L3.700.00 
L3,650.00 

C4,500.00 
L8,500.00 
16, 500.00 
L6,500.00 
[1.795.00 
L2,750.00 
L2.250.00 
L1,995.00 

C650.00 
L350.00 
L595.00 
C395.00 
£245.00 
C695.00 
C625.00 

L1,650.00 
C690.00 
1275.00 
L275.00 
L395.00 

each L650.00 
L650.00 
L650.00 

£00.00 
L00.00 

L3,000 00 
L195.00 
1510.00 

(16 track package) RSD 16/16/2 mixer with Fostex E16. all interconnecting 
cables. 9 months old £4,995.00 

FOR A COMPLETE STOCK LIST WRITE OR 
RING TONY BAYLEY ON 

061 -483 9563/4299 

4 CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT. CHESHIRE SK7 5BH. TELEX: 666597 NAUDIOG. FAX: 061 -483 4984. 
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MARTIN 
POLON'S 

PERSPECTIVE 
Anumber of engineering 

school seniors clustered 
about me as I finished 
my talk on the future of 

the audio industry at a major university. Well - 
dressed and articulate, these budding engineering 
graduates represent an encouraging mix of men 
and women from many different backgrounds. The 
thought that motivated many of these students to 
talk to me was their candid effort to obtain an 
accurate assessment of the audio career market. 

I have never in my life been faced with a more 
vexing dilemma. I wanted to say, `What a 
wonderful way to earn a living.' On the other 
hand, I have been conducting research into the 
business side of the industry for many years. I 

really wanted to provide these fine young people 
with an honest and positive assessment. I finally 
settled for a more realistic appraisal similar to 
the one I deliver regularly to my senior -level 
university classes in the business of audio. I told 
them that there was going to be an awful lot of 
hard work involved but if they loved it, they 
should reach out for their future in audio. 

We certainly need to keep young people moving 
into the audio profession. Yet, in a human sense 
we must level with them as to the dimensions of 
an audio career: positive and negative. 

Many of these talented individuals possessed 
significant computer skills in both hardware 
design and software creation. I had to let them 
know that they would be experiencing a 
considerable pay differential between the audio 
and computer industries. In fact, the level of pay 
in the audio field is the lowest pay level found for 
technical employment in the US or UK. 

The ultimate question is whether the audio job 
marketplace in 1987 really provides opportunity 
for entry by new practitioners. One problem in 
seeking and holding employment in audio is that 
of identity for those who work in the field 
worldwide. I use the phrase audio practitioner 
because it best describes the role of all those so 
employed. It implies a high level of skill and job 
confidence and most of all a well established aura 
of professionalism. 

The term engineer is frequently applied to those 
who mix the sound. In England, some mixers are 
called exactly that and the repair and technical 
staff are called engineers. Sound reinforcement 
staff at many convention and meeting centres are 
known as sound engineers or staff engineers. 
Technical employees in the television industry in 
the United States are known as engineers and an 
audio mixer at a television station would be 
called an audio engineer. Other individuals serve 
in audio as sound men (sound ladies ?), media 
technicians, audio people, or as operators. 
Legitimate engineering graduates frequently work 
in audio as designers, design staff, technical 
support, or as acoustical specialists. It really is 
important that we have a standard term that 
implies skill without confusion and practitioner 
may well be it. 
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The size and shape of the job marketplace in 
audio is changing dramatically as the end of this 
decade nears. Whatever the job title, the number 
of audio -related jobs has shrunk but many of the 
remaining jobs are increasing in stature and 
compensation. Much of the loss, which totals 
about 14% of the job total measured at the 
beginning of the 1980s, is a result of expanding 
technology in audio. The use of microprocessors 
has been especially telling in automating audio 
systems. 

The total number of professional level jobs 
available in audio has been estimated in a recent 
study as about 100,000 jobs in North America and 
about 70,000 jobs in Western Europe and the UK. 
There are, in addition, another 80,000 jobs that 
involve audio but which could not be defined as 
professional or as requiring significant skill levels 
in all cases. Most of these `second tier' positions 
are in mass market consumer audio sales and 
service. 

Opportunities 
The areas of opportunity for professional 
employment in audio cover the following major 
categories. 
Recording studios: The figure of 20,000 jobs is 
used here to measure the positions available. This 
statistic is difficult to quantify since the base used 
is for 10,000 studios with two positions per studio. 
In fact, many conventional studios have been 
replaced or augmented in the marketplace by 
`home' studios with owner- operators taking the 
place of paid employees. 
Record preparation, production and distribution: 
These 2,000 employees of the world's record 
industries are involved in pre -mastering and 
mastering, pressing, duplicating, engineering and 
development, quality control, etc. 
Motion picture production, distribution and 
exhibition: The majority of the workers in these 
7,000 jobs are either union members or belong to 
a trade organisation. They are amongst the best 
paid workers in the audio industry. This category 
also covers the production of TV programming if 
it is on film and shot at a film studio. 
Television production, network operations and 
station operations: This total of 12,000 people 
involved in audio covers chief engineers at 
individual stations, audio mixers /console 
operators, news sound mixers, and maintenance 
staff. All audio production personnel are part of 
this total, whether they are involved in original 
production pickup and mixing or just brought in 
like `hired guns' to handle the post -production 
mixing. Also covered in this category is the 
production of television commercials; a sizeable 
consideration in its own right. 
AM, FM, SW radio broadcasting, programme 
production and syndication: There are about 
15,000 jobs in this category in the so- called 
Western World. This includes operations, 

production and maintenance. Also covered here 
are radio jingle and commercial production. 
Audio for the theatrical stage: Although it does 
not seem possible to justify this number, reliable 
estimates place 2,000 people in this employment 
category. There is a great deal of legitimate 
theatre that goes on beyond the West End and 
Times Square. 
Audio /visual media for industry, government and 
education: This is the primary category of 
professional -level employment in the audio 
industry with 34,000 individuals gainfully 
employed. This category covers all levels of 
industrial media planning, production and 
presentation. It also has begun to include radio 
and/or television commercial production has some 
companies bring these activities in- house. 
Industrial television is also included. 
Sound reinforcement operation, installation and 
maintenance: This category is the second 
largest employment area in professional audio. 
The 25,000 practitioners here are frequently 
union members. Compensation ranges from the 
lowest level for sound operators at hotels to the 
highest level for union operators at large arenas. 
Much of the contracting activity transcends this 
category and includes turnkey installations for 
broadcasters and studio operators. It also includes 
the operation of national, regional and municipal 
government auditoriums, convention facilities, 
arenas and meeting complexes. 
Communications systems including telephone, 
satellite and cable TV: The 12,000 workers in this 
category are generally involved with the 
transmission of audio from point A to point B or 
C or Z or all of the above. The cable industry does 
frequently originate some kind of local 
programming and the audio requirements of 
thousands of local cable systems are reflected in 

the jobs indicated here. 
Aerospace, industrial and military development 
and applications: One of the lesser known 
categories but generally well compensated. The 
6,000 people employed in this area perform a 

broad range of duties ranging from the design of 

'on- board' audio entertainment systems to 

computer voice recognition and voice synthesis for 

the `office of the future.' Military work can range 
from reinforcement and mixing of military bands 
to design and implementation of extremely large 
transportable sound systems for area notification. 
Audio equipment design, manufacturing and 
distribution: The 6,000 individuals employed here 
are responsible for creating the equipment that is 
used by all of the other categories here. Although 
the basic emphasis is on hardware creation, the 
emerging usage of microprocessor -based control of 

audio systems and equipment has made software 
creation a corollary goal in this category. Whether 
the equipment is consumer or professional, it 
provides jobs across the board. One curious aside 
is that there are now more research and 
development (R &D) jobs in consumer than in 
professional audio due to size, scope and funding 
of the world's consumer audio industry. 
Professional audio equipment sales and service: 
Generally, it is the ability to sell refrigerators to 

Eskimos that characterises the 4,000 -odd workers 
in this category. Frequently selling against 
commission, this category can be labelled amongst 
the most affluent in audio. Not only do these 
people have to be knowledgeable about 
technology, but they must have the gift of 
interesting conversation necessary to close a sale. 
In another vein, service personnel are frequently 
the reason for the success of a particular 
company. Numerous studies confirm that 
equipment purchased outside of the home is 
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MARTIN 
POLON'S 

PERSPECTIVE 
frequently brand identified by potential users 
because of service -related issues. 
Consumer audio equipment sales and service: The 
11,000 workers in this category are sometimes 
subject to derision from other audio professionals 
but most often have the same kind of credentials 
as their so- called professional counterparts. The 
vast majority of these jobs are with high -end 
audio retailers whose affluent customers demand 
the highest quality of assistance. The number 
used here represents a very limited number of 
employees in a very limited number of shops in 
each city considered within the geography of this 
accounting. 
Audio in medicine: A limited category responsible 
for breakthroughs in ultrasound and acoustic 
imaging. A large percentage of the approximately 
1,000 practitioners here are involved in audio - 
related research. 

Security and law enforcement applications: 
Another limited category whose 1,000 
practitioners are found amongst such 
organisations as the FBI, New York City Police 
Department, Special Branch (Scotland Yard. 
Metropolitan Police (London), and in practice as 
specialists working with solicitors and other 
clients. 
Sound equipment/sound system rentals and 
temporary installations: Generally, these 2,000 
workers have plenty of physical exercise and 
frequent exposures to the outdoor life in putting 
audio reinforcement `on the road again.' 
Electronic music sales and service: Slightly over 
4,000 toil at the task of selling musical electronics 
for synthesis, emulation, sampling, MIDI -based 
control and creation and related components such 
as reverberation systems. The so- called `home 
studio' category has been most usually serviced by 
those in this category. 
Audio education: The category responsible for the 
training of those who will fill many of the jobs 
that open in all of the other categories. The 1,000 
or so academic employees come from a diverse 
range of institutions. Schools of furniture and of 
funerals, colleges of music and of mass 
communications, of engineering and of physics, of 
broadcasting and of business, vocational training 
and of creative production. This category also 
includes support and service personnel. 
Miscellaneous positions in audio: Everything that 
does not fit into another category fits here. The 
5,000 -odd audio practitioners in this all- embracing 
department include psychologists, physicists, 
forecasters and analysts (present company 
included), plus hundreds of other categories too 
diverse to fit here. 

Goals 
Even with this snapshot view of the job market in 
audio, the question still remains to be answered. 
Are jobs in audio really good jobs? One way to 
answer that is to use standardised employment 
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goals developed by management consultants to fit 
a broad range of industries. By using these goals, 
we can try to take the measure of the audio 
employment marketplace. 
Variety of responsibilities: Does a job provide for a 
variety of responsible tasks? The answer here is 

that it depends upon the job in audio that is 

being examined. In this category, it does not 
appear that audio employment is any different to 

employment in any other industry. Some jobs will 

have a variety of responsibility and some will not. 
Certainly, many audio jobs in TV and film will 
have a variety of creative responsibility as one 
project is finished and another totally different 
one is started. The same could be said for A/V 
media production. 
Salary: does a job provide comparable worth when 
compared with other technology -based 
employment? In this category, the audio job will 
almost always lose a comparison with other kinds 
of similar employment. However, union members 
(especially those in film and TV production plus 
TV station operation), will post impressive 
salaries comparable to work in other disciplines. 
The lower general rate of pay in audio is usually 
compensated for most by the love of what they 
are doing and by the greater flexibility frequently 
found when employment is in the electronic 
entertainment sector. 
Opportunity for advancement: does a job provide 
for steps up the management ladder? Several 
studies have indicated that the audio professional 
finds satisfaction somewhere between his or her 
second and third job. The satisfactory situation 
usually encompasses enjoyment in task fulfillment 
and the opportunity for salary increase over time, 
but most often does not allow for management 
advancement within the job. In fact, it might not 
be out of line to state that in the audio business, 
professional and/or management advancement is 

frequently achieved by moving from job to job 
rather than within a given employment situation. 
Workload: do similar jobs have similar workloads? 
For unionised personnel the question of workload 
is controlled by the high rate of pay and the 
automatic ascension into overtime when the 
contractually established workweek is exceeded. 
For non -union staff in audio, the usual option is 
to receive some kind of compensation for time 
worked, whether it be compensatory time off, 

continued straight time or overtime. This blue 
collar attitude has been a part of the audio 
business since its beginning and most usually 
involves operational and production staff. Sales 
personnel and engineering personnel are much 
less likely to adhere to these kinds of strict rules. 
Those on commission will work to their capacity 
in the quest for that commission. 
Non -monetary recognition: does a job provide for 

peer or social or superior recognition of 

excellence? It would appear that in the areas of 

record, film or television production a kind of 

camaraderie develops and rewards all concerned 
when a successful project is completed. That point 

could also be made for most of the categories of 
employment in audio listed above. It is the nature 
of the electronic entertainment business. 
However, there is frequently the historical 
bugbear of `visual over aural' or `audio after 
video' that can plague a dedicated professional in 
theatre, film or television. Sound reinforcement 
has its own curse of there being no kind words if 
it sounds good -if there is feedback, better pack 
your bags. 
Performance review process: does a job have a 
built -in system for review and salary 
advancement and how does this relate to 
performance? This is as much a mixed bag in 
audio as it is in other related fields such as video, 
photography, etc. Too much of the bag of tricks 
used by audio management today is out of the 'by 
gosh and by golly' school of management left over 
from the adolescent days of the industry. Most 
manufacturing positions depend upon personnel 
departments to implement such systems. For 
those in sales, a kind of quota system rules. You 
sell -you win. Union staff have set procedures 
with little or no variance possible. Some people 
will resent the picture I am drawing here, but the 
audio industry could never compare itself to the 
handling of human resources issues at IBM. This 
is not to say that what is being done in audio is 
necessarily bad. Big companies in audio more 
closely resemble big companies anywhere, and 
small companies in audio still frequently fly by 
the seat of their pants. 
Professional status: does a job convey a sense of 
status of the chosen profession to its holder? This 
is in the vernacular a tough call to sort out. The 
issue pretty much follows colour of collar lines. 
Audio white collar types in sales, engineering, 
management and administration /financial most 
usually do indicate a sense of status. Blue collar 
operational and production types find themselves 
frequently regretting the status issue, however 
high their pay rate. 
Reputation of employer: does the reputation of the 
employer enhance the employment? For a 
majority of those working in audio, the answer is 

yes. Being in film, records, television, radio, 
theatre, concerts, etc, is just plain sexy in our 
society. So is mingling with top name artists and 
stars as though everybody is part of the same 
team. Working for a three -letter TV network or 
four -letter TV station has a great deal of status, 
even if you spend your days in a sub -basement 
repairing ailing control circuits on analogue audio 
tape recorders. 
Job security: does a job promise some level of 
employment security? The toughest and most 
difficult question to answer today. You are as 
secure as your skill level will make you. It is not 
that the audio industry is any more cut -throat 
than any other in the corporate Western World. 
What we are seeing is a mirroring of the outside 
world of takeovers, union -bashing and mergers 
with all of the associated personnel cutbacks. The 
best that can be said is that an audio job is likely 
to have the same conditions as any other job in 
today's marketplace. 

So what is the bottom line? What does one tell 
young people who are looking for a job in the 
audio field? One says that it is at once the best of 

all possible worlds and a fascinating way to earn 
a living. It can be one of the most difficult 
professions in the world to enter but if hard work 
and perseverance are applied liberally with 
enthusiasm, then fortuitous results will be the 
outcome. As long as audio job seekers know the 
pluses and minuses of the industry at the outset 
they will not be disappointed when they land 
their first job in audio. 
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11 ES I T 
Alison Moyet is using both the ADR 68K and AKG C535 
microphones for current recording and concert 
commitments 

A DR 68K DIGITAL REVERS AND EFFECTS 

AK an 

n 
LI 

c=" F'1:1!=1 7171r1t71 ri 

ICG acousucs 

POWER 

1. The ADR 68K is a fulVeatured digital reverb 
2 And digital signal processor 
3. And sampler 
4. With a RAM cartridge for additional, portable preset 

storage. 
E. And over 100 factory presets, with room for 100 

more of your own. 
6. Ws an Et second/16 bit/15kHz sampler, expandable 

to 32 seconds. 
7. Its sample memory cen be broken into 4 segments, 

with separate recording, editing and triggering 
of each segment 

I. And the samples can 3e triggered by audio inputs, 
trigger jacks, or MID 

9. And the samples can 31: processed internally with 
reverb and/or effects during playback. 

10. The ADR 68K has comprehensive MIDI implement- 
ation, with program changes, sample triggering, 
and preset send/receive. 

AKG 1E8:7 dAkustische und h-n-rate GmbH, Austria 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Audio processing parameters, 
including program changes, change in real time 
without glitches or muting. 
The two inputs, four outputs, MIDI jacks, and four 
pedal/trigger jacks are all programmable in software. 
AKG is committed to software development, 
creating not only new sounds, but also new features 
on an ongoing basis. 
The ADR 68K's 68000 processor is a full-fledged 
computer 
With a large display in plain English (160 character 
LCD) 

With a unique, context sensitive HELP feature that 
tells you about any 
parameter just when 
you need to know. 

OCOUSUIC8 
Vienna Court, Lammas Road, Catteshall Road, 
Godalming, Surrey GU7 1JG. Tel: (O868) 25702. 
Telex: 85013 AKGMIC G. Fax: (0L868) 28967. 
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BARRY BUSINESS 
As 1987 drew to a close 
and the full -scale launch 
of CD Video receded into 
the distance, everyone 

got down to the serious business of busily blaming 
everyone else. By the mooted launch month 
(December) it looked increasingly unlikely that 
players and discs in volume would be available 
before March 1988, a full year after the system 
was first unveiled to the world's press at 
Amsterdam. 

Favourite whipping boy was the software 
industry, for not making enough films and pop 
video clips available. In turn the software wallahs 
blamed technical problems and mastering 
bottlenecks. It's as if no -one remembers going 
through all this before, first for Laservision 
videodisc, and then for compact disc audio. 
There's such a turnover in the software industry, 
that often no -one has been around long enough to 
remember past mistakes. 

As usual non -technical spokesmen were giving 
technical opinions. Len Epand, senior 
vice -president of music and video at Polygram 
Records in America, told Billboard why there 
were holdups on CD -V mastering. 

"What makes it complicated is that the 
sampling rate varies between digital for CD -V 

and digital for normal CD, and you need a special 
computer to translate the time numbers." 

He's got it wrong, said Philips in Europe. He 
was misquoted, said Polygram -what he meant to 
say was that there was a difference between CD 
sampling rate (44.1 kHz) and the sampling rate 
for digital audio with video (44.056 kHz). 

Whether Epand did or did not understand what 
he was talking about, the mastering bottleneck is 
all too real. Virtually everything in the West goes 
through Philips in Eindhoven; and there are 
indeed terrible problems over making a CD 
master with 44.1 kHz soundtrack, from an NTSC 
1 in video recorder synced to separate digital 
audio tapes that have been recorded on an NTSC 
video cassette recorder at 44.056 kHz. Many tapes 
received by Philips are wrongly prepared. 

With commendable foresight the organisers of 
the recent Digital Information Exchange Seminar 
asked Philips Du Pont for someone to speak about 
the problems and how they can be solved. Gert- 
Jan Vogellar, of PDO, gave a full description of 
the awful confusion that exists. But I was very 
soon mentally adrift in a sea of almost- but -not- 
quite -the -same sync tracks running at 30 Hz or 
29.97 Hz. 

And, wait a minute. The talk that Vogellar 
delivered was virtually the same as the one he 
had given the month before at the AES 
Convention in New York. So a roomful of 
engineers, living and working in a PAL 
Continent, heard all about the problems of 
mastering NTSC videodiscs from NTSC masters. 
Digital audio recorded on a PAL VTR will have a 
44.1 kHz sampling rate. Problems in Europe arise 
when NTSC video tapes are sent over from 
America for transfer to PAL format for release. 

But surely the problems of PAL -to -PAL and 
NTSC -to -PAL mastering are enough, without 
getting PAL engineers bogged down in NTSC -to- 

NTSC syncing? 
At one point, Vogellar referred to the need for 

backwards compatibility, so that new CD -V discs 
will play on old Laservision players. This is true 
in NTSC countries, but not in PAL countries. It's 
seriously worrying when a spokesman for Philips 
lecturing in a PAL country forgets that the PAL 
CD -V format has only a digital soundtrack and 
thus new discs will not play on old Laservision 
players -which, of course, had only analogue 
sound decoding circuits. It is only in NTSC format 
that there is room in the waveform for both 
analogue and digital soundtracks to give 
backwards compatibility. 

I have every sympathy for Gert -Jan Vogellar, 
who appears to be a one -man fire brigade trying 
to be in two continents at once, explaining the 
situation to software companies all across 
America and all across Europe. But when PDO 
lectures PAL engineers about NTSC mastering 
and NTSC compatibility, the net result must 
surely be that software companies simply say: 
`blow this for a lark, let somebody else sort out 
the mess'. And that is no way to launch a new 
format. 

It becomes clearer every day that the launch 
strategy for CD -V was planned by marketing 
enthusiasts from the hardware industry, the 
software companies and the mastering facilities, 
who either never talked to each other or, if they 
tried to talk, couldn't understand what they were 
being told. What CD -V needed -and clearly 
lacked -was a stage manager inside Philips who 
really understood what was required of all the 
players in the game. Instead there was a cast of 
middle managers who either dared not admit 
their narrow understanding, or did not dare sound 
warning bells when they saw their superiors 
making promises that could not be kept. 

Most airports round the 
world now have modern 
low dose X -ray machines 
that shoot only a short 

pulse of weak radiation into a passenger's hand 
baggage, then freeze the image on screen. So all 
but the very fastest film (above 1000 ASA) is safe. 
Only a very few airports, like Hong Kong, still 
have primitive high dose machines that saturate 
hand baggage with intense radiation for as long 
as it takes to inspect the image. These you can 
rely on to ruin film. 

I've carried out controlled tests, sending 
identical films through different machines, and 
I'm pretty confident that when you see a `film 
safe' reassurance at a major airport it can be 
relied on- unless you carry the same film through 
numerous airports. 

Every so often, someone comes up with a scare 
story about analogue or digital tapes, or computer 
floppy disks, being erased or corrupted by X -ray 
inspection. I have never found anyone with first 

hand documented proof of this. And an X -ray dose 
low enough to be film safe should not alter a 
modern high coercivity magnetic pattern. 

But there is one loose end. Baggage runs 
through the X -ray machine on a conveyor belt. 
The conveyor belt is driven by a motor and the 
motor stops and starts. It is conceivable that if, by 
bad luck, magnetic material passes close to the 
motor, it might be affected by the fields created 
by stop -start surges. The same thing could happen 
in aircraft holds, if baggage is stored near heavy 
duty servo equipment. 

Does anyone have any first hand evidence of 
damaged tape? If so I'll put it to the X -ray 
machine manufacturers and ask to run a 
controlled test. 

The old ideas are still 
often the best. JBL has 
now sold 0.1 million 
Control One speakers 

round the world. Japanese audio shops are ankle 
deep in them. Although never intended as a hi -fi 

studio monitor, they are ideal for surround sound 
reinforcement and spoiling people's meals in 
restaurants. 

Also, unlike a lot of other small speakers, the 
ferrite magnets are shielded. Shielding cobalt 
Alnico magnets was relatively easy because they 
are small and easily potted. Shielding ferrites is 

much more difficult because they are much larger. 
There are two reasons why Alnico is now 

prohibitively expensive: it's used by the military, 
eg for turbine blades, and comes mainly out of 

politically unstable parts of Africa. 
At first, speaker makers said it was impossible 

to shield large lumps of ferrite. But where there's 
a will, there's a technology. JBL does it by 

putting a second magnet in anti -phase with the 
first to cancel stray flux. This means that the 
speaker can be sat near a video monitor, without 
pulling the electron beams and souring the colour. 
It can also sit on top of a studio desk without 
affecting the meters. 

The Control Five, like the Control One, is said 
to be `almost indestructible'. Instead of fancy 
protection circuits, JBL went back to the oldest 
idea of all. A low voltage lamp, like a car bulb, is 
connected in series with the speaker voice coil. At 

low power levels, the lamp stays cold and offers 
virtually no resistance. As the power is cranked 
up, the lamp filament gets hot and its resistance 
increases to act as a compressor/limiter. (Putting 
a lamp in a parallel, as a non -linear shunt, 
expands dynamic range.) 

Because the filament has thermal inertia, all 
this happens smoothly, without sharp overload 
cut -offs. Some Altec monitors have a similar lamp 
limiter. Hence the folklore theory that sessions 
really only get groovy when the Altecs are 
glowing. 

JBL describe the Control Fives as `deliberately 
not giving a neutral voice' but giving a `forward 
voice' instead. 

But how exactly do you quantify these industry 
stock phrases? Who better to ask than Garry 
Margolis of JBL? 

"The difference between the so- called British 
and US sounds can be as little as 1 dB in the mid 
band," says Margolis. "People say that the 
minimum sensitivity of the ear is 1 dB. That's 
nonsense, unless you are talking about broad 
band sound. The ear can hear differences of as 
little as 0.2 dB." 

The Control Five sounds `forward' because the 
band between around 1 kHz and 4 kHz is elevated 
by 1 or 2 dB, and the bass bumped by around 
1 dB at 70 or 80 Hz. 
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London Weekend Television 
(LWT) is one of the UK's `big 

five' commercial companies 
that produce a large amount of 

material for the ITV network and Channel 4 as well as serving 
their local regions. LWT has three main production studios next 
to the National Theatre on the South Bank of the Thames. 

Studio One, the largest, was taken out of service for four 
weeks in the summer of 1986 for the installation of a Neve 

48- channel stereo sound desk, replacing a 10- year -old 30- channel 
Neve. A similar operation was carried out in Studio Two during 
the summer of 1987 and Studio Three is due to acquire a stereo 

desk to complete the set. 
With this latest generation of desks, multitrack recording and 

playback are available in the LWT studios for the first time. 
The company have no sound recording studios, apart from a 

small voiceover booth associated with the dubbing suites, so 

sound supervisors (balance engineers) have gained considerable 
experience over the years laying tracks and mixing down in 

other major London recording studios. This has kept them up to 

date with the latest techniques and outboard equipment in 

music studios. 
Graham Hix is one of the sound supervisors who handles large 

LONDON WEEKEND 

TELEVISION 
The studios at LWT, one of the 
major UK TV companies, have 
been the subject of major refits 
recently. Tim Leigh Smith visited 

scale light entertainment and music shows such as Cilla Black's 
live audience participation show Surprise! Surprise! for ITV and 
Saturday Live, the `alternative' comedy show with live music for 

Channel 4. Graham says he cut his teeth as a balancer on 

Supersonic some 10 years ago. This frenetic pop music show, 
directed and presented simultaneously by Mike Mansfield, 
featured as many as eight groups in the studio each week. 
Rather than miming to the sound of their hit singles, the 
Musicians' Union agreement with LWT is that musical items 
are performed live or recorded specially for a particular show. 

"One reason why we like to record them ourselves anyway is 

that television sound definitely needs a slight change from the 
record. You need to push the bass end slightly more to come 

over the grotty three -inch speaker in a TV set, and you need to 

compress the dynamics a bit. I tend to squash the voice right up 

into the backing, obviously still keeping it intelligible wordwise. 
It makes for a more exciting sound. That would be unacceptable 
on a record because records are generally listened to on better 
equipment. You listen to them louder, possibly, and therefore 
the voice can be more prominent. 

"We always get artists who wonder why we can't use their 
master tape saying they took a fortnight to make the single. 
Now I maintain that most of that fortnight is putting things 
down on multitrack, playing them back and then trying 
something else. Once they've decided on what's in the 
arrangement it's just a question of re- creating that sound. So we 

listen to the single and analyse it. The artists usually know 
what they did anyway." 

Even with multitrack facilities in the studios most 
programmes will still be mixed straight to mono or stereo. This 
is partly because the sound supervisors are used to doing that 
anyway but mainly because avoiding a mixdown saves valuable 
time in the dubbing suites. Multitrack is sometimes used as 
back -up in case of disaster on the direct mix but more often it is 

used to prepare tracks for playing into programmes. In the past 
1/4 in twin track mono was the only option. 

Pre -laid tracks 
If backing tracks and vocals are pre- recorded it is necessary to 
keep the vocals separate and dry so they can be balanced with 
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the live lead vocal and placed in the proper acoustic setting to 
suit the visuals. An alternative arrangement allows a live 
orchestra to accompany a pre-recorded singer. This may be used 
in the studio if the singers will be leaping about a lot, and it is 
frequently used on spectaculars such as The Royal Variety 
Performance and Live From Her Majesty's done as OBs from 
theatres. (LWT sound supervisors cover the shows out on the 
road as well as in the studios. Many other companies have 
separate studio and OB sound departments.) 

At pre- recording sessions in a London music studio the singers 
perform in the main studio with basic accompaniment in an 
isolation booth. Only three signals are taken on a 2 -track 1/4 in 
recording: vocals are laid clean and dry on the top track and the 
bottom track carries the music director's count -in plus a hi -hat 
`click' from the drums. On the night vocals go to PA and 
programme chain while the cue track goes to the orchestra pit 
foldback for MD and band. 

The pre- recorded vocal ensures that on the night of 100 

nervous breakdowns the singers give a good account of 

themselves while the orchestra maintains the ambience of a live 
performance in the theatre. Graham Hix remarks that it can be 

rather frightening for the sound supervisor: "There are so many 
things that could go wrong. What happens if the MD's cans 

LONDON WEEKEND 

TELEVISION 
break down? Suddenly you're going to get a voice with no 

orchestra because they haven't heard the count -in. Or if the 
vocal chain breaks down the artist starts miming and no voice 

comes out. Fraught with peril but, touching the proverbial wood, 

it's worked up to now." 
Another alarming aspect of the major spectaculars is the 

amount of rehearsal time available: "On things like Royal 
Variety the rehearsal time is severely limited. They'll stagger 
through a thing once, then go back and do it again and that's 
the last time you'll hear it until you do it. You have to be very 
quick up with your basic mix and then start taking notes of 
fader settings immediately. That could be the Saturday 
afternoon and you don't hear it again until the performance on 
the Monday night. It's amazing we get the results we do, 

really." 
The need to get things right first time and quickly is one 

reason for the use of compressors on group outputs in broadcast 
studios: "We use compressors post -fader more often than pre- 

Studio One looking to right 
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fader. It's for safety, it stops you going over the limit. In a 

recording environment if you go over the top the first time, you 
go back and do it again. In abroadcast environment you can't 
because you're going live or to videotape so you need the safety 
of that compressor holding your levels down post- fader. Having 
said that, we still use pre -fader compressors on bass drum and 
bass in the usual way." 

Refits 
The pressure for studio time made it essential that each studio 
remained in service until the last possible moment before any 
installation of new equipment. Philip Ballabon, one of the 
project engineers specialising in studio sound, began planning 
the operation about 18 months prior to the Studio One 
installation. 

User departments requested certain constraints. There were to 
be no changes in room acoustics, no programme disruption while 
the studio was still in service and just four weeks was available 
for installation and handover. Some new facilities were to be 
added and some would no longer be required so, to avoid 
confusion, all existing facilities were to be maintained until the 
new desk was in service. 

As many LWT productions are recorded during the week, only 
weekends and odd days were available for changeover 
preparation. This began in September 1985 -10 months before 
the desk was due to be installed. The first move was to replace 
the video monitor stack with a new assembly carrying more 
monitors in a smaller space to allow for a new cable trunking 
route to the studio. 

Two of the four bays were emptied by transferring equipment 
to a temporary bay or to some other accessible point in the 
room. Over the course of three months, all the cables were 
gradually laid under the computer flooring. Audio cables for 
connection to the new desk from studio wall boxes and new 
jackfields in the two cleared bays were terminated on Verelco 
56 -way plugs, and DC cables on Verelco 38 -way or Cannon 
D -type plugs. 

Cables in the studio were led to new wall box panels and, 
wrapped in polythene bags, were secured out of the way until it 
was time for the changeover. With about three months to go 
Philip Ballabon's team began testing all the new cables using 
temporary terminating boxes to simulate the desk inputs and 
outputs. 

When that part was completed the desk arrived from Neve, 

already tested and accepted. It was set up with some old 

jackfields and a multitrack machine in a temporary room for 

training purposes. Neve provided a course for the maintenance 
staff and the balancers began to get familiar with the desk. 

Out with the old 
The last programme to be recorded was Cilla Black's 
matchmaking programme Blind Date. She said, "Goodnight," 
the show ended, and the wiremen cut the cables so the old 

equipment could be cleared out. During the next week all the 
old cables were removed unless they were marked for re -use, 

then the room was given a thorough clean out. 
Once the room was ready, the desk was brought in by Bullens 

with Neve people in attendance but it took a couple of days to 

get the desk precisely positioned. There is an air duct under the 
floor to provide a touch of cool air below the desk to aid heat 
dissipation. Also, the multipair cables used to speed up the 
installation are not very flexible so everything had to be aligned 
within an inch or two -a bit like trying to get granny, the kids 
and the dog all in the car at the same time without the hamster 
or the rabbit. 

With the desk in place it took four days to get all the other 
equipment in and plugged to the multipair cables. There were 

10 days left for fault -finding and alignment. Philip Ballabon 
checked the system and did the basic alignment. Then the LWT 

alignment test department carried out fine adjustments and saw 

that everything was within the spec laid down in the 
Independent Broadcasting Authority's Code of Practice for 

studios. 
Finally the balancers checked that everything worked as they 

expected and Graham Hix tried the desk on a pilot programme. 
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The desk was officially handed over in mid -August: the studio 
had been out of service just four weeks. 

When Philip Ballabon was planning the operation he devised a 

safeguard in case the desk was not ready in time. As part of the 
project, numerous sound, and a couple of vision, tie lines were 
run to a wall box outside the building so an audio mobile could 
be hired in to cover sound. This facility has proved useful for 

pop extravaganzas when the desk runs out of faders and a 
mobile can provide a premix. Also a potential problem with 
stereo broadcasting is that high level sources like grams, '/4 in 
tapes, VT, telecine, OBs and echo returns each require two 
channels. 

The 48- channel desk in Studio On is based on the Neve V 

series. Channels include highpass filter, parametric EQ and 
basic dynamics section with còmpressor/limiter and gate. Insert 
points abound and the outboard goodies feature Yamaha REVI 
digital reverb plus REV7 used for drum reverb and the like; 
AMS RMX -16 mainly used for vocál reverb; AMS `all singing, 
all dancing' DMX 15-80 with 3.2 s A -leg, 1.6 s B -leg and double 
pitch shifter; Drawmer noise gate mainly for such things as bass 
drum; four Neve compressors and four Audio Design 
compressors. 

Free grouping provides eight groups which can be taken as a 
separate output or routed via any fader as required. Eight 
auxiliary outputs can be paired up to work as four stereo 
auxiliaries. 24 -track routing is provided for two machines with 
options of pre- fader, pre -EQ or post -fader send plus individual 
level adjustment. The 48 channels include in -line monitoring 
which can be routed to the main output for replay. In effect the 
monitor mixer adds another 48 high level input channels. 

Additional inputs are catered for by a simple 12- channel sub - 
mixer which is typically used for about 10 audience reaction 
mics. A second sub -mixer with eight mono and four stereo 
channels is fitted in one corner of the room where the gram/tape 
op sits surrounded by an Otani MTR -90 MkI124 -track machine 
with Dolby XP24, Studer twin-track '/4 in machines, ITC cart 
machines, cassette machines -all the paraphernalia for sound 
recording and for playing in recorded music and effects. 

Monitoring is on a pair of Tannoy SRM 15B Super Red 
Monitors and Auratones for nearfield. There are numerous 
PPMs including separate mono, left and right output meters, 
eight aux output meters and an NTP 24 -track PPM on a 20 in 
Brabury colour monitor alongside the main transmission 
monitor. 

Memories, memories 
A customised Necam 96 automation system was added a couple 

of months after the first desk went into operation. This delay 

was mainly to avoid the confusion that would have arisen had 
both been installed at once and either desk or automation had 

given problems in the live situation. 
When the transmission red light comes on the desk must be 

ready for action and stay that way. About 25% of the time the 
studio works live although Philip Ballabon points out that light 
entertainment recordings are done `as live'. The aim must be to 

get it right first take since a second take will not capture the 
spontaneous audience reaction. 

Because the greatest threat to studio output is a power supply 

failure, each of four sections of the desk has its own power 

supply. Even a dead short in one section would not affect the 
other three. The Necam has only one power supply and can 
affect every channel; a bypass facility was therefore fitted. 

Necam will not normally be used for multitrack mixdown but 
rather as a store for snapshot set -ups. Much of the time the desk 

is operated manually; continuous drive volts are required to 

maintain a normal light feel on the motorised faders. If Necam 

has to be taken out for servicing a stand -by power supply is 

used to put volts on the faders and keep them light. 
Graham Hix first used Necam on Surprise! Surprise! 
"In that show you have six radio mics, a couple of booms, a 

coúple of stand mics and a 12 -piece band. The actual title music 

is live to a click track on 1/4 in. The first part is rhythm and 
brass (accompanying VT opening titles) and then a tymp roll 

with a voiceover from the 14 in, `Ladies and gentlemen: Miss 

Cilla Black!' (applause) and she comes in singing with backing 

"The Necam really comes into its own on that. I've put the 
opening on two snapshot memories and programmed one of the 
soft keys, the biggest so it's easiest to hit, to update the mix by 

one. I put in a 1 s crossfade so it doesn't snatch the levels. As 

we come to Cilla's vocal I just tap the key and the brass sits 
back to make room for the vocal, the rhythm guitars drop back 
a bit and the backing vocals fade up. It would be even better if 
we could get that soft key remoted to a footswitch so I wouldn't 
have to take a hand off the faders. On any light entertainment 
show one hand is permanently glued to the audience fader 
because you must not miss a laugh." 

For maximum effect audience reaction at LWT must be picked 
up and thrown hard into a post -fader 10:1 limiter backed up by 

a 5:1 group limiter which tends to duck the audience chain if 

the artist speaks over a laugh. Go for a laugh that doesn't 
happen and you get PA colouration all over the next line. 

"You just hope your sense of humour matches the audience's." 
Even during film or VT inserts while everyone else gets a 

chance to relax the sound supervisor must remain vigilant. In 

the past it was not unusual for the gram/tape op to come over 

and move faders to their settings for the next sequence so the 
panel operator could concentrate on the audience. 

Now fader settings can be stored at the rehearsal and recalled 

LONDON WEEKEND 
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at the touch of a button. Necam text pages can be used to keep 
notes on mic routing, from studio mic point to desk channel. 
What the system cannot manage is the full set -up which is 

much the same each week with EQ, echo sends, foldback, PA, 

clean feeds (mix minus) for telephone calls and an OB, etc. 

This sounds like a logical application for the total reset of a 
DSP desk. LWT seriously considered DSP but at the time the 
decision had to be taken, both BBC Radio OBs and CTS were up 

to their gums in teething troubles with the new technology. As 

Graham Hix says. 
"If it did go down you'd get nothing out of it and 10 million 

viewers at home are waiting for you to do something." 
When the 30- channel Neve in Studio Two was replaced by 

another 48- channel stereo desk in the summer of 1987 various 
improvements to the facilities arising from experience in Studio 
One were incorporated and these are being retro- fitted in Studio 
One to conform. Studio Three will have its stereo desk installed 
in good time for the start of stereophonic TV sound in the UK.E 

vocals. Cilla's voice for the opening is again on the Y. in. Studio One in use 
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REVIEW 
Although the C414 has been popular for 

years, AKG have upgraded it. 
Foister assesses the C414B -ULS 

some 
Dave 

Sorne might call 
upgrading the C414 
gilding the lily; after all, 
it was pronounced the 

most popular vocal mic in the US and runner -up 
in Europe in a recent Studio Sound survey, and 
has been established as an industry classic for 
years. Even amongst all the panic about digital 
quality exposing all our gear's defects and noise 
which hitherto had been masked, one would have 
thought a microphone of this calibre would still 
be on safe ground. Nevertheless, digital advances 
are the rationale offered by AKG for the Ultra - 
Linear version of the 414, although I would 
suggest many desks' mic amps generate enough 
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noise to render the old 414's contribution 
insignificant. 

There is no doubt that the 414B -ULS is an 
extremely pleasant microphone to work with in 
an enormous variety of applications. It is indeed, 
as expected, a beautiful vocal mic, clear, smooth, 
transparent and natural, and much more tolerant 
of varying position and singer movement than 
some. It has a remarkable resistance to popping, 
but for cautious belt- and -braces types an all - 
enveloping windshield is provided; unfortunately 
with this sock pulled right down into position the 
three switches on the mic body are completely 
covered. Thesé switches of course comprise a 
4- position polar pattern selector on the front, 

giving cardioid, hypercardioid, fig -of -eight and 
omni settings, plus a 2- position high -pass filter 
and a 10 or 20 dB pad on the back. The off -axis 
frequency response is excellent in all 
configurations, such that using it on 
hypercardioid on a quiet singer working live in 
the room with rhythm section gave good spill 
rejection with no noticeable colouration. 

On the classical voice 414 also gave very good 
results. Techniques and placements are obviously 
different for this kind of work, but the sound was 
just as transparent and accurate, and the 
microphone coped comfortably with the sustained 
high levels which trained voices can often 
produce. On other classical sessions I used it on 
violin, cello and piano among others, and the 
results were all to the same high standard. I take 
the view (up to a point) that using certain 
microphones on certain instruments because their 
deficiencies somehow enhance that particular 
sound is a bit of a cop -out; a genuinely good 
microphone should simply reproduce accurately - 
nothing added, nothing taken away -the sound of 
whatever it is placed in front of. The 414 appears 
to pass the test. 

Which is not to say that it's a delicate, classical 
microphone for purists and elitists alone. I've 
been using it regularly on snare drums, and it 
gives the most usable, full, uncoloured sound I've 
had in the studio. Although its output is higher 
than, say, a KM84 in the same position, the 20 dB 
pad enables it to handle the transients of close 
drum work better, and the drum needs far less 
EQ than usual. 

Perhaps the best test of a microphone of this 
kind is to use a crossed pair on a live classical 
concert. AKG kindly provided two of the new 414s 
for this very purpose, and I recorded three such 
concerts, one involving a large brass ensemble, 
one a chamber orchestra accompanying Benjamin 
Luxon in some Schubert songs, and one a string 
ensemble. In the first two cases I used a 90° pair 
on fig -of -eight with the fronts facing out, placed 
closer than perhaps is usual because the acoustics 
of the hall leave something to be desired. In the 
third I used a wide (about 110°) cardioid pair, 
again quite close to the group. 

The results in all three concerts were excellent. 
The stereo imaging was natural, precisely 
pinpointed and stable, noise virtually non -existent 
(I was recording through a small Neve desk onto 
Sony PCM -F1 16 -bit), and the smooth frequency 
response reproduced everything faithfully. The 
large diaphragm provides an extended bottom 
end, which was noticeable on the big orchestral 
bass drum, the tubas and basses in the brass 
band, and the celli and basses in a string group, 
with no apparent trade -off at the top -all the bite 
and sparkle of the brass was there. The orchestral 
concert in its softer moments showed how quiet 
the new 414 is, and the singer required no extra 
help from obtrusive spot miking, which is partly 
attributable to Mr Luxon and the band's balance 
but also due to the exceptional clarity and 
imaging of the microphones. 

There seems to be little or nothing the 414B- 
ULS can't do superbly, whatever area of recording 
it is used in. The 414 needs little 
recommendation; the ULS model strengthens its 
position as one of the world's finest, most 
versatile microphones. 
AKG GmbH, Brunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Wien, 
Austria. 
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, Vienna Court, 
Catteshall Wharf, Catteshall Lane, Godalming, 
Surrey GU7 1JG. 
USA: AKG Acoustics Inc, 77 Selleck Street, 
Stamford, CT 06902. 
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YOU CAN'T GET NEW DRUM SOUNDS 
FROM THE SAME OLD MICROPHONES 

The drum set is a 
new instrument: 
With electronic percussion, sampled acoustic 
sounds, special effects treatments, it's growing 
into a more expressive, wider -ranging, harder - 
driving instrument. But "old reliable" mics 
and miking techniques don't solve the problem 
of integrating acoustic drums and cymbals 
into this technically evolved context. 

A new approach: 
The Beyer Percussion Mic Group - perfor- 
mance- matched to every acoustic element of 
the modern drum set. Discerning drummers 
and engineers use these specially designed and 
selected mics because they deliver truthful 
drumset reproduction for sampling, recording 
or live reinforcement. Every Beyer Percussion 
Microphone is constructed to withstand the 
physical punishment a drum set absorbs. Each 
one is chosen for a particular combination of 
critical performance characteristics. 

Power 
Dynamic range is the key to capturing the im- 
pact of the drum. Beyer Percussion Mics like 
the M 380 handle the extreme SPLs of close 

miking without overload, yet capture the sub- 
tleties of touch that distinguish a player's 
unique style. 

Speed 
Percussive attacks test the entire system's tran- 
sient response. Like several Beyer Percussion 
Mics, the M 422 has a small diaphragm for the 

Character 
More than any other factor, it's what sets 
acoustic drums (and drummers) apart from 
the crowd. Beyer Percussion Mics like the 

instantaneous response that produces a crisp, 
well -defined sound. 

Control 
Isolation of individual drums and cymbals is 

critical when a variety of microphones are used 
on the drum set. Beyer Perussion Mics such 

as the M 420 have tightly controlled polar pat- 
terns. The 'top of the set' snare and tom mics 
also employ a precisely tailored frequency 
response to minimize leakage from the bass 
drum and floor toms. 

M 201 combine carefully regulated proximity 
effects with precisely controlled polar patterns. 
By varying placement and distance, you can 
capture each drum's character and personalize 
the player's sound. 

Accuracy 
The drum set generates every frequency in the 

audible spectrum. The extended frequency 
response of the MC 713 condenser and the 

other Beyer Percussion Mics accurately 
reproduces all of them. 

Get the whole story. More information on how drummers, engineers and other audio professionals can select and employ the Beyer Percussion Microphone Group 

for optimum results is available in What Every Drummer Should Know About Miking Drums, a poster -size manual. It covers mike selection, tips for proper 

placement, and presents a range of setups to accomodate every playing style (and every budget). For your free copy send S.A.E. to address below. 

ACCURACY IN AUDIO beyerdynamicn 

Great Britain: beyerdynamic Ltd., Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate 

Lewes, Sussex BN8 6JL Tel. 0273 -479411 
Please send S.A.E. for your free Drum Mic Poster 

Germany: Eugen Beyer Elektrotechnische Fabrik GmbH & Co., Theresienstrasse 8, 

Postfach 13 20, D -7100 Heilbronn Tel: (07131) 617 -0 Telex: 728771 
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REVIEW 
Electro- Voice's N/D 308 and N/D 408 
dynamic mics are assessed by 
Keith Spencer -Allen 

These dynamic 
microphones are just two 
from a range introduced 
by Electro -Voice within 

the last year under the label of the N /Dym series. 
They take their name from the use of a 
Neodymium alloy used within the magnet 
structure of the mics which Electro -Voice claim 
gives the mics' magnets four times the power of 
conventional microphone magnets. Further, the 
design offers increased sensitivity and a more 
uniform magnetic field, which E -V say lowers 
distortion during peak sound pressure levels. 

Another design aspect is the large diaphragm - 
E-V say 50% more surface area than conventional 
designs -and the fact that this is reinforced to 
increase rigidity and so reduce `breakup'. 

These two mics are intended for use with 
musical instruments. They are very close in 
specified performance and design parameters and 
though the N/D 408 has a marginally better 
specification than the 308 their main difference 
lies in their polar patterns: the 308 is cardioid 
and the 408 supercardioid. Also, there are slight 
differences in the mesh covering the shape with 
the 308 being slightly flattened. 

As can be seen, the capsule is totally enclosed 
within a mesh housing, which is in turn attached 
within a `yoke' arrangement that allows the 
capsule assembly to be angled to choice over 
almost 270 °. The mic stayed in the angle it was 
adjusted to simply by friction. Should it become 
loose through wear it would be possible to tighten 
the hex nuts that pivot this assembly; although 
this appears to be a rather primitive approach, 
they will probably work quite well. The yoke then 
meets the base which houses the XLR connector. 
The cable from the capsule leaves the mesh 
assembly at the lowest point and enters the base 
just below it but there is enough cable to allow 
the maximum adjustment of the capsule angle. 

This would appear to be the only vulnerable 
aspect of the microphone -particularly on one of 
them where the cable seemed to catch against 
itself every time the adjustment went through the 
vertical position. 

Within the grille the capsule is well packed 
with foam and in general the design seems 
robust -as one tends to expect from E -V -and, in 
terms of construction, fully at home in studio or 
live use. Both mics are finished in non -reflective 
matt black. 

I have had problems in the past with E -V mics 
and the fact that the milling of the base was too 
little so some XLR -type connectors did not 
necessarily fit correctly, which could lead to 
jamming. I am, however, pleased to relate that 
these mics handled all my different problem 
examples with no difficulties. 

There can be very little doubt that these mics 
are for live sound or the multitrack studio. While 
voice response is quite acceptable their use is 
largely unwarranted for this application so I made 

Manufacturer's specification 
N/D 408 
Frequency response: close -30 Hz to 22 kHz; 
far -60 Hz to 18 kHz 
Polar pattern: supercardioid 
Open circuit voltage: 3.1 mV/Pa @ 1 kHz 
Sensitivity: -50 dB (0 dB =1 mW /10 dynes /cm') 
Dynamic range: 144 dB 
Equivalent output noise: 14 dB 
(0 dB= 0.0002 dyne /cm' ) 
Impedance: 150 ft balanced (Lo -Z) 

Weight: 6.7 oz /190 g 
Dimensions: 2.85 x 4.55 x 2.75 in /72 x 115 x 70 mm 
(whl) 

N/D 308 
Frequency response: close -40 Hz to 20 kHz; 
far -50 Hz to 16 kHz 

Polar pattern: cardioid 
Open circuit voltage: 2.2 mV/Pa @ 1 kHz 
Sensitivity: -53 dB (0 dB =1 mW /10 dynes /cm') 
Dynamic range: 141 dB 
Equivalent output noise: 17 dB 
(0 dB= 0.0002 dyne /cm') 
Impedance: 150 St balanced (Lo -Z) 
Weight: 6.7 oz /190 g 
Dimensions: 2.85 x 4.55 x2.75 in /72 x 115 x 70 mm 
(whl) 
Electro -Voice Inc, 600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, 
MI 49107, USA. 
UK: Shuttlesound Ltd, Unit 15, Osiers Estate, 
Osiers Road, London SW18 1EJ. 
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I N P U T S 

At Syco, we have assembled a range of high -quality analogue signal 
processors to provide a choice of input signal paths, each different in character. 

Regardless of whether the recording medium is analogue or digital tape, hard 

disc or the memory of a sampling device, the audio must first pass through an 

initial analogue stage. This will consist of either a microphone and mic pre -amp 
or a line amp and perhaps an equaliser, and it is these signal paths which 

define the basic character and quality of the sound. 

Comprising B & K, API, EAR and GML, we think this is the most exciting 
range of input devices in the UK.... 

GML 8200 Parametric Equaliser 

B&K 
Bruel and Kjaer's range of 4000 microphones now comprises four omni's and 
the new 4011 cardioid. The careful attention paid to optimising both on -and off- 

axis response results in a sound which is clean, transparent and well -balanced. 

API 

Renowned during previous decades for their "proportional Q" equalisers and 

mixing consoles, API has launched a new range of products built to the same 
specifications as the originals. Amongst the range is the 3124 mic/line pre -amp, 

3124M mic/line mixer and 5502 two channel, 4 band equaliser as well as the 
famous 550A parametric and 560A 10 band graphic. 

EAR 

Esoteric Audio Research manufacture a range of valve products which 
includes the 822Q program and 822MQ mid equalisers, based on Pultec's 
EQPIA and EQP3, and the 660 Limiting Amplifier based on the Fairchild 
660. EAR's models benefit from transformer enhancements and improved 
signal -to -noise ratios without altering the character of the sound. 

GML 

George Massenburg Labs 8200 Parametric Equaliser is a dual channel, five 

band parametric whose quality and versatility has made it an industry 

standard. The 8300 microphone pre -amplifier, available in either 2 or 4 

channel versions, uses the same design philosophy and provides a similar 
throughput quality. 

TECH /KNOWLEDGE /Y 
Syco: Conduit Pl. London W2 Tel: 01 -724 2451 Tlx. 22278 Fax: 01- 2626081 

Vecio Procucts 
Our range of BPO audio jackfields are of the highest 
quality and economically priced, from £ 155. 

Featuring high quality 5 -point palladium contact 
gauge B jacks, the jackfield occupies just 2U, of rack 

space. Standard versions are 2 or 3 row in 20, 24 and 

26 ways. Please contact us today for information on 

our range of audio and video systems equipment. 

i r II 
s in Ui name 

Media Products Limited 
Unit 4 
Chiltern Enterprise Centre 
Station Road, Theale 
Reading, Berks RG7 4AA 
United Kingdom 

Phone 107341 303800 
Telex 858893 FLETEL G 

Fax 107341 323121 102/3) 

ACOUS -1 AL , MT W AVG LSTM 

SYSTEM 
PS9200 DUAL CHANNEL POWER SUPPLY 

Shown PS9200, 4012 and 7013 

Precision Acoustical Measurements 
with FFT's, Scopes and Meters. 

The system includes: 
Type 1 Measurement Microphone(s), 

Companion Preamplifier(s) and Cables. 
Available in 1, 1/2 and 1/4 Inch Models. 

ACO Pacific, Inc., 2604 Read Avenue 
(415) 595 -8588 Belmont, CA 94002 

ACOustics Begins with ACO 
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REVIEW 
the 

multimis 
consoles 

19" rack mount 16:2:1 12:4:2:1 and 16:4:2:1 

sragemis 19" rack mount 12:6 rack mount monitor console 
. i , i. i ,^(i ,rl LEI) 

sounum 24:4:2:1 and 16:4:2:1 

iQAEimlm 
19" rack mount 8:4:2:1 

(!Irlr 
ng 12 \ti,,c L11 i 

Total Audio Transparenc} 

Hill Audio Ltd., Holbd' t, e House, Hollingbourne, Kent ME17 1Q1 England 
(062 780) S55 Tl 

ill 
966641 HILL 

Hill Audio Inc,., 50026 N. Royal Atlanta Dr. Tucker, GA 30084 USA (404) 934 -1851 Tlx 293827 HEAD 
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no attempt to look at these units as anything 
other than multitrack rock recording mics. 

The first thing that strikes you is their 
functionality. They somehow look quite old 
fashioned but I could not define precisely why. 
For sheer miking practicality, however, it is very 
hard to equal their mechanical abilities. The 
swivel arrangement allows mics to poke up 
between drums or angle down over a whole kit 
without restricting the drummer's playing - 
something not possible using the pencil type mics 
where the complete mic would have to be above 
the skin height. Also these mics stay where you 
put them -provided your mic boom does. In a way 
they remind me of an '80s version of the AKG 
D12 in its earlier versions where it was regarded 
as a general purpose mic. 

Both mics have a marked proximity effect - 
which was designed into the mics. They are 
meant for close -up work. I might even venture to 
say that they need to be used close up to really 
get much out of them but this may be unfair. The 
effect from these mics can be likened to tweaking 
the HF on an EQ and then suddenly turning it 
off, which can leave you feeling flat (an old 
exhibition demo trick). When used around 6 in 
from the sound source they sound bright and with 
a well- emphasised bass response but this rapidly 
tails off by 12 to 18 in away. This is what they 
are designed to do. There may be uses for the 
mics further away but the temptation to make 
them `come alive' by pushing them closer will 
always be there. 

Output is higher than one expects from mics 
such as this and that from the 408 is slightly 
greater than the 308 as well as being slightly 
more bassy. The sound of the mics is in the E -V 
tradition and anyone who has used the RE20, 
PL10, etc, will feel quite at home with their 
abilities. In terms of mechanical pick-up even 
when used very close to the sound source this was 
quite low. The capsule is seemingly quite well 
isolated from external vibration, which is 
obviously very important when in use close to 
loud sources. 

The cardioid patterns are quite tight and careful 
positioning is required as off -axis pick -up is not 
subjectively totally smooth -it would be surprising 
if it was! Response from the rear of the 308 was 
very low, as the manufacturer's spec suggests it 
should be, and in every way the 308 performed 
well. It was used on percussive and amplified 
sources even in close proximity and the results 
were very good. The sound was well -controlled 
even when almost touching the sound source and 
this mic deserves a full recommendation. 

I found the 408 rather more difficult to get on 
with. Its supercardioid response means that the 
forward facing pattern should be rather tighter 
than the 308 and there should then be a small 
rear -facing lobe. Subjectively, however, the mic 
does not appear to tail off quite so quickly in the 
lower mid region as does the 308 and as such has 
a far more coloured off -axis response than the 
308. Whether this was the effect of the rear lobe 
or not I would suggest care with this mic, since 
although it performs well there is a little 
uncertainty about what you are going to get from 
the off axis response. I hope that we can have 
these mics back soon and give them a thorough 
measuring. 

I found these mies to be extremely useful in the 
multitrack recording environment and they would 
possibly have sampling applications. Their 
mechanical design allows use in otherwise 
difficult situations and they are not let down by 
their acoustic properties. Within their intended 
application these mies can be recommended. 
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VERY FAST .... 

VERY SIMPLE .... 

ANIMATION Superimpose 
recorded rhythmic/ harmonic 
patterns on live playing or 
vice versa. AUTOMATION 
Comprehensive management 
of MIDI synthesisers and outboard 
equipment. IMPROVISATION 
Spectacular real -time control from 
MIDI keyboard or other source. 
HARMONISATION Simultaneous, 
multiple transpositions 01 

recorded MIDI data. INSPIRATION 
New techniques, new sounds, 
new musical ideas. 
EXPERIMENTATION Combine and 
manipulate rhythms, chords, 
phrases, ideas to explore all 
musical possibilities INNOVATION 
Control facilities found on no 
other equipment ... at any price. 
INTEGRATION The MIDI 
PERFORMANCE SYSTEM . . . 

integrated MIDI control . . . 

very fast . . . very simple . . . 

INFORMATION Zyklus Ltd., 
88 Golden Lane, London EC 1 . 

Telephone: (01) 675 1816 

ZYKLUS 
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Different on -stage applica- 
tions require different sensitivity 

and frequency responses. 
Now, the new LC -28 from Milab 

can cope with them all. You have 
three damping pad positions and a 
switchable high -pass filter at the tip 
of your screwdriver. 

Just turn to perfection. 

LC-28 from Milab 
New heavy -duty transformerless 
condenser for advanced stage 
performance 

Milab 
EXP 
11288 Ventura Blvd 
Suite 304 
Studio City, Ca 91604 
USA Tel (818) 8431830 

Court Acoustics Sales Ltd. 
29 Beethoven Street 
London W10 4LG 
G.B. Tel (01) 960 8178 

REVIEW 
Keith Spencer -Allen takes a look at a 
Bruel & Kjaer 4011 cardioid mic 

Bruel & Kjaer's launch of 
their 4000 series of mics 
several years ago 
represented a number of 

firsts both for themselves and in an industry 
sense. Certainly, in the UK the series appeared 
with minimum announcement and as a product 
line they were very unexpected. Bruel & Kjaer 
has a reputation for the manufacture of high 
quality test and measurement equipment and not 
as a manufacturer of products for the 
`entertainments industry'. So although B &K had 
long been manufacturing mics for measuring, the 
new range was a first for B &K. (For more 
information see `Bruel & Kjaer', Studio Sound, 
July 1987.) 

Further, the 4000 series was a range of four 
mics all with an omnidirectional polar response- 
something else quite unusual as most other 
manufacturers would have included a directional 
type of some description among them or at least 
one with a switchable pattern but this was not 
B &K's way. Their argument (again, as detailed in 
the aforementioned article) was quite simple. 
Their company philosophy was to make products 
to the best of their abilities. A microphone 
capsule is naturally omnidirectional so a more 
directional sound capability can only be achieved 
by compromising the response of the mic. The 
concept of producing a microphone that was not 
optimised for performance was simply not part of 
the B &K philosophy and so was never considered. 

Unfortunately, the role of the omni pattern mic 
in the recording industry had declined to a very 
low ebb in almost all applications except for those 
who were using them in certain stereo recording 
techniques or those studio people who had 
rediscovered their use as a vocal mic with the 
benefits of no proximity effect and much reduced 
noise problems from vocalists, not forgetting the 
possibility of getting a little `open air' around the 
vocal sound. B &K then had to set out on a 

campaign to educate us as to the benefits of the 
omni pattern. They have succeeded, to a far 
greater extent than I would have thought 
possible, in reawakening interest, and usage of 
the omni pattern seems to have increased quite 
dramatically. There has even been interest from 
the live sound sector for PA use -something I still 
find hard to understand. 

There was, however, a certain section of the 
recording fraternity that refused to be swayed and 
asked right from the start when B &K was going 
to produce directional mics that sounded the same 
as the omnis. B &K started looking at this several 
years ago and apparently carried out a great deal 
of research trying to optimise a cardioid -type mic. 
And this is it -the 4011. Shown first at the 
London APRS 87 and then in near production 
form at the New York AES, the mic was 
scheduled for availability from January 1988. 

Bruel & Kjaer allowed me to play with a pre- 
production version of the mic as well as a full set 
of the other 4000 series mics and these findings 
are based upon my in-studio experience with the 
mic. Among other things, I would have liked to 
have tried coincident stereo recording but the 
mics were in too short supply to allow anything 
like that, so I was restricted purely to single 
instrument miking. 

In appearance the 4011 is rather different from 
the other 4000 series mics as it is what I would 
call a true pencil type: of constant diameter from 
grid to XLR connector. Aside from the two silver 
ident rings, the finish is a non -reflective matt 
black. Unlike some mics in the series the grid is 
fixed and around the sides below this are the 
cardioid ports. Consistent with other mics in the 
series, the 4011 is a pre -polarised condenser and 
is only available in a 48 V phantom powered 
version. 

The mic is supplied in the B &K `standard' 
mahogany box with calibration chart, windscreen, 
mic cable and two mic holders: a quick release 

Manufacturer's specifications 
Directional characteristic: First -order cardioid. 
Frequency response ( +1/ -2 dB): 40 Hz to 
20 kHz (measured at 30 cm distance). 
Maximum SPL before clipping (peak): X158 dB 
(0 dB or 20 dB attenuation). 
Total self -noise: 20 dBA 
Sensitivity: 10 mV/Pa (individually calibrated). 
Total harmonic distortion at 110 dB SPL: 0.5% 
(worst case). 
Difference frequency distortion at 110 dB: 

0.5% (worst case) 
Cable drive capability: >100 m (325 ft). 
Powering: 48 V phantom (transformerless). 
Bruel & Kjaer A /S, DK2850 Naerum, 
Denmark. 
UK: Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Laboratories Ltd, 
Harrow Weald Lodge, 92 Uxbridge Road, Harrow, 
Middx HA3 6BZ. 
USA: Bruel & Kjaer Instruments Inc, 185 Forest 
Street, Marlborough, MA 01752. 
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type, and one more suitable 
for permanent or semi -permanent 

fixing. The latter type has the mic 

slipping into it and would appear to have a slight 

mechanical isolation capability. There is also a 

full shock mount available. 
It gets very difficult with top end mics to know 

exactly where to begin, even more when their 
maximum SPL handling is high enough to allow 

their use in almost any high level musical 

application. My starting place is on voice, first 
with one that I am most familiar with, such as 

my own, then with a male and a female singer. In 

general the sound was clean, crisp but not over - 

bright, and pleasant. In many cases I could not 

see the need for any form of equalisation to be 

added prior to recording. The usable vocal area in 

front of the mic was good and because the off -axis 

is very well controlled, even extreme deviations 
from the axis were easily handled by a little gain 
riding and little change in sound. I would, 

however, be slightly concerned 
over use with singers whose 
vocal technique is not so good. 

When my male singer worked 
close to the mic I got some 
blasting on a few phrases. Use 
of the supplied windscreen 
removed most of this problem 
with absolutely minimal 
effect. At my request B &K 

measured the response of a 

mic with and without the 
windscreen and I have 
included this purely for 

comparison purposes -the plot 
itself should not necessarily 
be taken as the response of 

this mic. 

Handling noise is difficult to quantify. Although 
it would be possible to hand hold with care, this 
is not something to be considered lightly for 

recording use -if at all. On stage it is likely to be 

acceptable. 
On percussion the mic was quite at home. On 

all areas of the kit it performed well. Perhaps a 

useful application would have been to try the mic 

as a pair of overheads but this was not possible. I 

particularly liked its capabilities when handling 
cymbals in a way that showed it had a high SPL 

capability but still was at home with the more 

delicate sounds they can 
create. The 20 dB pad, not so far 

mentioned, could come in useful here 
depending upon the overload characteristics of the 
desk you are using. 

The mies small size was very useful in reaching 
the areas of a drum kit where most other cardioid 
mics of this standard are inhibited by their sheer 
physical size -this is going to prove very 
favourable in many applications. Finally on 

percussion, the mic was very happy on bass drum. 
I remain predominantly a dynamic mic person on 

bass drum but colleagues who use condenser mics 
in this application were taken with the 4011's 
possibilities in this area. 

A wide range of other instruments were tried 
within the studio and in almost all applications 
the results were considered favourable. In general 
terms the sound could be described as clean, 
smooth (no nasty responses from off -axis sound 
perhaps) and able to capture fully the character of 

the instrument -within the limitations of the 
miking position, of course. The smoothness of the 
response off -axis is obviously of prime importance 
here. 

One of the factions calling for the cardioid 
pattern were the classical recording engineers 
who were obviously interested in its application 
within the coincident pair style of recording. 
Unfortunately, as I only had one mic I cannot 
comment on this at all although I might venture 
that the possibilities seem promising. 

To summarise, this mic has been anticipated for 

some years and now it is here I don't think many 
people will be disappointed. Its three major assets 
have to be -in no partricular order -its high SPL 
handling, its very even off -axis response and its 
small physical size. It also sounds very good to 

my ears and it goes without saying that a trial of 

the mic is recommended to you all. 

WITHOUT WINDSCREEN 

WITH WINDSCREEN 

5k 10k 15k 20k 25k 30k 

FREQUENCY Hz 

35k 40k 45k 50k 

Example of a 4011's response with and without windscreen for comparison 
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NO 

Klotz. 
NO 

COMMENT! 
=1/11-0 

4.5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE 

5.5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE 

8.0mm INSTRUMENT CABLE 

MIC CABLE 

ED= 
2.5mm2 CO -AXIAL SPEAKER CABLE 

1.5mm2 SPEAKER CABLE 

IMIN ...Ow ...- . 

MULTIPAIR CABLE 8 -32 PAIRS 

The superbly engineered range of Klotz 
professional audio cables is now 

available from stock. 
These cables combine excellent electrical 
performance with remarkable toughness, 

flexibility and ease of preparation. 
When quality and reliability are essential, 

specify Klotz. 

For details and specification sheets call 

(0933) 674800 
SOLE IMPORTERS AND MAIN DISTRIBUTORS 

Cit 
Cable 

Technology 
Unit 9, Enterprise Court 

Park Farm, Wellingborough 
Northants 

24 Hour Answering Service Access /Visa accepted 
Next Day Delivery Available Trade Enquires Welcome 
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REVIEW 
New from AKG is the C562 BL 
boundary microphone. Dave Foister tried 
it out 

AKG's new entry into the 
boundary microphone 
field, the C562 BL, 
consists of a substantial 

and quite heavy metal disc and very little else. 
Unlike some similar microphones, nothing 
protrudes from the plane surface -the capsule is 
buried in the thickness of the plate, covered by a 
tiny metal gauze. Three small rubber `feet' 
provide a certain amount of mechanical shock 
isolation, but more importantly help to prevent 
the microphone slipping from its position; 
generally boundary mics are good at rejecting, for 

example, foot noise when mounted on the floor, 
but make as much noise as any other types when 
physically moved. 

Mounting the 562 anywhere other than on a 
horizontal surface could present more problems 
than other similar microphones because of its 
weight. The ubiquitous gaffer tape is unlikely to 
hold it for long either on a vertical screen or 
window or stuck to the underside of a piano lid 
for example, and the microphone could inflict a 
substantial amount of damage on whatever it fell 
on should it come unstuck. With this in mind a 
stand adaptor is provided; this screws into 
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locating holes near the rim of the disc such that 
the plane of the disc extends along the line of the 
mic stand. Using this in conjunction with a 

particularly rigid boom stand I found it fairly 
easy to place inside a grand piano with the plate 
in firm contact with the lid. 

The one thing that lets the 562 down 
mechanically is its integral cable. This is several 
metres long and permanently attached to the 
microphone, terminated in a peculiar extended 
XLR, the legend on whose barrel informs us that 
it contains the phantom power adaptor (9 -52V). 

Unfortunately this cable is not only very thin but 
also relatively inflexible, making it very 
vulnerable to damage. Presumably this cable was 

chosen in order to make the microphone easier to 

conceal (this type of mic is often used in 
circumstances where a discrete low- profile 
appearance is desirable, such as float mies on the 
front edge of a stage, and indeed on a black stage 
the black version of the 562 virtually disappears). 
However, for general studio use this cable surely 
must be too light to be reliable in the long term. I 

ran into trouble when a cassette deck fell on to 

the lead from a height of less than three feet -it 
almost sheared through the cable. 

The sonic performance of the 562 is good, as one 

would expect from AKG. Somehow it manages to 

avoid the slight colouration apparent in many 
boundary -type mies and sounds clean, flat and 
transparent, and the noise performance is 

excellent. Inside a piano the feeling of boxiness 
was less pronounced than with other microphones, 
and yet all the advantages of this technique were 

still there: the relatively unlocalised pick-up of 

the whole range of the piano, the rich bass, and 
the rejection of spill from outside sources. 

Of course the microphone works well -possibly 
best -when placed on the floor, provided the 
surface is reasonably reflective. I used it in the 
studio about 1 ft in front of a guitar amp, placed 
on a large wooden board since the floor is 

carpeted. The amp was also on the board, yet 

there were no detectable resonances via the board, 

and the sound was clean and natural, less 

selective than a cardioid near the cone, and 
surprisingly free of spill from a nearby drum kit. 
A similar set -up worked well on stage for a live 
jazz concert recording, where space was tight and 
the 562 could be placed almost underneath the 
chair on which the amp was standing. Using it on 

bass drum proved interesting; placed on the floor 

immediately in front of the drum it produced an 
unusual, full sound, somehow more real than 
what comes out of a conventionally -placed mic. 

All the drum was there, depth, click and 
everything; it sounded the same in the control 
room as it did live in the studio with no fiddling 
about. In fact virtually everything I tried the mic 

on it worked well, and offered new areas for 

experimenting with technique. 
Boundary microphones and their relations have 

become reasonably well established for a 

restricted number of specific tasks, possibly 
because their advantages in those situations 
outweigh the peculiarities inherent in some mies 
of this type. Microphones with the possibilities of 

the ARG C562 should encourage us to reappraise 
their usefulness and versatility in a wider variety 
of applications. 

AKG GmbH, Brunhildengasse 1, A -1150 Wien, 
Austria. 
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, Vienna Court, 
Catteshall Wharf, Catteshall Lane, Godalming, 
Surrey GU7 1JG. 

USA: AKG Acoustics Inc, 77 Selleck Street, 
Stamford, CT 06902. 
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Introducing the Pro *Star Series 
Heres a wireless system that puts it all together. Patented Pos -i -Phase diversity 
eliminates audio dropouts while 
the multi -channel receiver and 
transmitter help prevent channel 
interference. Now, Telex intro- 
duces the HT-400 Wireless Micro- 
phone, a two channel mic /trans- 
mitter featuring interchangeable 
mic heads. You can choose from 
two different condenser heads; 
the TelexTE -10, or the Shure* 
SM -87. A Shure SM -58 Dynamic 
head is also available. The FMR-4 
is a four channel diversity receiver designed for permanent rack mount install- 
ations or portable concert cases. Although its a great companion to the two 
channel HT -400, it is compatible to the entire line of Telex transmitters. 

For more information about the 

Pro *Star Series 
CANADIAN INSTRUMENTS THE BASS BUILDING, WIDDOWSON CLOSE 

& ELECTRONICS LTD NOTTINGHAM NG6 8Wg STATE, 
BULWELL 

TELEX. 
*Shure is a registered tradename of Shure Brothers Inc. 
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REVIEW 
Operational and technical evaluations of 
Tube -Tech's PE-1A equaliser from Dave 
Foister, Patrick Stapley and Rod Duggan 

IIt always used to amuse 
me to hear engineers 
proudly talking about 
the integrity of their 

studios' signal paths -originally going solid state 
(with a small s) then eliminating transformers 
and so on- apparently failing to realise that the 
results of their efforts were very likely to end up 
passing through a pair of old but carefully nursed 
Fairchild valve (tube) compressors at the cutting 
room. 

When, in the rush to upgrade, refine and 
modernise the studio equipment, all the old junk 
had been chucked on a skip, people began to 
realise that some of the old junk might have had 
one or two advantages over their replacements; 
they behaved differently and were able to produce 
results in some situations which now couldn't be 
achieved. The upshot was that any of the better 
old gear which had survived the purge suddenly 
became highly sought- after, and very possibly re- 

introduced in replica form. One example is valve 
microphones such as the old U47; another is the 
Pultec equaliser. The Tube -Tech PE -1A from 
Lydkraft in Denmark is a replica of the Pultec. 

It certainly looks the part. For a single- channel 
2 -band equaliser it's huge; its big blue front panel 
is adorned with enormous black bakelite knobs 
and switches, and a large red filament power 
indicator -not an LED or a push- button in sight. 
It is an interesting reminder of how reassuring 
large controls can be, and of the days when you 
could operate an equaliser without first getting a 
manicure or using tweezers. 

Stuck on the back are the large transformers - 
specially wound by Lydkraft as Pultec used to 
do -some big electrolytics, and a gently glowing 
pair of valves: an ECC82 and an ECC83. Amongst 
that lot the XLRs for in and out and the IEC 
mains connector look strange and incongruous. 

The rather odd collection of front -panel controls 
may be familiar to old hands who remember the 

Pultec original, but for newcomers they need some 
explaining. The unit is a 2 -band equaliser with 
controls for boost and attenuation on both bands 
together with various frequency selector switches 
and a bandwidth control. The puzzling concept of 
separate knobs for boost and cut on each band is 
explained by the fact the boost controls introduce 
a gentle peak at the selected frequency rather as 
a parametric would while the attenuation controls 
provide a smooth roll -off. The HF attenuation in 
fact has its own frequency selector switch, 
although it's not clear what exactly the marked 
frequencies represent. The highest position is 
20 kHz, and from listening to it I can't believe 
that's the 3 dB down point. 

The treble boost control has seven selectable 
centre frequencies from 3 kHz to 16 kHz, giving 
control over a substantial part of the mid band as 
well as HF, while the bass section has four centre 
frequencies from 20 to 100 Hz, all quaintly 
labelled in cps and kcs. The interaction between 
these boost circuits and the rolling -off of the 
attenuation controls givés an unusual, interesting 
and useful variety of treatments, such as upper - 
mid boost with HF roll -off, or a thickened -up bass 
with extreme low -end boom attenuated. 

The bandwidth control only appears to affect the 
treble boost, and is extremely subtle in its effect. 
Its idea of `sharp' comes nowhere near the 
resonant peaks of some equalisers. In fact the 
lack of audible peaks, resonances, phase shift 
effects and other nasties is what makes the 
Tube -Tech so unusual. It may well be introducing 
evil valve distortion (although the soft onset of 
valve clipping is famous) but there's no trace of 
anything unpleasant in the unit despite its 
having no level indication whatsoever, and the 
noise is also extremely low. On the other hand it 
doesn't seem to introduce anything else either, 
other than smooth clean tonal adjustment without 
side -effects. It's almost as if the equaliser isn't 
there; the processed sound is different but still 
real. Even at extreme settings it never sounds 
`equalised'. 

Of course its excellence on vocals goes almost 
without saying. A touch of boost at 3 or 4 kHz 
lifts a voice to the front of a mix without making 
it sound peaky or phasey, and the warmth of the 
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bottom end brings out the depth of the voice 
without unpleasant booms and rumbles. The 
result doesn't sound like a vocal with EQ; it 
sounds like a voice, only more so. 

I tried it on DI'd, bugged jazz double bass; 
when the bass player (notoriously hard to please) 
heard the playback he commented, quite 
unprompted, on how good his bass sounded, as if 
it were somehow thanks to him, and indeed the 
Tube -Tech had got rid of most of the rubbish which 
comes out of the average bass bug, transforming 
it into a smooth, warm, believable double bass. 
On saxophones it provided bite and penetration 
without shrillness, and warmth without mud, as 
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WE ARE RATHER GOOD 
AT ASSEMBLING PACKAGES 

We think the Soundtracs CM44OO with the CMS2 

SMPTE Automation and Soundcraft SCM762 24 track 

machine represents unbeatable value. 

The Soundtracs CM4400 with CMS2 gives you 

automated routing, channel and group muting, pre- 

programming of effects, sends and returns, 

programmable record drop in via events recorder, 

control of eight external devices and 30 different mixing 

combinations all under SMPTE timecode control. 

The Soundcraft SCM762 Mk Ill recorder comes 

complete with remote control, varispeed, zero locate 

and cycle functions. It will run at 15 or 30 ips and is 

wideiy used by many professionals in master recording 

and video post -production work. 

Package consists of: 

Soundtracs CM4400 - 32 input mixing console. 

Soundtracs CMS2 - automation system. 

Soundcraft SCM762 Mk Ill 24 track recorder. 

Commodore PC and disk drive. 

Video monitor. 
Set of interconnecting cables. 

Please ring for a full demonstration. 

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds. LU 1 2NQ Telephone Luton (0582) 450066 Telex 825488 DONLAR audio sales 
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REVIEW 
it did on electric guitar tracks. 

Not being old enough to have used the Pultec in 
its heyday, I was tempted to assume that the 
aura grown up around it had more to do with the 
rose -tinted spectacles of nostalgia and selective 
memory than any real benefits. It didn't take long 
for the Tube -Tech PE -1A to convince me that there 

really is something special about the sound. 
Aurally it is smooth, clean, powerful and 
surprisingly versatile yet unobtrusive; it does not 
offer the extremes of control provided by modern 
graphics and parametrics, but these extremes are 
seldom needed, and for most uses the Tube -Tech 
is an enjoyable alternative. Dave Foister 

This unit couldn't be 
easier to operate with its 
huge 1960 -style knobs 
and bold graphics being 

clearly visible across most control rooms. It looks 
the facsimile of the original Pultec. The only 
slight drawback is in its size, especially being 
mono as it makes a stereo requirement very space 
consuming, but then this was also true with the 
original Pultec. 

Anyone who has ever used a Pultec will know 
there is something very reliable in its archaic 
character; it's as though the solid, sturdy 
appearance of the unit finds its way into the 
sound, and this is also true of the Tube -Tech. It 
gave excellent results on vocals making them 
sound big and natural with lots of clarity, not 
screwed up like some EQ units. It also worked 
well on snare drums, producing body and 
crispness again with a good natural sound, all 
with the least amount of fuss. Tube -Tech have 
successfully recreated what was intrinsically a 
simple but very effective piece of equipment, and 
in these days of digital everything, it's refreshing 
to see some glowing tubes and to hear the sound 
that goes with it. Patrick Stapley 

Technical measurement 
The PE -1A is a single -channel valve equaliser, 
with low frequency boost and cut shelving 
characteristics at four nominal frequencies. High 
frequency shelving cut is at three nominal 
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TABLE la High frequency 
Nominal 3 4 5 8 10 12 16 kHz 
Measured 3.07 4.09 5.04 8.2 10.05 11.4 15.1 kHz 

1od iB 

TABLE lb Low frequency 
Nominal 20 30 
+3 dB Measured 82 172 

TABLE 2 

3 kHz 
8 kHz 

TABLE 3 

O dBm 
+10 dBm 

"M +20 dBm 

Sharp Q 
2.69 
1.55 

100 Hz 
0.05% 
0.03% 
0.05% 

60 100 Hz 
369 512 Hz 

1 kHz 
0.024% 
0.01% 
0.06% 

Broad Q 
0.74 
0.51 

10 kHz 
0.04% 
0.023% 
0.13% 

Maximum output before clipping was measured 
at +29.5 dBm into 600 2. With an input of 
+8 dBm, no clipping occurred at any frequency 
due to maximum boost. 

The nominal frequencies of the HF boost and LF 
sections were measured as shown in Table 1. 

These values do not match; perhaps some other 
criterion has been used to arrive at the nominal 
frequencies. As this is a low -Q shelving filter, this 
is not too important. 

Fig 1 shows the range and characteristics of the 
HF section and Fig 2 the range and 
characteristics of the LF section. 

The Q of the peaking curves is altered by a 
rotary control marked sharp and broad at either 
end of its travel. The curves have different Q 
values at different frequencies, and the 8 kHz and 
3 kHz curves were chosen to indicate the spread 
of values calculated from Q= fB /f, -fl, where f, 
and fl are -3 dB points from f,, the centre 
frequency (see Table 2). 

Noise was measured at -86 dBm (10 Hz to 
20 kHz, RMS). 

Distortion is shown in Table 3. 
Frequency response with controls turned down, 

ie `flat', was measured at 15 Hz to 30 kHz ( +0, 
-1 dB), and is shown in Fig 3. 

Squarewave performance at 1 kHz was fine, 
with no ringing and good LF response. 

The separate boost and attenuate controls can 
be used simultaneously to modify each other's 
response, and there is also overlap between HF 
and LF sections. Measurements and curves have 
been taken with only one section at a time in use 
to clarify specific aspects of performance. 

To show an example of the interaction possible, 
Fig 4 shows maximum boost and cut used at all 
frequencies of the LF section. The HF section has 
so many variables, one representative curve was 
not attempted. 

Termination in different impedances can cause 
frequency response abberations in transformer- 
coupled equipment and for this reason a 10 klt 
load was substituted for the 600 2 load with no 
change in response, as can be seen by Fig 3. 

The bandwidth at different boost settings at 
3 kHz can be seen in Fig 5. 

Rod Duggan 
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OSM48 Dynamic 
Perfect for vocalists on the way up. Many of the 

outstanding performance features, similar appearance, 
and ruggedness of the world -standard SM58, at a most 
affordable price. Delivers the 
famous Shure sound, and 
features the uniform cardioid 
polar pattern and distinctively 
enhanced upper mid -range of 
the SM58. Rugged, reliable 
and dependable. 

e 
SM85 Condenser 

The SM85 is ideal for the 
most demanding live 

applications as well as 
broadcasting and studio 
requirements. It exhibits 
remarkably low distortion 
(right up to overload point) 
over the entire audio 
spectrum, considerably less 
than other more expensive 
condensers. Controlled low 
frequency, roll -off, tailored 
mid -range and clean, 
scintillating high frequencies 
set this mic in a class of 
its own. 

So you 
thought Shure 

only kade 
OI1C vocal 

mit 
OSM96 Condenser 

This vocalist's microphone has features usually 
found in much more expensive condenser units. Smooth 

response has a controlled low -end roll -off to correct for 

proximity effect, and a slight presence rise to enhance 
vocals. Efficient 3 -leg capsule suspension system 

minimizes handling noise. Optimized output level to 

control overloading. Steel -shielded against hum and RF 

pickup. Operates off phantom power, plus 
the convenience of automatic 
battery switchover. 

O869 Condenser 
An economically priced 

electret condenser mic, the 869 is an 

outstanding performer for general sound 
reinforcement and music applications. 
The 869's controlled upper 
mid -range presence rise 
and low frequency roll -off 
give optimal clarity and 
crispness to voices. It's as rugged 
and reliable as you'd expect from 
Shure and can be phantom powered 
or uses a 1.5 volt AA battery. 

SM7 Dynamic 
The SM7 is among 

the nest studio professional 
dynamic microphones in use 
today. It features a wide range, 
very smooth frequency 
response with graphic 
response -tailoring switches to 
allow the choice of four 
different mic response curves. 
It has an accurate, symmetrical 
cardioid pick -up pattern, 
uniform with frequency and 
provides maximum rejection 
of unwanted 
background 
noise. 

OSM87 
Condenser 

The SM87 is a 
studio -quality 
supercardioid 

condenser with Shure's 
legendary road mic ruggedness. 
New cartridge element and 
highly directional polar pattern 
enable the SM87 to reject 
unwanted sounds and produce 
high gain before feedback. Its 
vocal- contoured response 
provides tremendous flexibility 
at the mixing board and a 
warm, smooth, naturally rich 
sound. High SPL levels are 
handled effortlessly. 

r_s 

SHURE® 
11W International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717 
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PROFESSIONAL 

17) Or' KOD 
INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK 1987/88 

TENTH EDITION PUBLISHED BY 

BROADCAST- SYSTEMS - ENGINEERING 

10 YEARS SERVING THE PROFESSIONAL 
BROADCAST INDUSTRY 

9 

A must for your bookshel 
For 1987 the Professional Video International 
Year Book is published in the popular A4 
magazine format. With its successful editorial 
coverage of equipment and services 
covering the international broadcast industry 
with 1,000's of listings by manufacturers, 
brand -names and in many cases their UK 
and Overseas distributers, plus a 
summarised text of product lines. 

All this invaluable information is classified 
under sections, ranging from aerials 
antennae and masts to video cassette 
storage and cases, therefore ensuring that 
looking for the equipment you need can be 
found in our comprehensive easy to use 
publication. 

Published in association with Broadcast Systems 
Engineering the international magazine for the 
broadcast industry. 
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Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom. 

Please send me copies of 
Pro Video International Year Book 87/88. 

£14.00 (UK) £16.00 Europe $27 USA Airmail 
£19.00 World Airmail. Includes Postage and Packing. 

I enclose a cheque /postal order /International money order 
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount 

Or debit my credit card q 
Credit card No. 

I LIII 
0 Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01 -686 2599 

ext 550, quoting credit card No. 

Signed 
L 

Name 

Address 

(please print) 

Please return the completed order form enclosing full 
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit 
card number to Professional Publications Group, 
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, 
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom. 
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on 
country and delivery method. 

J 
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REVIEW 
Technical and operational reports on the 
Klark -Teknik DN716 digital delay line 
from Rod Duggan and Dave Mellor 

delay line. In other words, it could be used to 

delay three separately located speakers fed from 

the same source. Two units are required for 

stereo. Each of the three outputs can have its 
delay time independently set between zero and 
1311 ms, which should prove adequate for most 

venues. Sampling resolution is 16 -bit linear via a 

successive approximation A/D converter, the 
sampling rate being 50 kHz. A/D and D/A 

conversion is accomplished by one chip bearing 
the Texas Instruments brand. 

The manufacturer's published frequency 
response is ±1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with a 

dynamic range of greater than 90 dB at any delay 
setting. 

Construction 
The DN 716 is housed in a 1U, 19 in mounting 
steel case, internal access being via eight 
sensibly -large crosshead screws for the top and 
bottom cover. Both covers can be removed as the 
internal PCBs and other components are all 

mounted on the vertical members of the chassis. 
Maintenance access to all 

components is 
exceptionally good. 

0 NIRRN- NOIN 

The Klark -Teknik DN 716 
digital delay line has 
been designed as a high 
quality unit for use in a 

live performance for setting correct time delays 
between separated groups of speakers. It could 
also be used in a studio setting, although its lack 
of modulation facilities and other `tricks' could 
limit the scope of its application. 

It is by now well -known that although 
improving coverage, using a number of speakers 

throughout an auditorium or open air arena can 
lead to intelligibility problems. As sound travels 
through air at around 340 m/s depending on 

temperature and humidity, two otherwise 
identical sound sources would have a time 
difference of nearly 30 ms between them if spaced 

just 10 m apart. This is generally perceived as 
being a distinctly audible repeat. 

Here we shall investigate the usefulness of 

Klark -Teknik's DN 716 in this context. 
The DN 716 is a single -input, 3- output digital 

10 OUTLET DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 4 
A compact mains -powered unit with one balanced input and ten AC and 
DC isolated floating line outputs: Further noise level reductions. 

' Exemplary R F. breakthrough specifications giving trouble -free opera- 
tion in close proximity to radio telephones and links. 

' Excellent figures for noise, THD. static and dynamic !MD. 

' Any desired number of outlets may be provided at microphone level to 
suit certain video and audio recorders used at press conferences. 

Meets IEC65 -2, BS415 safety and I. B.A. signal path requirements. 

Also available as a kit of parts test the case and all XLR connectors for one 
or ten outlets. 
Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz -30MHz Stereo Disc Amplifier 3 
and 5 Moving Coil Preamplifier Illuminated PPM Boxes PPM Drive 
Boards and Movements Stabilizer and Frequency Shifter Boards 
Peak Deviation Meter Programme and Deviation Chart Recorders 
Stereo Microphone Amplifiers Advanced Active Aerial ' Stereo and 
Ambisonics Coder. 
SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD., The Forge, Lucks Green. Cranleigh, 
Surrey GU6 7BG Telephone 0483 275997 

There are one large and two small PCBs. The 

small PCBs are fixed vertically to the front panel 
and carry the display and the controls, together 
with a small amount of circuitry. As only the 
numerical display bezel is fixed to the front panel, 
removal of either PCB would be straightforward. 
Connection to the main PCB is by one ribbon 
cable and several neatly bundled conventional 
insulated wires. 

The main PCB is some 42x26 cm and carries all 
the remaining digital and analogue circuitry. 
Only one component is not mounted on a PCB; 

this is a voltage regulator fixed to the rear panel. 
The T03 -type case of the regulator is insulated 
from the chassis but not from the outside world. 

No significant standing voltage was found on the 
case but I would have been happier to have seen 
it covered: it became warm in use although not 

too hot to touch. 
All the PCBs are glassfibre, double -sided with 

plated- through holes. In many cases, the copper 

track is carried from one side of the board to the 
other by the plated- through holes, though in only 

one case does the solder flow look anything less 

than perfectly adequate. All the boards are 
printed with component identification. Diodes and 
electrolytic capacitors are marked for polarity on 

the PCB. IC positioning is similarly marked. 
Many of the digital ICs are mounted via sockets, 
which is understandable. All the audio ICs are 
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REVIEW 
also similarly mounted. Several audio connections 
are made by insulation displacement connectors 
and there are also Molex -type push -on connectors 
in the audio path. No audio connections are gold - 
plated. 

Several digital ICs and the lithium data - 
retention battery appear at first sight to be glued 
to their sockets but a closer inspection reveals the 
`glue' to be a low -tack compound which should 
keep them in place yet, will be easily removeable 

"With BBE 

Y ou're in Aural Heaven!" 
- Music and Sound Output Magazine 

It is magical 
the way the dynamic BBE 

process will restore the harmonic balance, 
increase intelligibility, and give the total sound image a 

fresh, sparkling clarity. The BBE. 402 and 802 Processors are 
ready to perform their aural "sleight of hand" the moment you 
insert them into your recording studio, live sound, or broadcast 
audio chain. Both units will dramatically improve the overall 
reproduction of program transients in any audio system. 

The BBE processors achieve time- alignment of harmonic and 
fundamental frequencies that were present in the live perform- 
ance but became re- shuffled in the often convoluted paths of 
recording, playback, and broadcast of audio. 

To hear how BBE can work its magic for you, call us toll free at: 1-800-233-8346. 
(In California call 1- 800 -558 -3963) or 1 -714- 897 -6766. Or write us at: 

BarcusBerry 
Electronics, Inc. 

5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, California 92649 
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for replacement. 
Mains power is via an IEC -type socket and the 

voltage is adjustable internally from 110 V to 
240 V. There is one external and three internal 
fuses. A groundlift switch is provided on the rear 
of the unit. 

Moving to the rear of the PCB, there was none 
of the `afterthought' components often found in 
digital equipment. As this side of the board is 

close to the chassis, mains voltages are isolated 
by two pieces of a thin hardboard -like material. 
Separation between the board and chassis is 
maintained by one stick -on rubber instrument 
case foot. Although the board is stiff, perhaps 
more of these should have been provided. On the 
rear panel there are also the four Neutrik audio 
connectors, one female and three male. 

There was one piece of debris found inside the 
case; a short length of PVC insulation. 

Audio circuitry 
The standard input circuitry is electronically 
balanced, employing a single TL 072 twin 
operational amplifier IC. There is a preset 
potentiometer to adjust common mode rejection 
ratio. A transformer balanced input option is 
available but must be specified at the time of 
ordering. 

The pre -A/D conversion is accomplished by a 
hybrid, thick film, 7 -pole, elliptical, low pass filter 
bearing the Klark -Teknik mark. One would 
expect them to have some expertise in this field! 
Post D/A filtering is similar. Prior to output 
filtering is a CMOS FET mute stage on each of 
the three outputs. Rather than the more 
conventional series /parallel system of FET 
muting, the signal is only shorted to earth. There 
is no series FET. 

The level of each output is adjustable from the 
front panel by a screwdriver (or sharp fingernail) 
control. NE 5534 ICs give an unbalanced output, 
although transformer balancing is possible as a 
retrofit. 

There are aluminium electrolytic capacitors in 
both input and output stages. In each situation, 
two are connected in reverse polarity. 

It is probably common knowledge that Klark- 
Teknik employ non -conventional XLR wiring: pin 
1 earth; pin 2 cold; pin 3 hot. Internationally 
accepted convention is that pin 2 =hot, pin 3 =cold. 
In a unit with balanced inputs and outputs 
this should cause no difficulty but as the DN 716 
is normally supplied with an unbalanced output, 
most of us will have to follow the procedure given 
in the manual to convert to our standard. This 
involves changing two links on an internal Molex - 
type connector for each output. This would have 
been made simpler if suitable links had been 
provided to make up the required new 
connections. Changing the connections to the 
XLRs would be inadvisable as they are all PCB 
mounting types. It would alternatively be possible 
to resolder some wire links. 

The input, with a rotary control knob on the 
front, is suitable for levels between 0 dBu and 
+22 dBu. The output is claimed to supply a 
minimum load impedance of 600 Sl and is 
adjustable for maximum levels of up to +18 dBm. 

Operation 
The front panel is graphically divided into 
analogue and digital sections, corresponding to 
the PCBs behind. The analogue section contains 
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Your Guarantee 
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NO GIMMICKRY 

The circulation of this publication 
is independently audited to the 

professional standards 
administered by the Audit 

Bureau of Circulations 

ABC 

The Hallmark of Audited Circulation 

Mosses & Mitchell 
are the largest 

manufacturer of Audio Jacks and 

Jackfields in the UK. We are approved 
suppliers to the BBC, British Telecom; and 

many other major telecommunication companies 
throughout the world. We manufacture a complete range 

of Audio Jacks & Jackfields and offer a design and 

manufacturing service geared to meet your specific 
requirements. For further information and technical data on 

our products contact: 

MOSSES S. 
MITCHELL 

Plasmec Systems Limited 
Weydon Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL 

Telephone: Farnham (0252) 721236 
Telex: 858820 Plasmc G 

Fax: (0252) 712718 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT: 
AES PARIS 

STUDIO SOUND will be providing a 

comprehensive preview of the AES Paris Show 

in our March issue. 

To advertise in this very important show 

issue, please call Mark Walsh or Andrew Knox 

on (01) 686 2599. 

The advertising deadline for this issue 

is January 19th, 1988 
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RE VIE 
the input level knob and the three screwdriver - 
operated output level controls already described. 
The input control has a printed graduation, the 
output controls do not. In addition to these is an 
LED headroom indicator. Four green LEDs show 
amounts of 3 dB, 5 dB, 11 dB and 16 dB 
headroom. One red LED shows that there is 0 dB 
headroom, although the manual suggests that 
even when this is lit there is still another 2 dB 
before clipping. The decay characteristics were 
such that the display was easy to read. 

The digital section of the front panel contains 
the numerical display, a Select button with three 
associated LEDs, a Down and an Up button. 
There is also a Safe switch, accessible through a 
hole in the front panel by a fine screwdriver. 

The numerical display is used for each of the 
three outputs. Resolution is to 0.02 ms from 0 to 
99.98 ms; to 0.1 ms from 100 to 999.9 ms; and to 
1 ms from 1,000 ms to the maximum delay. The 
output to which the display refers is chosen using 
the select button. A red LED indicates whether 
the delay for output A, B or C is displayed. When 
the recessed safety switch is activated, the display 
cycles between each of the outputs. This facility 
can be cancelled by means of an internal switch. 

The up and down buttons are fairly self- 
explanatory. They respond to the length of time 
they are held down rather than to individual 
pushes. The rate of change can be made greater 
if, after the button corresponding to the direction 
of the change you want to make is pressed, the 
other one is held down also. Using this method, it 
takes just under 25 s to go from minimum to 
maximum delay. As might be obvious, the 

recessed safety switch locks out the two shift 
buttons. A safety cover is available as an extra. 

In use 
The sound quality was subjectively good. The 
small amount of noise introduced had a smooth 
character, in contrast to similar units from other 
manufacturers. 

On power -up, from each output there was a 
coarse `digital' noise mixed with a distorted 
version of any input signal present, lasting just 
over a second. While this was at a low level from 
outputs B and C, from output A it was 
unpleasantly high. One might expect the internal 
muting to eliminate noises of this nature but 
perhaps the omission of series FET muting makes 
this impossible to achieve. This could be a design 
consideration towards the attainment of good 
sound quality. I trust that the level of digital 
noise from the two better outputs is the norm. 

There was also a switch off pulse from each 
output of between 3 and 4 V, which I would have 
preferred to be absent. Possibly the relay by -pass 
option will help with these spurious noises. 
Another, perhaps more personal, preference would 
be for an internally set dimming /muting option 
while the delay time is being changed. Obviously, 
when this is being carried out, data is being read 
from the digital store at a greater or lesser rate 
than it is going in, resulting in a pitch change of 
the output signal. I have in the past found this to 
be worrying to non -technical personnel who 
imagine that it is a fault condition of the 

equipment or the person operating it. Either way, 
I believe that it is not necessary for a delay line 
ever to put out digital noise, or any other 
imperfect audio signal. Perhaps this could be 
taken into consideration. 

a would beg to differ. My personal opinion is 
that muting during delay changing would be far 
more disturbing. Sound quality or pitch changing 
during delay time alterations has little significance 
as programme is non -critical although may be a 
concern to the non- technical operator. This, 
however, can surely be removed as a worry by a 
few explanatory words -Ed.) 

The manual 
Congratulations on a very clear and informative 
manual. Installation and operational guidance is 
given in simple and precise terms, together with a 
reasonably simple explanation of the internal 
functions of the DN 716. Circuit diagrams are 
provided giving component numbers, although 
there is no corresponding list of component 
values. These could of course be traced by looking 
at the PCB, although the failure mode of some 
components might prevent the subsequent 
deciphering of their value! 

There is also a useful section on the possible 
applications of a digital delay line such as this, 
which is taken from their publication Audio 
System Design and Engineering which delves into 
the topic more thoroughly. 

In conclusion, the construction of the unit gives 
the impression of being very carefully thought 
out, particularly from the point of view of 
maintenance, and capably put together. Although 
I am inclined to question the number of non- 
soldered audio connections inside the unit, there 
appears to be little strain placed on any of these 
connections, which is sometimes not the case 
when using a mother /daughter board PCB system 
in a transportable unit. 

The unit is operationally straightforward and 
the only problems found were those already 
mentioned. The manual is informative and, in my 
experience, the people at Klark -Teknik are very 
helpful over any queries. 

Dave Mellor 
Klark -Teknik Research Ltd, Walter Nash 
Road West, Coppice Trading Estate, 
Kidderminster, Worcs DY11 7HS, UK. 
USA: Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc, 30B Banfi 
Plaza North, Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Technical measurement 5dB 

The DN716 is a single- input, 3- output device for introducing delays into a 
signal path. 

The maximum input before clipping was tested to +22 dBm and was not 
clipped at this level. Output clipping was not observed at +19.5 dBm 
output, which is greater than the specified value of +18 dBm. Maximum 
undistorted output (ie with input adjusted to be just below clipping and 
output adjusted to maximum) was +16.5 dBm. The clip indicators work just 
before clipping occurs. 

Fig 1 shows the frequency response 2 Hz to 20 kHz ( ±'/z dB) and slight 
filter ripple can be seen. 

Distortion is within specifications: 100 Hz 0.015 %; 1 kHz 0.008 %; 10 kHz 
0.015 %; all at +4 dBm. 

Noise levels are -91 dBm from all outputs. This is with no signal applied 
and is not a signal -to -noise ratio. 

Up /down adjustments are tricky and there is a tendency to overshoot 
many times where a specific value is sought. Also, despite a `fast' mode, it 
takes some time to adjust over longer delays. 

Rod Duggan -10d8 

FIG.1 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 70p i VAT per word, minimum £17.00 +VAT. Box Nos. £6.00 +VAT. VAT 
(UK only) S rate $2.00 per word, minimum $50.00, Box No. S10.00 extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for 
advertisements in MARCH issue must reach these offices by 21st JANUARY addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, 
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications (Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy 
must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and 
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job 
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting 
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (11 the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a 

business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be 
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply. 

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "'The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January 
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date 
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller. 

MRC 
A ZONAL COMPANY 

SERVICES 

The Magnetic Recording Company, a subsidiary of 
Zonal, Britain's leading manufacturers of profes- 
sional magnetic sound recording products, offer 
you cassette duplication of music, speech and data 
using Gauss loop bin, as well as the best equipment 
for winding, printing onbody labels and inlay cards. 

You will get the service and quality that is expected 
of a company that has been in the magnetic 

products business for over 30 years. 

CASSETTE 
DUPLICATORS 

Specialists in the supply and service 
of cassette duplicators, bulk custom 
wound cassettes, and accessories 

GRAFF SONY TELEX WOLLENSAK 
Main Dealers UK and Export 

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LIMITED 
BODEN STREET, CHARD, SOMERSET 

0460 67237 
NATIONWIDE 

&ad, 
DIRECT FROM 
OUR MODERN 
U.K. PRESSING 
PLANT 

CUTTING ° PRESSING 
TEST PRESSING 

LABELS °SLEEVES 
CASSETTES 
ARTWORK 

COMPETITIVE PRICES 
MARKET LEADERS 

rff 
01-446 3218 

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting, 
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin 
Plasters. Location Recording. Free Brochure. 
Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3 
IAN. Tel: 01- 346 0033. (X) 

QUALITY CASSEïFTE COPYING & PRO- 
CESSING, any quantity. Video duplication 
PAL /NTSC /SECAM systems transfer. While 
you wait service. Open 24 hours, 7 days a week. 
GWBB Audiovision. Tel: 01- 723 5190 (X). 

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS 
AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS 

Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank 
precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases 
and cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges. - 12 Britannia Road 

Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA 
Tel: 061 -905 1127 

SouNO AND VIDEO SErw:: 

FORQUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE 

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS LIMITED 
Offer the latest technology in Cassette Duplication 

High Speed Loop Bin System. Specialists 
for custom wound blank cassettes to 

exact length. 
For Service and Prices write or phone: 
Unit 2, Southern Avenue, Leominster, 

Herefordshire HR6 OQF 
Tel: 0568 3777 or 0789 765507 

MAGNETIC 
RECORDING 
COMPANY 
Holmethorpe Avenue, 
Redhill, Surrey, RH1 2NX. 
Tel: 0737 -767171 
Telex: 946520 
Fax: 0737 -767610 

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS 0- 
High Speed and real time high quality 

duplication 
Printed inlays and side labels 

AMPEX Distributors 
Studio Accessories 
Full mastering suite 

Music House 
369 Warrington Road 

Rainhill, Prescot 
Merseyside L35 8LD 

051 -430 9001 LJ J]kJ 

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING 
All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest 

standard. Normal or chrome tape available. 

We also supply blank cassettes wound to length. 
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available 

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES 
1 GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR 

TEL: 01 -627 4758 

CASSETTES TO LENGTH! 
Exact length cassettes supplied FAST! 

Also library boxes and dot matrix shell labels. 
Inlays produced from your artwork, 
as well as 1 to 1 cassette copying. 
Write or phone for further details 

STEWART ORR SOUND SERVICES 
CHURCH LANE, METFIELD 

HARLESTON, NORFOLK 1P20 OLH 
037986 370 

CASSETTE DUPLICATING: 
GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette 
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing 
OPEN REEL DUPLICATING 
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.) 

SPEECH RECORDING 
(VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO- VISUALS) 

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD. 
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961 

CLASSIFIEDS =_ 
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TAPELINE 
REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
BLANK CASSETTES R ACCESSORIES 

001 -330 5438, 

NEW HEADS 
FOR OLD! 
All makes relapped 

TAPETEK: 01 -254 5203 or 
0836 215900 (car) 

APPROVED BY SAKI -® 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
Quality Cassette Duplication, High -Speed and Real Time. From '4°, PCM -Fl or Cassette 

Masters, Overwrapping, custom wound blank cassettes, labels and inlays 

Tel: Leicester (0533) 602064 
ACCURATE SOUND LIMITED 

QUENIBOROUGH (Ind. Est.) MELTON ROAD 
QUENIBOROUGH, LEICESTER LE7 8FP 

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS 

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication, 
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length 

TEL: 061 -973 1884 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
& BLANK CASSETTES 

Telephone: 0827 310052 

WNE, Unit 8A, Mariner 
Lichfield Road Ind. Est., Tamworth, Staffs B79 5UL 

HIGH SPEED HIGH QUALITY LOOP -BIN 

DUPLICATING BY SRL TAPE SERVICES 

r DOLBY A 
QUALITY 

REEL -REEL -I NAB 
CASSETTES 

QUALITY IEC 

F1 PCM DIGITAL - IN . ,OUT CASSETTES 

AUDIO r DOLBY C / QUALITY 

CASSETTE 1DOLBY B CASSETTES 

THE BETTER THE MASTER, THE BETTER THE COPY! 

HOW MANY WOULD YOU LIKE' 1005000 
01.868 5555 01.866 5555 PHONE FOR PRICE CHECK 

jbs records 
MUSIC- SPEECH -DATA 

REAL -TIME /HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette 
Duplication and Blanks from 1- 1000 .-. Computer printed 

Labels. Solo. V." reel, Sony. Betamax recording. 
Fast security Delivery service. 

FILTERBOND LTD, ìbs records die. FREEPOST 
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD SG14 2BR. 0992 -500101 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

TURNER ELECTRONICS IND (Est 1966) 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 100 -700 Watts, 2u, 3u. 4u rackmount. High 
stability, ultra low noise and distortion, flat response. Linear class ABS. 
70% efficient triples complementary circuitry design by our engineers, 
from Plessey, Fluke, Dolby and Mullard. No noisy fans, thermal limiting 
of Mosfets. mechanical relays, fuse blowing or overload trips. one million 
watts in use by artists and sound establishments. Sales, service export 
engineering advice and sales of most UK electronic audio products. 

PO Box 49, Etchingham, East Sussex TN19 7N2 (STD) 0435 -882581. 

FOR SALE -TRADE 

NACRA IV Si for sale. Complete with transport 
case, Mains PSU, Sennheiser mies. Rarely used, 
virtually new condition. New exceeds £6,800, 
offers around £3,000. City University Music Dept., 
01 -253 4399 ext. 3275. 

MINIATURE BULBS 
LIGHT SOURCE SUPPLIES 
3 Grange Park 
Bishop's Stortford 
Herts CM23 2HX 
England 
Tel: 0279 52143 
Telex: 817547 
Export 
Enquiries 
Welcome 

te 

NACRA IV -S with pilot tone. With leather case 
ATN -2 etc. Absolutely immaculate throughout 
with extremely low hours (Serial No. 3339). 
£2,500 +VAT. (0227) 450969/470512. 
TANNOY 15" HPD Golos in Lockwood 
Alademies £500; Graff Diamond high speed copier 
CI,000. Chelmsford (0245) 323382 (plus VAT). 
VERY FINE YAMAHA NS -1000 Monitor 
speakers, as new (current price £900) £580. 0205 
65340 (Lincs). 

VA1 rPolists 

NEUMANN J.B.L. LEXICON SOUNDCRAFT 
SENNHEISER TANNOY DRAWMER STUDIOMASTER 

SHURE REVOX D.B.X. BE.L. 
BEYER TASCAM YAMAHA APHEX 

UREI QUAD AMPEX APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS 
TRIDENT ROLAND AKG AUDIO KINETICS 

18.42 Charlotte Street. WAKEFIELD. W Co.. WF1 foe 
not 109241 371786 Capon Enquiries wocome. Ulu.. 558849 

FOR 

AMPEX 
1 10 W.T. 

456 '/." x 10'3" E13.00 E11.80 1.0 kg 
456 3/4" x 103/4" E25.00 E23.00 1.5 kg 
456 1" x 10h" £41.00 E39.50 2.5 kg 
456 2" x 10'3 " f80.00 P.O.A. 4.5 kg 
457'/."x7" E8.50 £8.00 0.4 kg 

ALL OTHER TYPES AND WIDTHS OF AMPEX TAPE 
AVAILABLE. BEST STUDIO PRICES FOR LARGE ORDERS 

AND REGULAR CUSTOMERS 

To order - calculate total weight. 
Add postage: 2 kg = E2.00, 4 kg = E2.75, 6 kg = 0.25. 

,10 kg= E4 then 
ADD 15% V.A.T. 

Pay by credit card for immediate despatch. 
Cheques subject to clearance. 

Overnight or RED STAR no problem. 

We also sell cable. connectors and lots of other useful things. 

FILM -TECH ELECTRONICS LTD. 
UNITS 4/5 WILLOWBROOK. 

CRICKHOWELL ROAD, 
ST. MELLONS. CARDIFF CF3 OEF. 

(0222)777839 

VAA 

ITAM 805 1/2" 8 track in need of refurbishment. 
Offers above £300. Also available: Rebis rack, 
various modules; Symetrix 511 noise reduction; 
BGW and Hill power amplifiers; sundry P.A. 
equipment. Contact GTA -V Ltd., Bristol (0272) 
773804. 

Al PRO AUDIO 
SPECIALIST SUPPLIER OF PROGRAMMING 

SUITES AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 

ATARI MACINTOSH HYBRID ARTS DR T STEINBERG 
OPCODE MARK OF THE UNICORN ROLAND YAMAHA 
KORO AKAI KAWAI ELECTROVOICE TANNOY 

SENNHEISER POSTE% TASCAM DENON TC ELECTRONIC 
PLATINUM BEYER JBL BECK SWITCHCRAFT 

1 NEW WAKEFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER M1 5NJ 
TEL: 061 -228 1335 

V) FOR 

SECOND HAND & NEW 
EQUIPMENT SALES 

MULTITRACK$ 
OTARI MTR90 MK II P.O.A. STUDER VU24 TRACK n/b 12 STUDER VU24 TRACK w/b Tí,750 3M-79 16 TRACK 2" POA- 

EXCELLENT CONDITION 
HEADS) 

rA, SOUNDCRAFT 
MK III WITH AUTO, UY 10 MONTHS OLD P.O.A. 

OUTBOARD 
WTh16 

RR MOTE 
3,500 

LEXICON 224XL 

WITH REMOTE 
p0.A. 

MIXING CONSOLES 
SOUNDCRAFTTS24 

32 CHANNEL & 
40 CHANNEL P.O.A. 

CHOICE OF 
NEVE CONSOLES P.O.A. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO V.A.T. 
SHIPPING & INSTALLATION ARRANGED WORLDWIDE 

M A 1 11 /l Y M A/ 6 S! 1 D T° 

TEL: 093287 -2672 
FAX: 0932 -57660 
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FOR SALE -TRADE 
LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and used IASCAM/SENN/BEYER, trade counter. Erricks 
equipment always available and wanted. VCD, Brighouse 722121. (X) 
Lockwood Audio Sales 01 -866 0671. (X) 

SECOND -HAND 
EQUIPMENT WORLDWIDE 

+ 44 923 Q 772351 
+ 44 923 Q 720060 
+ 44 923 FAX 774713 

TLX 262284 REF 1728G 
JACKSON MUSIC GROUP 

E1 

RECORDING CONSULTANTS 
AUDIO -VIDEO -FILM 

EQUIPMENT DATABANK 
PACKAGES & INSTALLATIONS 

SHIPPING & VALUATIONS 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

THE STUDIOS, RICKMANSWORTH 
HERTS, ENGLAND WD3 2XD Et] 

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH 

BRITANNIA 
ROW 01 226 3377 

Multitrack, 4- Track, 
Dolby SR + Telcom 

WORKING IN THE USA? 

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN RENT" 

Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire. 

Outboard Equip * Digital Recorders * Walkie Talkies 

599 Eleventh Avenue, New York, NY 10036 
Phone 12121 582 -4400 

r Ñ mr................................ 
TUDIO 

SOUND 
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
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To: STUDIO SOUND, 
the heading 
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS 
Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, 

1 and /or tel. no. 
Name 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM 
Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants. 
Rates: 70p +VAT per word. Min £17.00 +VAT. 
Box Nos. £6.00 +VAT extra. VAT (UK only) $rate $2.00 
per word, minimum $50.00, Box No. $10.00 extra. 

please publish the above advertisement for insertions under 
Cheque /P.O. to be made payable to LINK 

LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA. 
please include remittance to cover name and address 

l.. t r i 
Address 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

EDEN STUDIOS REQUIRE 

A MAINTENANCE ENGINEER 
Previous studio experience preferred cat! MIKE GARDNER 

on 01 -995 5432 
or write with full C.V. to: 

EDEN STUDIOS, 2024 BEAUMONT RD, LONDON N4 RAP. 

Service Engineering 
Opportunities currently exist in the 
following areas: 

Digital Tape Machines to f 17K 
Analogue Tape Machines to f 14K 
Mixing Consoles to f 14K 
Distribution Systems to £16K 
Studio Engineering to f 15K 

For further information contact 
Mike Jones 

Professional & Technical Appointments, 
Studio 3, Intec 2, Wade Road 

Basingstoke RG24 ONE 

(0256) 470704 

Professional & 
Technical 
Appointments 

BROADCAST DIVISI N 

SALES MANAGER 
£23,000- £35,000 + Car 

FAIRLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 
FAIRLIGHT INSTRUMENTS have an enviable reputation as world 
leaders in design and development. They now require a Sales 
Manager to spearhead the UK sales of the SERIES 3. 

You have excellent personal presentation and communication 
skills as well as experience at the top end of the MI and /or studio 
markets. 

The keystone of your success is your ability to talk commercial 
and creative sense to everyone, from the brashest rock star to the 
most intense technician. 

This is a crucial new role in a company operating in more than 
20 countries and committed to excellence, innovation and 
expansion. Please contact Chris Cottom. 

TOWERGATE RECRUITMENT LIMITED 
10 MARGARET STREET LONDON W1N 7LF 

01 -255 3333 (24 hours) 

SALES MANAGER 
Digital Audio Research Limited recently launched 

SOUNDSTAI'ION II, the second generation digital audio recorder 

and production centre. A sales manager is required to conduct direct 

sales, technical support and organise distribution in the U.K. and the 

continent. 

The audio professional sought to satisfy these requirements has 

five years experience in sound production operations or service for the 

broadcast, motion picture or music industry Personal, direct sales 

success is essential. The appointed person will demonstrate unique 

abilities that combine technical understanding of audio systems with 

well developed commercial and organisational skills. 

Salary is negotiable and fringe benefits include a company car. 

Please telephone Virginia Hill on 03727 42848 or post your career 

details in strict confidence to Marketing Director, Digital Audio 

Research Limited, 2 Silverglade Business Park, Leatherhead Road, 

Chessington, Surrey, KT9 2QL. 

88 Studio Sound, February 1988 

REPLACEMENT of all 
types of magnetic recording 
heads. 

REFURBISHMENT of worn 
heads to as good as new 
standard. 

BRANCH & APPLEBY Ltd. 
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, 
Middx HA4 OYL 01 864 1577 

LEGAL NOTICES 

TRADE MARK 
The Trade Mark No. 774484 consisting of the 
word "LeeRaser" and registered in respect of: 
'Electrical demagnetising apparatus and parts 
thereof included in class 9' was assigned on 2 

September 1987 by Leevers -Rich Equipment 
Limited of 319 Trinity Road, Wandsworth, London 
SW18 3SL to The Professional Recording 
Equipment Company Limited of 21 Summers - 

town, London SW17. 

Without the goodwill of the business in the goods 
for which the Mark was then in use. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
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AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD 

E 
FOR PROFESSIONALS IN MASTERING, PRESSING & DUPLICATING/ 

Traditionally the industry has been serviced by a network of local suppliers but 
now with changing consumer demand and the introduction of new technologies, 
sources for products and services often extend well beyond national barriers. 

With the GOLD BOOK you will be able to quickly identify who's providing what 
services in which sector of the market, in which geographical areas. 

Equally you will be able to see at a glance what products are available - be it a major 
piece of equipment or a small `throw -away' item. 

With thousands of listings covering the many areas of Mastering, Pressing and 
Duplicating. 

The GOLD BOOK will be sectionalised into three main headings: 
VINYL - MAGNETIC - OPTICAL 

The GOLD BOOK will be published in an A5 format, so it will never be far away from 
your side. 

If you're involved in the many areas of Mastering, Pressing and Duplicating and you 
want a book just for you - look no further than the order form. 

Professional Publications Group, 
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom. 

aan Cover price £30 (UK) $50 (USA) 
Please send me copies of the GOLD BOOK. £31 : (UK) £32: Europe 
$57: USA Airmail £35: World Airmail includes postage and packaging. 
I enclose a cheque /postal order /International money order payable to Link House Magazines 
for the amount 

Or debit my credit card TSA 

Credit card No. 

Name 

Address 

111 

Diners Club 
International' 

0 Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 
01 -686 2599 ext 163, quoting credit card No 

Signed 

(please print) 

Please return the completed order form enclosing full remittance (including delivery) or giving 
your credit card number to Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, 
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom. 
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on country and delivery method 
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Professional Audio & Audio for Video Equipment 
Phone and ask for our latest list - more bargains are coming In daily! 

NEW HIGH -TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT 
STOP PRESS STOP PRESS 

After 21/2 years successful trading in Lawn we are finally proving out of our "Shoe Boa" offices o Sr John's 
Wood to a superb new showroom le Kensal Road, W 10 Full address Malls at bottom el page. 

DAT a here' Sony DTC -1000 ES available now from stock - £1.130 Units on de.00 at boat premises 
Maaell DAT tapes avelabo 

From Italy - the tantastic ,bng- awartedMontsr0o R-16 dune revert and onus -Fa housed in a lu rack unn 
The R -16 boasts 16 et conversgn, 14 kHz response real -tone mdi control and a whole Must of really usuabA 
and some unque effects 1dudin93 nodes of pechthargo. ping pang, bosnceg bell etc. etc NI parameters 
and user adjustments are displayed on the huge. 80 character LCD display 0807 

New room analysing service using K T DN 60 or we hire per day £75 (refundable on purchase of K T 
graphic equaliser) 

Due to a discount in Atan computer pnces we can now otter the Steinberg Pro 24 + Atan 1040ST -F 
SM125 Monochrome Monitor + Word Processor software at an unbeatable price of £125.00 As above but 
with Colour Monitor £875 00 

SECOND HAND, EX -DEMO & NEW EQUIPMENT 
TAPE RECORDERS 
TASCAM ATR-802" 24 Treck - On Demonstration 
STUDE R A62 Stereo - Lovely Condemn 
STUDER 667 c/w Console/Overlondge -Mrs 
OTARI M% -50506 Mktg 'h "8 Tk. wM Romrote - Perfect Cc decn 
SOIJNDCRAFT SCM 762 Mk Ill 16 Tk. Pre -Weed 241nc Remote 
SOUNDCRAFT SCM 76211124 Tk. weh Auto Locate -6 Months OW 
TEAC 3440 - As New 
TEAC A3340 -S New Heads 
TEAC 35 -2 Superb 2 Track - S/H 
TEAC 80 -8 00 Eght Track - Peded CoMnron 
TASCAN MS -16 we 06e + Aulobc to + Console Stand 
TASCAM 32 -New' 
TASCAN 388. 
TASCAM 38 -'New' 
TASCAM 12 NB 18 Months Ole 
TASCAM 42h16 Ea- Eshibaon 
TASCAM 44 *Nina!) - As New 
TASCAM 34 S/H - New Heads 
FOOTED E2 V." Stereo + Centre Track 
FOSTEX Model 80 -'New' _. _.. 

£26,000 
£795 

£2,500 
£2395 
£7,950 

Wewananty £12,950 
£595 
£495 
£795 

£1295 
Package Deals 

£855 
Special Otter - One Only E1, 950 

£1,595 
£1250 
Et, 795 

£695 
£695 

£2,400 
(1,369 

EP. O. A. 
FOSTER 32 TA. Package Comp. 2 e E 16.4030 Synch .1050 Auto Locale. Inc I/face Cables New £9,995 
TASCAM T2640 MS Cassette Duplicator- New. t Only El .500 
REVOX 877 II HS (NAB) 

- - 
Excellent Calderon £850 

REVOX A77 HS Mld f250 
REVOX 87711 f1,095 
RE 9911 fí.695 
TRIDENT SERIES 65 16.18.16 in 24 Frana, 18 Months Old - Perfect £3,200 
2 AKAI MG -140 u Adarr15 Smith Zeta 3 Synchroniser (24 Tmk Recording) t6995 
AKAI MG141) Package Deals 
AMPEX ATR -700 2 Trk- Immaculate £895 
ITAM 806'/0 ' 8 Treck -Cooled COrldillon - New Heads E695 
650046 CONSOLES 
AUDIO MXT 1000 t0Á Broadcast Desk - As New 0995 
AHB Sgma -Aa Formats Available Prices From C8,892 
AHB System 8 Mk 11116 -:16 -New ......£1,895 
AHB System 8 Mk 11124'. 16 wren JELLINGHAUS ANOmalron C3295 
AHB System B Mk 11124'.ió -New £2395 
AHB CMC 24 Mk I(24: 18) -New £t.950 
AHB CMC 16 Mk l(16'.ß) -New £1.395 
AHB CMC -New £3.100 
AHB CMC 32with Jellirghast Fader Autonatron + CMPTE Automated Routing 8 Mutiny £7.950 
AHB Studio 12 For Broadcast or Disco torso £1.895 
Recently appomnled DDA dealers Series rs -' Recording Consoles 
DDA 16'.8:2. £6,660 
DOA 32 8:2 £9.000 
00440'82 000.460 
SECK tß:8:2 Ea -Demo 00250 
SECK 128.2 Stop soled 0975 
SOUNOTRACS MRX Sans 248 16 05.205 
5056016605 PC Mgt Series 16 Input varsron, Slight Marks - New 03.895 
TASCAM M312(12Á: 8) -New Deno.. £1,395 
TAC MEICh1965 New -TO Order LP.O.A 
TAC Scorpon .. Prices From 02950 
F05060350 o Sams31terbrd New ....._. £395 
SOUNOCRAFT Se0e53624.24 - dmon £6.950 
SOUNDCRD 

EOUIPMENT 
i6á2 +e +BMOs _... Just Reduced £1,895 

OUTBOARD -NeENT ETC. 
LEXICON 224XL- NeeMOdel .950 
LEXICON PCM 70 Effects Processor £1.850 
LEXICON PCM 70 V.2. Software -a Monets lea £0,395 
KLARK TEKNIK DN360 2 30 Band £990 a 

KLARK TEKNIK DN332 2 e 16 Band £575 
KLARK TEKNIK DN60Spectnxn Analyser £1.750 
KLARK TEKNIK 014780 Revert Special Orter C 1.650 
SVME 2 -As New ... £350 
T. C. ELECTRONIC 2290 32 Sets Sempl,ng - New C2,985 
T.C. ELECTRONIC 2290 8 Secs £2,085 
T.C. ELECTRONIC es Expander Eapa £735 
MONTARBOOrev 128 Revers a Harmoniser (2 Remaongl 0325 
MONTARNE R -16 -New £607 
AUDIO KINETICS O-LAS 310 WM Vane* Interlaces - As New C1,500 
BEL BDE 2600 Stored Inc. Remote 8 Disk Drive £3.333 
BEL BD -804 Seconds - S/H £395 
BEL BD -80S 13 Seconds Mono. 6 5 Seconds Stereo - New £850 
YAMAHA REV -5.. £1,042 
YAMAHA SPX -NO II - New .299 
YAMAHA DMP -7 Dgitel Revert /Mixer - New £2,295 
YAMAHA -7-B 

Hardly 
-New £245 

YAMAHA REV -7- Hardly Used £650 
ART RIO Verb ers-Ned to Clear £249 

x ALESIS Micrwero -New C199 
3 a ALESIS Muroverbs ice Recknount Kn New 1599 
ALESISMdiverbll - New C345 
KORD DRV -2000 Revert -New £315 
KORD DRV -3000 Inc Infrared Romale -New £795 
NOMAD SMC -1 0 -Fron Stock .. £295 
REGIS RÁ701 Midi Gale- New £495 
ADAMS -SMITH ZETA 3 Syr wo, £220Conger 

AUDIO * DESIGN Conger Stereo - 760 R5 £750 
AKAI PEO-6 Frog. 7 Band Ep £260 
DRAWMER DS -201 Noes Gale Quantity Discoalts) £295 
DRAWMER DL -221 Comp/Urn IOuentey Discounts) £345 
DRAWMER LX -20 Comp /Eap (OuamM Dlacwnts) £225 
STUDIOMASTER IDP -1 Comp -Lim. £395 
BEL BC- 3 -8T -AS New .. £295 
IBANEZ SDR- 1000+ -New £422 
IBANEZ 1502 Crania (2 e 15) £175 
PANASONIC 406200 Indoslnal VHS £795 
SANVO VTC -5000 Betamaa - Sut £95 
TANTEK M4100 Master Malaa Automated Signal Routing 0766 
STATIK (KT) SÁ20 Bonart -AS New £75 
SONY DTC-i00D DATRec'ordens In Stack! £1,130 
TASCAM D %-4D 4 Chan. DB% Special 011er £295 
I.O. SYSTEMS Cloudier - In Stock _.._....... £260 
FOSTER 3 Machine Synchroniser. Only 4 Months Old Composing: 2 a 4030 Synchronisers: 

t a 4035 5aces (Cot a 4010 Cade Genwalor/Tngger. I a Camx,n talon Unh Ior 3 Slaves. 
3 e Interlaces (Cost £5.5011) THE LOT C3 495 

NOMAD AXXEMAN In Stock .... £269 
OBERHEIM DMX -New Condltron ... C350 
OBERHEIM DX +Scrotal -S /H _ E150 
ROLAND D50 ....... .......... ............ _..... 01.170 
TANNOY Linie Reds As New .. ... ...CÁ95 
OUAD405- II -S /M .... £205 
LOADS OF SECOND HAND MILS. RING FOR PRICES 
MICROPHONES New O Used Fron. NELMANN. AKG. SENKHEISER. BEYER SHURE, TEA, NADY 
AKG 0422 Cato- Mint... £995 
STC 4036 .. £250 
TOA Hand ado Mit System-S/H 0495 

RE20- S /H -ASNew £425 
JAMO J -230 Monoars- SM. ... £595 
MONITORS From JBL (Full Range In Stock) TANNOY. YAMAHA UREI, KLARK TEKNIK. 
AMPLIFICATION By HARRISON, UREI, YAMAHA. QUAD d RAUCH 

Loads more equipment in stock - we have gear coming In all the time. 
Please note: the prices above do not Include VAT. 

STUDIO HOUSE All major credit cards accepted. LONDON 
High Lane Village 222 Kennel Road, 
Stockport SK6 BAA London W10 5BN. 
Tel: 06636 4244. Telex: 665721. Fax: 06636 2328 Tel: 01- 969 8833. Fax: 01 -960 4994 

Normal opening hours are 9,30 am to 6.00 per Monday to Friday; 10.00 am to 2.00 Saturdays. 
If you intend to call at either of our premises we recommend you make an appointment first. 
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Oui7greates 
There's only one way to build 

a great reputation. And that's to do it 
consistently, hit after hit. 

We set the analog standard with 
Ampex Grand Master' 456. We pioneered a new digital standard with 
Ampex 467 digital mastering tape. And we developed Ampex 406 for 
outstanding performance in a wide range of analog mastering applications. 

When it comes to analog and digital mastering tapes, nobody 
offers a wider selection. 

More great performers record their hits on Ampex tape than any other 
tape in the world. While opinion may vary AMPEX on what it takes to make a hit, there's no 
argument on what it takes to master one. 

Ampex .Magnetic Tape Division, Acre Road, Reading, Berkshire RG2 OQR England (0734) 875200 
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Studer A812 - the efficient new workstation for 
the hectic broadcasting environment. It is remark- 
ably rugged, fast, and user -friendly. All controls can 
be programmed from a menu of over 40 functions. 
This saves time, soothes nerves, and provides fle- 
xibility for future applications. 
To keep up with your often frantic pace, the A812 
function menu offers four "true" dump edit modes, 
three rollback /locate start sequences, four fader 
start modes, four record /play speeds, winding 
speeds from 1 to 12 m /sec, library wind, and three 
vari -speed display formats, plus shuttle control, 
microprocessor control of all transport and audio 
functions, phase compensated audio electronics, 
and ... 

As if that weren't enough, the A812 has a spacious 
and practical editing section. 

STUDER UHUIERHZIXIKIINnIL, aC 
Althardstrasse 10, CH -8105 Regensdorf 

Sales Offices: 
Australia, North Sydney 4064700. Austria, Vienna 4733 09 /47 34 65. Belgium, Hasselt 
(011) 229664. Canada, Toronto (416)423 -2831. Denmark, Gentofte 451652340. 
Finland, Helsinki 80/742133. France, Paris (1) 4533 5858. Germany, Löffingen 07654- 
8030. Great Britain, London /Herts. 01-9530091. Hong Kong 5- 441 -310/5 -412 -050. 
Italy, Milano (02) 25390121. Japan, Tokyo 03- 320 -1101. Netherlands, Gennep 08851- 
96300. Norway, Oslo (02) 356110. Singapore 2507222/3. Spain, Madrid 2317840. 
Sweden, Solna 08/7340750. USA, NashviAle (615) 254 -5651. 
Worldwide: Studer International AG, Regensdorf, Switzerland, +411 840 29 60. a 
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